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APPENDIX A

PUBLIC INPUT SUMMARY
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT OVERVIEW

The community engagement strategy for the Durham Belt Line Trail Master Plan was diverse and multi-faceted as
illustrated in the Communications and Engagement Plan developed at the beginning of the project. The plan relied
on both traditional and web-based approaches to actively engage the public as partners in the process. Interactive
methods were used in the form of: facilitated stakeholder meetings, stakeholder walks, pop-up events, and survey
instruments as well as interactive exhibits at two public open houses.
More than 700 people participated in the workshop, took the survey, or attended stakeholder interviews or
presentations. This number does not include those that participated in activities at four festivals or those who
stopped by the booth to ask questions. The engagement approach was also flexible and adaptive. The City and
the project team constantly analyzed input and feedback from the community and determined if other methods
or locations for gathering information were needed to adequately represent the voices of multiple groups in the
community. The strategy is detailed in the Master Plan Appendix and summarized below.

CITY-CONSULTANT PARTNERSHIP
The City of Durham Transportation Department and other staff from City-County Planning, Neighborhood
Improvement Services, Parks and Recreation, Community Development were integrally involved in the Master
Plan participating as a technical advisory committee and supplementing the efforts of the steering committee.
This group was familiar with the issues within the community, existing planning efforts, ongoing projects in
their departmental area, and identified areas where interdepartmental collaboration could be strengthened.

STEERING COMMITTEE
A Steering Committee composed of City residents, neighborhood leaders, non-profit groups (open space,
trails, natural resource stewardship and recreation), business leaders from major Durham corporations and
educational institutions assembled early in the planning process. Committee members were selected by the
City to represent a diversity of interests and backgrounds, a commitment to participate in review and provide
feedback on multiple document drafts and to be an ambassador in the community throughout the process. The
Steering Committee met seven times averaging once every two months.

PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS AND BRANDING
Early in the process, the steering committee suggested changing the project name from Duke Belt Line to
Durham Belt Line to make it the City’s trail master plan. This naming and branding was a way to increase
interest and involvement of the community and to reinforce the ongoing process. The team developed a logo
and graphic vocabulary that embraced the history and proposed use of the abandoned rail corridor. Promotional
materials for meetings and events included cards, flyers, posters, website, and social media. These were used to
invite participation in the community visioning workshop, survey, and draft plan reveal open house. Materials
were translated into Spanish to facilitate input from local Hispanic community groups. Press coverage about the
rail corridor was shared on social media and the project website.
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COMMUNITY SURVEYS

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PLAN

The project team developed a survey for the community that was accessible both online and in a traditional paper
format from mid-August through September 2017. The survey was designed to establish community goals and vision
related to trail use, amenities, safety, and redevelopment adjacent to the corridor. The paper survey responses were
consolidated with the online responses and the resulting data is summarized in the Appendix.
Following release of the Draft master plan, the project website hosted a second online survey (paper copies again
made available) to gather feedback from the community on the contents and recommendations in the draft plan.

STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
Early in the project, the City and project team met with several stakeholder groups representing focused interests
which included:

» Community organizations: Durham Arts Council, Durham Central Park
» Neighborhood Residents from Trinity, Old North Durham, PAC District 2, Hillside, Pearl Mill Village
» Downtown Businesses
» Health and Wellness groups/institutions

Many groups were invited but were unable to attend. To augment their input, the team reached out to groups and
individuals. The team made presentations and requsted feedback at the following venues:

» JJ Henderson Housing Center Residents Council – November 2017
» Partners Against Crime District 4 monthly meeting – November 2018
» Avondale Drive businesses

ONLINE ENGAGEMENT
The project website www.DurhamBeltLine.com provided an online “platform” for community engagement. The
website hosted announcements of upcoming meetings, meeting summaries, the draft plan, a survey, photos, timeline
and more. The user-friendly platform was designed to provide 24/7 convenience to plan products and an opportunity
for those unable to attend workshops to participate.

COMMUNITY VISIONING WORKSHOP
On September 6, 2017, the City of Durham hosted a Community Visioning Workshop to provide background
information about the study area, educate the community about the planning process underway, and to elicit
participant feedback on issues identified with help from City staff and the Steering Committee. The workshop was
informal and interactive with facilitated stations. Conversations ranged from trailside amenities and character, to art,
to trail surfaces, affordable housing and redevelopment to mobility, connections and safety. A detailed summary of the
Workshop and its results are given in this summary.

COMMUNITY OPEN HOUSE
The City held a widely-advertised open house on June 11, 2018, for the public to review and provide feedback on the
Draft Durham Belt Line Master Plan. The outreach included postcard mailings to 495 residences within 500 feet of the
Belt Line corridor to both property owners and residents, announcements to 6 churches near the corridor, outreach
to 75 businesses and organizations, yard-signs at 6 intersections near the Belt Line, and postering at 57 businesses/
institutions.
DURHAM BELT LINE Trail Master Plan |
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PLAN
MEETINGS / WORKSHOPS
ACTIVITY

DATE

PURPOSE / DESCRIPTION

TARGET AUDIENCE

City Staff and Consultant
Team Update Meeings

Monthly / Ongoing

Regular updates on project progress

City of Durham Staff

Project Kick-off

Feb 1, 2017

Workplan, establish communication protocol,
schedule, confirm community engagement
City Staff and Project Team
plan, site tour

Stakeholder Meetings (4)

July 2017

Meetings with individuals or small groups;
Issue identification and vision sharing

More than 900 people* participated in the workshop,
took the survey, or attended stakeholder interviews or
presentations.
*This number does not include those who participated in activities at four
festivals or stopped by the booth to ask questions. Public outreach will continue
through the project Design Phase

Individuals or groups with shared interests
including: Community organizations, Durham
Arts Council, Durham Central Park,
Neighborhood representatives from Trinity,
Old North Durham, District 2 Partners
Against Crime, Hillside, Pearl Mill Village,
Downtown Businesses and Health and
Wellness groups/institutions

PROJECT COMMUNICATIONS
ACTIVITY

DATE

PURPOSE / DESCRIPTION

TARGET AUDIENCE

Project Notices

As Needed

Distribute notices via website at a minimum 2
weeks prior to event

Community

Project Press Releases

As Needed

Distribute notices & project updates via social
media, City website

Community

Community Survey #1

Aug/Sept 2017

Primary purpose to gather input on goals,
concerns, potential amenities, support for
Community
community initiatives, gather general feedback and
inform the public

Community Survey #2

May/June 2018

Primary purpose to ask for feedback on the draft
master plan

Community

Patrons of Centerfest Arts Festival, Farmers
Market, Festival for the Eno, Southeast
Greenways Summit

Social Media/Web

Ongoing

www.DurhamBeltLine.com, Facebook, Twitter,
integration with City website

Community

Prep materials for website and social media
campaign; establish web portal for notices,
mtg summaries, draft documents

Community

Social Media/Web

Ongoing

www.DurhamBeltLine.com, Facebook, Twitter,
integration with City website

Community

Mar 1, 2018

Presentation to Council; Approval

Community

Tri-fold Brochure

April 2018

Overall project highlights, map, key aspects of draft
Steering Committee
Master Plan and process

Surveys available online and in print.
Accessed via link on project website and
outreach communications (email, facebook,
twitter)

Community

Frequently Asked
Questions Guide

May 2018

Surveys

Aug 15 - Nov 15
2017
May - June 2018

To inform public on common questions related to
Community
the Master Plan and process

Visioning Workshop

Sept 6, 2017

Inform the public about the project; provide
visioning and listening activities; access to
survey; gather input

Community

Open House

June 11, 2018

Obtain feedback on the draft master plan
vision, goals and recommendations

Community

Non-Adjacent
Neighborhood Outreach
Meetings (2)

Nov 2017

Individual Conversations

Fall 2017

Provide information to the public and
solicit feedback on issues important to the
residents

Avondale Drive businesses, Adjacent Property
Owners, Durham History Museum

Stakeholder Walks (2)

July 2017

Site walks with individuals or small groups

Individuals or groups with shared interests
identified by staff and consultant team

Technical Advisory
Committee Meetings (?)

Share department specific information and
July 2017 - Current
strengthen interdepartmental collaboration

Steering committee
meetings (6)

Guidance, input and direction on Master Plan,
Individuals representing diverse groups
May 2017- Current vision and goal setting, review of preliminary
selected by the City
concepts, draft documents, public input

Pop-up Events (4)

Spring - Summer
2017

"Meeting people where they are"

Online presence

Early Jan 2017

Interim Presentation to
City Leadership
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Provide information to the public and
J.J. Henderson Housing Center Residents
solicit feedback on issues important to the
Council, District 4 Partners Against Crime
residents in neighborhoods of South Durham

Planning, Neighborhoood Improvement
Services, Parks and Recreation, Community
Development
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VISIONING WORKSHOP SUMMARY

VISIONING WORKSHOP SUMMARY

PUBLIC MEETING #1

A highly interactive public meetings were held to share
and collect information early in the project. Creative ideas
for public input included a sketching station, story-kiosk,
inspirational project board, and Live | Work | Play Map.

»»September 6, 2017
»»Durham Armory
»»190+ Attendees

A-7
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VISIONING WORKSHOP SUMMARY
LIVE | WORK | PLAY MAP

Attendees were asked to indicate where they live,
work, and play using adhesive dots.

A-9

INSPIRATIONAL PROJECTS

Attendees were asked to vote on which
project they felt was most inspirational. The
following photos were provided. Voting
results are indicated with most participants
selecting the Atlanta BeltLine.

11%

14%

25%

50%
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PRECEDENTS AND AMENITIES

Attendees were asked to vote on images that
represented trail character, amenities, and art.
Below are the most selected images in each
category (NOTE: Votes from the public meeting
were combined with voting that took place
during the Farmers Market and Center Fest to
get top five in each category):

TRAILSIDE AMENITIES

»»Splash Pad
»»Trailside Affordable Housing
(Pocket Neighborhoods)
»»Nature Play Area
»»Community Garden
»»Pollinator Garden
»»Places to Lounge

TRAIL CHARACTER

»»Epic Trees
»»Greenway / Shared Use Path
»»Trail with Markings for Different Uses
»»Stormwater Planters
»»Threaded Path

ART

»»Art Play (play structure made out of art)
»»Lighting and Pavement Painting (image
had food trucks on it as well)
»»Wall Murals
»»Underpass Lighting
»»Art on Preserved Railroad Tracks
»»Environmental Art

VISIONING WORKSHOP SUMMARY
WRITE-IN IDEAS / COMMENTS
AMENITIES

»»Covered rest areas with water along the trail (+1)
»»Secure, clean bathrooms
»»Safe + Lit! Call Boxes
»»Children’s playground
»»Musical playground
»»Street spots! (for skating) - A street spot is an
area in a city (usually) that works as a skate
park feature! Usually not intended! Awesome for
physical activity and Durham tourism/publicity!
(+7)

»»Connect greenspace for wildlife corridors
»»Need benches, water stations, play stations
SURFACES / CROSS SECTION

»»Asphalt and/or soft surface for runners (+1)
»»Wide enough to accommodate bikes & peds safely
»»Some permeable trail length – for runners & rain
absorption
»»Permeable surfacing + rain garden / creek smart
landscaping
»»Need mixed use trails – part asphalt or concrete
part gravel/dirt (running surface)
»»Separated users where you expect heavy bike
traffic + signs
»»Natural surface, dense wooded buffer, no asphalt
please, or minimal – Todd Lewins
»»Natural surface

AFFORDABLE HOUSING & REDEVELOPMENT

»»Somehow tie to affordable housing. Not a thing to
encourage gentrification but for all residents (+3)
»»Anticipate housing cost increase/protect existing
residents
»»Affordable housing + amenities nearby so ALL
Durham residents can benefit from the Belt Line
»»Put measures / policies in place to reduce impact of

gentrification in area one more development occurs
(+1)

»»Businesses facing Belt Line e.g. Restaurants (+1)
»»Supports sustainable growth in a rapidly growing
city, anticipates heavy use & impact on economy

NATURE / ENVIRONMENT / HISTORY /
ART/ CULTURE

»»Support for murals and street art programs/artists
»»Sustainable
»»Eco-smart
»»Adopt stormwater management ideas proposed by
Ellerbe Creek Watershed Association (+15)
»»Save the magical tree grove & tracks @ corporation
street!
»»Preserve railroad infrastructure where possible
»»Rain gardens, native + medicinal plants. Work with
proximate homeowners to preserve + maintain
plantings by the trail. 7 Acre wood style plants +
signage.

»»Motion responsive lighting? – Because lights that

always stay on harm wildlife + create light pollution
– Lindsay on Glendale Ave.

»»Not just an asphalt path. This is a historic rail

corridor with an important historical significance to
Durham’s tobacco & textile industries. It should be
a unique place influenced by its context – Not a path
sprinkled with artsy benches. (+1)
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MOBILITY / CONNECTIONS / SAFETY

»»Alternative to driving and accessible to all (+1)
»»Connections to other trails (ATT, Goose Creek,
Ellerbe Creek, etc., make it a loop)
»»Ped > Bike/Skate > Autos
»»Ban Cars Downtown (+1)
»»Anticipate traffic/parking increase (people driving
to Belt Line as a destination)
»»Fix-it station for flats
»»Connect to other trails & locations in Durham
»»Lots of signage on trail + to nearby location in
Durham
»»Clear signs. Easy on/off markings with maps
»»Make sure any road crossings are safe for pedestrians
/ bicyclists / children – buttons to change the light,
good visibility, etc.

»»Bike lane on Avondale Dr from (at least) Greenleaf
St North
»»Tie in to other trails, greenways already in Durham
»»Safety / security call / alert stations (long-view/
enhanced) + trail
»»Visibility design + landscaping so users are able
to enjoy with confidence + criminal activity is
prevented /optimally discouraged by best practice
/ intelligent design. Solar-powered call centers if
wiring into forested areas is impractical

GENERAL / OTHER

»»Educational
»»Calming
»»Not Kinetic
»»Have folks available to answer questions
»»Canopy
»»Lights
DURHAM BELT LINE Trail Master Plan |
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VISIONING WORKSHOP SUMMARY

VISION MAP COMMENTS
SECTION 1A: CHAPEL HILL ST TO MORGAN ST

SECTION 1B: MORGAN ST TO TRINITY AVE

»»Preserve railroad infrastructure as design theme (+1)
»»Keep the rails visible & retain some signal poles. Rail was a significant

»»Preserve RR Character
»»Preserve Railroad Crossings
»»Keep RR Infrastructure through L&M Campus (+1)
»»Keep RR Gantry as gateway [graphic]
»»Coordinate with Norfolk & Western Historical Society on history of places along
corridor
»»Preserve tracks and trees [graphic showing preserved rail with trees and trail to the
right]
»»Railroad Trestle:

HISTORY AND CULTURE

element of Durham’s history. The Belt Line should be identified as a reused
railway.

»»Interpretive exhibits on rail history.
»»Connection to changing/rotating exhibit at Museum of Durham History
»»Create a High Line like Theatre
REDEVELOPMENT AND PLACEMAKING

»»Create Trailside Development
»»Parklets! Turn parking spaces into mini green spaces
»»Raised crosswalks @ high traffic intersections (+1)
»»Seating similar to Edna’s porch in Charlotte
»»Create focal point to lead down the path
»»Look to local design for precedents – Keep it Durham & “dirty”

TRANSPORTATION CONNECTIONS

»»Connect to Train & Bus Stations (+2)
»»Accessible & Safe Connections to transit options (BCC & free options)
»»Cycle Track on Ramseur
»»Parallel Trail / Path along Ramseur St connecting
»»Connect along Ramseur St to Blackwell St
»»Bike lockers?
»»Connect trail to existing ATT trail
»»Make bike-able (+1)
»»Cuddle up to NCRR and make this connection happen (across RR to future
Light Rail Station)
»»Rail-walk on south side of Ramseur, connect Belt Line to east & west
»»Bike lane on Ramseur (to Pettigrew St.)
»»Bike Share
»»Without safe & designated connections to TRANSIT what is the lasting
purpose? The project becomes merely a Sunday ride rather than a useful
corridor.

LIGHTING
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»»Well-lit trails = Safe Trails

HISTORY AND CULTURE

Elevated Cigar Bar and Smoke Shack
Trail spur / overlook @ Existing elevated rail spur
Maintain views of landmarks (+2)
Convert trestle to scenic overlook spot with benches (+1)
Park Area, Access to Washington & Geer St, Use
old Tram Trestle (HiLine) (+1)

REDEVELOPMENT AND PLACEMAKING

»»Maintain views of landmarks (+2)
»»Identify key vista locations
»»Use strategic placement of landmarks / benches / programmed spaces to draw
people forward through Downtown – much like Disney World!
»»Trailside bioretention for infiltration
»»Preserve existing trees
»»Potential for large stormwater practice in low spot [near City Place / Erwin Oil]
»»Protect bird habitats that have taken hold + trees
»»High Line & Atlanta Beltline have housing | Why do we have none?
»»Create Trail-oriented Development
»»Bathroom
»»Consider traffic flow / parking around hi-traffic sections of Belt Line
»»Public townhalls with local neighborhoods
»»Opportunity for park near Erwin Oil?

TRANSPORTATION CONNECTIONS

»»Make sure there is a connection between the trail & schools around it – so kids can
ride to school safely. DSA / Central Park
»»Graphic: Two-way bike path (10’) and pedestrian path (8’)
DURHAM BELT LINE Trail Master Plan |
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VISIONING WORKSHOP SUMMARY

VISION MAP COMMENTS
SECTION 2: TRINITY AVE TO WASHINGTON ST

SECTION 3A: WASHINGTON ST TO ROXBORO ST

»»Keep RR Bridge (+5)
»»Restore & repaint Norfolk Southern Bridge

»»More of the neighborhood may be added to the historic district

HISTORY AND CULTURE

REDEVELOPMENT AND PLACEMAKING

»»Where is the housing?
»»Major gateway art for entrance to Belt Line, Ellerbe Creek Trail & Stormwater
Center
»»Loop trail around retention
»»Coordinate with City’s and ECWA’s stormwater mgmt./education projects
»»Slope & bioretention
»»Incorporate natural play area with seasonal water mist fields (think museum LS)
»»Drinking water fountain
»»Consider business / nonprofit / neighborhood associations sponsorships
»»Washington St
Active Retail
Retail + refreshment + café

TRANSPORTATION CONNECTIONS

»»Direct connection to Ellerbe Creek Trail
»»Eliminate existing trail from Trinity Ave to Dacian Rd
»»Need neck down from trail (Ellerbe) to Trinity Ave
»»Merge w/South Ellerbe Creek Trail @ Trinity Ave (+1)
»»Create combined trail + connections to street (+1)
»»Separation of bike lanes from walking path
»»Bike tool / fix station
»»Make bikeable connections from trail to Duke
»»Bike lanes (cycle track) on Trinity Ave!
»»Possible connection along Dacian right of way?
»»Extend & connect to Dacian Ave
»»Hawk Signal on Washington St?

LIGHTING

»»Access & street lights needed on adjacent streets
»»Lighting! High police presence
»»Solar powered greenway lights! (Like the ones on the Greensboro Trail)
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HISTORY AND CULTURE

TRANSPORTATION CONNECTIONS

»»Sidewalk to Markham + connect to Glendale sidewalk
»»Markings to Duke Park Trail
»»Small lane to lots and trail along Acadia
»»Make sure road crossings are safe! Buttons / visibility, etc.
»»Can we do better than temporary plastic barricades here? [near
Mangum St and East Markham Ave]
»»Filling in sections to make less separated from neighborhoods
»»Roxboro St. Area

Consider bridging over
Slow people down here [Roxboro St and Trinity Ave] to make
crossing safer at Roxboro St.
Possible to make single lane w/bike lanes to avoid high speed
merging [Roxboro St. @ Geer St]
Grade separate Roxboro! (+1)
Need pedestrian activated traffic light (+2)
Most dangerous crossing! Think about this cross path well!

PARKS AND ENVIRONMENT

»»Community garden
»»Riparian zone protection
»»Nature play area
»»Wetlands restoration
»»Would rather see springs and creeks restored. It isn’t a natural
wetland area so don’t call it “restoration”
»»Strayhorn Springs area landowner has 4 vacant lots adjacent to
trail, open to discussion of [public purchase]
»»Keep: Impromptu Dog Park @ a residence
»»Keep: My elder-berry tree in my yard by the trail
»»Benches to enjoy green areas
»»Native + medicinal plantings could work w/Bountiful Backyards,
Niche Gardens, homeowners
»»Stormwater runoff starts here [Trinity Ave and Mangum St]

LIGHTING / SAFETY

»»Adequate lighting and call boxes

all along trail so people feel safe.
(That has not been accomplished
on current greenways.)

»»How about No lighting? Is it
needed?
»»Motion sensitive lighting –
wildlife friendly
»»Consider lighting that respectful
of neighbors & nature
»»Create Lighting!
»»Lighting is essential
»»Concerns about lighting +
vehicular parking in residential
areas

DURHAM BELT LINE Trail Master Plan |
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VISIONING WORKSHOP SUMMARY

VISION MAP COMMENTS
SECTION 3B: ROXBORO ST TO AVONDALE DR
TRANSPORTATION CONNECTIONS

»»Consider (re)connecting Duke Park & Old North Durham
»»Connect Trail to Rosetta Dr & complete/connect Lynch St
»»Connect Shawnee for pedestrians via Belt Line access on both sides or from
Shawnee to Rosetta Dr.
»»Concerns about access to property
»»Warehouse, brewpub, music venue
»»Do some fill-in so trail isn’t so deep
»»Create connections to neighborhoods
»»Convert to roundabout (Trinity Ave & Avondale Dr)

PARKS AND ENVIRONMENT

»»Park [on city owned land on west side of Roxboro St.]
»»Parcel owned by conservation organization [near Shawnee St]
»»Culdesac bioretention idea
»»Create water fountains (for dogs too!)
»»Park at east entrance

LIGHTING

»»Concerns about lighting + vehicular parking in residential areas

TERMINUS / AVONDALE DR:

»»Where do you go from here?
»»Extra-wide (trail-width) sidewalk on Avondale Dr, at least to Alston St +
Markham St
»»Clean up superfund site and turn this area into a super park with wonderful
workforce housing (40%) and amenities.
»»Turn this into a park (vacant land east of trail terminus)
»»Continue Trail over railroad and/or Geer St bridge
»»Still served by rail (concrete plant @ existing N/S Rail)
»»Plan for eventual redevelopment here?
»»Can trail end be a destination?
»»Natural surface trails
»»Why “Rail-to-trail” why not “Light Rail with Trail Beside?” Germany (best

OTHER AREAS OF MAP

»»Sidewalks / Ped Safety [note on Corporation St]
»»Lets try so hard not to let this project enable gentrification and displacement
»»I have lived in east Durham off of Angie Ave and Carter for 17 years. We need more trails
that provide easy and economical access to these low-income communities. It would
also increase wellness.

»»What about a trail that connects Park off of Stage Road, the one with the ropes course.
What about a trail that connects this park down beside Angier Ave to Downtown.
»»There seems to be something missing here [note located near Mallard Ave and Hazel
St)
»»Options to Connect this Community [note located east of Elm St]
»»Is this still an active spur? Used by Norfolk southern for car storage
»»Former Duke Yard – Used for car storage?
»»Potential park, athletic field, currently unused [note north of Dowd St and Hazel St]
»»We need a walk/bike lane along Angier Ave. not Pettigrew. Angier goes to Downtown
Durham.
»»Mini-Entrepreneurship Area/Zone @ Crossing of trail and slower streets.
»»Large Traffic circle without traffic lights needed at Hanover, Granby and Juniper
»»Arts Center @ East End Park
»»Why is this event only for white Durham? I did a snapshot count at 5:40 pm. 50+
White, 4 Non-White (<10%). Are we afraid of something?
»»How is an Open-To-All event a One-Race-Thing? Come if you care, just come and let
all/your voice and vision be included. Is a different day/time/venue a help?
»»Turn this into a park as a connection between Central Park & Rocky Creek &
surrounding stream buffers – funds from ECWA – Todd Levins [note located near
Broadway St and Mangum St]

»»Turn these lots into parks, current owner – church on Roxboro. This can connect to

Rocky Creek via stream buffers – ECWA – Todd Levins [note located near vacant lots
near east end of Corporation St]

»»Potential Future Park [note located between Elliott St and Mallard Ave, near Queen St]
»»Signage / directional signs at Library to advertise the trail

railroads in the world) puts trails beside all their railroads for maintenance,
rescue and recreation
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COMMUNITY OPEN HOUSE SUMMARY

COMMUNITY OPEN HOUSE SUMMARY

PUBLIC MEETING #2 SUMMARY

A community open house was held to present concepts and
summary information from theDraft Durham Belt Line Trail
Master Plan. There were 8 interactive stations and an opportunity to provide comments on the information provided

»»Date: June 11, 2018, 4-7 pm
»»Location: Durham Nativity School
»»140+ Attendees
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COMMUNITY OPEN HOUSE SUMMARY
What is your VISION for the Durham Beltline?
DESIGN & GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

»»Pedestrian friendly, environmentally sustainable, many trees & social
spaces (+3)
»»A linear park that seamlessly connects neighborhoods to each other
»»Well maintained
»»Actively used by a wide variety of people both for transportation and
recreation (+3)
»»Room for the animals who currently use the space.
»»Well-lit trails – but using red tinted light (avoid blue end of light spectrum
b/c circadian rhythms)
»»Plentiful shade for increasing numbers of hot days = increased usability
»»Opportunities for rest during exercise at sensible trail intervals
»»Provides commuting alternative from vehicles (+1)
»»Water fountains/hydration stations (+4)
»»Emergency communication system (+1)
»»Accessible design
»»Edible perennials planted for urban food harvesting (+map)
»»Trees & plants – both wild & planted (+1)
»»Access to nature
»»Safety call stations, solar light pols for night lighting (+2)
»»Lots of lighting
»»Enhance & restore nature vegetation & ecology along the corridor
(wildlife)
»»Don’t displace animals or people to build (+1)

HISTORY

»»Make sure the history of Black Wall Street, Hayti, & people of color are
included in historic markers & interpretation (+2)
»»History markers & signage (+3)
»»Storywalks, places for young children to play along the way (+1)
»»Connection to the 150 year history of Durham & the Native Tribes
Community that formerly occupied the area 1st Nation People
(Okeneechee)
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EQUITY

»»Expand into East Durham, very needed. (+6)
»»Why does this proposal stop at East Durham where this is needed the most?
»»Like the Atlanta Beltline, except affordable (+2)
»»If commitment to address low income needs is not done first, this will negatively
impact these residents
»»Meets needs of different Durham communities – low income & communities of color.
This cannot be an afterthought. (+2)
»»Signage in English & Spanish
»»Connect to communities in East Durham and affordable housing along the way.
»»Become a national case study for innovative solutions to mitigating gentrification
spurred by trail construction
»»Lock in affordable housing before building! (+1)
»»Protect current residents before moving forward

BIG MAP COMMENTS

CHAPEL HILL STREET

»»Include path separated from traffic as loop is “2-wayed” to meet Blackwell & ATT
»»It would be nice if it went to the DPAC & connect to American Tobacco Trail
WEST MAIN STREET
»»Signal crosswalk needed (HAWK)
LINK STREET
»»New Street? Or Pedestrian area?
»»Do we need another street crossing?
CORPORATION ST TO TRINITY AVE
»»Might there be railroad motifs in the design of the trail or furniture, maybe at more than
one location
»»I’d like to cross here (Minerva Ave to Geer St)
»»Avoid spectra lighting – disrupts sleep cycles (humans & other animals). Maybe red
tinted LEDs?
TRINITY TO WASHINGTON ST

»»Connection between Ellerbe Creek Trail and Durham Belt Line is critical to improve

connection between regional trails – providing more access to neighborhoods north &
south of Downtown

»»Talk with Ellerbe Creek Watershed Association (ECWA), active all over Durham
»»Would like to see redevelopment of the properties at Washington St and Macon St
»»Keep the skate park unified & at Central Park
DURHAM BELT LINE Trail Master Plan |
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WASHINGTON ST TO GLENDALE AVE

»»How can the affordable housing on Macon, 600 block of Markham & 600
block of Green be preserved?
»»How will crossing at Washington be made safe? Cars speed up a blind hill
from the Markham light.
»»Create attractive office & retail near to Belt Line
»»Preserve native mature trees here (tulip poplars, hickory). Keep
blackberries maybe as an edible amenity (near North Street)
»»Energy efficient & wildlife friendly lighting (+1)
STRAYHORN SPRINGS AREA
»»I love the idea of putting a bridge here over the water!!
»»The inclusion of a bridge at this site would improve hydrology and natural
drainage that we impeded by the building of the track, producing great
environmental benefits. This could be furthered by making it into a
beautiful natural water feature

»»Strayhorn Spring is a historic & active ecosystem. How will the current
ecosystem be preserved?
»»Restore the water way with native species. (Strayhorn Springs)
»»Poor location for a park not super accessible
»»Protect native plants & trees & existing natural areas as much as possible.
»»Ensure firm engaged (in natural systems) does type of habitats that soil,

ROXBORO ST TO AVONDALE DR

»»Hollywood St, prefer access, but not parking
»»Use trail to slow traffic on Roxboro St
»»North Roxboro St – fast, dangerous trail crossing. Road is too wide. Slow, calm by
narrowing w/bike lanes – which would connect to Belt Line trail.
»»Add parking areas on North Roxboro (North of Trinity) so people can drive in & easily
leave their cars
»»Yes!!! Please re-connect Duke Park and Old North Durham (near sidewalk connection
Shawnee Street)
»»Check on parcels near Greenleaf & Peace (ownership / developability)
»»Don’t give up on Avondale & point East!
»»Sign pointing to Geer Cemetery (African American Cemetery @ Colonial St and
Camden Ave)
»»I want a park here (at Alcott St Triangle)
»»Is there a chance of including end of loop along Elizabeth/Fayetteville down this way?

“Goose Creek Trail” timeframe?
GENERAL COMMENTS ON MAP

»»What happens to the people currently living on the Beltline? (without homes)

hydrology & topography support (check with some environmental and
wetlands biologists)

»»Sidewalk here (Glendale Ave) would connect sidewalks on Glendale &

Markham, great for transportation network.
GLENDALE AVE TO ROXBORO ST

»»Link along Acadia to connect rail trail from Duke Park bike co-op, and trail
from Co-op to Ellerbe Creek (+2)
»»Acadia right-of-way offers opportunity for low-impact steet design opening
up infill development opportunities
»»Ensure safety of cars parked on Acadia + of residential properties around
trail access if access is created here
»»This area has a Duke Power easement that will limit development
»»Make 2 way (Mangum north of fork), add bike path, lanes narrower
»»Signal crosswalk needed (Roxboro St), (HAWK)
»»Yes, please!! Pedestrian activated light.
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RECREATION AND PROGRAMMING
OVERALL PREFERENCES

RECREATION AND PROGRAMMING BY LOCATION
AVONDALE TRAILHEAD

»»Trailhead with Restrooms (5)
»»Community Garden (5)
»»Art Installation (3)
»»Community Event Space (2)
»»Teen / Adult Play Exercise Equipment (2)
»»Multi-Use Greenspace (2)
PEACE STREET / S. SHAWNEE STREET
»»Art Installation / Gateway Feature (2)
»»Water / Nature Feature with Seating (2)
»»Parklet / Small Play Feature (1)
»»Teen / Adult Play Exercise Equipment (1)
»»Fragrant / Pollinator Garden (1)
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ROXBORO STREET

»»Teen / Adult Play Exercise Equipment (2)
»»Parklet / Small Play Feature (1)
MANGUM STREET UNDERPASS
»»Art Installation / Gateway Feature (5)
»»Fragrant / Pollinator Garden (1)
GLENDALE AVENUE
»»Fragrant / Pollinator Garden (3)
»»Scenic Overlook (2)
»»Trailhead with Restrooms (2)
»»Water / Nature Feature with Seating (2)
»»Art Installation / Gateway Feature (1)
STRAYHORN SPRINGS
»»Water / Nature Feature with Seating (4)
»»Community Garden (2)
»»Hammock Park (2)
»»Sprayground (2)
»»Historical Marker / Interpretive Signage (1)
»»Scenic Overlook (1)
WASHINGTON STREET
»»Multi-Use Greenspace (5)
»»Dog Park (1)
»»Sprayground (1)
DACIAN AVENUE
»»Fragrant / Pollinator Garden (3)
»»Community Event Space (1)
»»Community Garden (1)
»»Dog Park (1)
»»Multi-Use Greenspace (1)
»»Urban Climbing / Bouldering (1)
ELLERBE CREEK TRAIL
»»Water / Nature Feature with Seating (4)
»»Trailhead with Restrooms (2)
»»Fragrant / Pollinator Garden (1)
»»Nature Education and Play (1)
DURHAM BELT LINE Trail Master Plan |
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TRINITY AVENUE

»»Sprayground (1)
»»Trailhead with Restrooms (1)
»»Historical Marker / Interpretive Signage (1)
»»Urban Climbing / Bouldering (1)
»»Hammock Park (1)
CORPORATION STREET
»»Community Garden (3)
»»Interactive Sculpture – Musical / Touch / Play (8)
»»Parklet / Small Play Feature (2)
»»Playground (2)
LINK STREET
»»Interactive Sculpture – Musical / Touch / Play (1)
»»Historical Marker / Interpretive Signage (1)
»»Art Installation / Gateway Feature (1)
FERNWAY STREET
»»Historical Marker / Interpretive Signage (2)
MORGAN STREET
»»Dog Park (1)
CITY-OWNED LAND / CHAPEL HILL STREET BRIDGE
»»Art Installation / Gateway Feature (7)
»»Trailhead with Restrooms (6)
»»Community Event Space (4)
»»Sprayground (3)
»»Multi-use Greenspace (2)
»»Historical Marker / Interpretive Signage (2)
OTHER
»»Basketball Court (4)
»»Food (2)
»»Soccer Field (1)
»»Disc Golf Course – the whole trail
»»Pocket Park – Avondale Dr.
»»Dog Poop Stations (2)
»»Garbage & Water Stations (2)
»»Keep Space for Wildlife
A-27

HOUSING AND EQUITY IDEAS

»»Affordable housing
»»Make a target percentage for affordable housing instead of a target number for each
housing complex (duplex up to live/work)
»»120 units of affordable housing
»»Make commitments to stabilize vulnerable households BEFORE moving forward with
trail
»»Affordable apartments lining old “Y” retention pond.
»»Incremental financing to fund affordable housing/anti-displacement
»»Affordability isn’t just about housing, its also about transportation options for those
who cannot afford a car! Transportation equity must be part of the conversation.
»»More opportunity for housing if narrow lane along Acadia ROW between trail and
Markam
»»Focusing on “live/work” categories helps reduce stress on roads/traffic, as well as
transit costs to lower income folks
»»Consider: Reduce rear setback requirement for ADU’s on properties that are near the
trail/border the trail
»»Use current 2018-19 City Budget allotment to focus on equity & housing solutions.
»»Missing middle types are great – need affordable options to buy & not get priced out w/
rent increases. But realistically, how can we encourage this type of development?
»»Bicycle Brownstones
»»Before going forward with trail, get funding for eviction prevention & affordable
housing or else Durham’s Beltline will end up like Atlanta’s. After trail = too late!
»»Tiny home village like Detroit or Communities in Texas have done
»»More images needed of affordable housing along successful projects i.e. Atlanta Beltline.
Has housing but not of images that are affordable housing.
»»Don’t break ground until current housing is stabilized!
»»Affordable housing plan committed and secured before construction. Use project to
leverage affordable housing a la artificial TIF
»»Rent control buffer zone around Beltline?
»»Complete Goose Creek Trail and finish Greenway around Durham, need loop to walk
safely
»»Strategies to protect ownership/residence of current residents, not just strategies for
creating new housing (affordable or otherwise)
»»Habitat has land near Avondale, could provide 60-120 units of affordable housing (120
AMI or below w/commercial/retail).
»»DCLT Durham Community Land Trustees
DURHAM BELT LINE Trail Master Plan |
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LANDSCAPING AND GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

»»How will green spaces be maintained? Is there funding for long-term care &
improvement?
»»Consult with Duke Gardens & North Carolina Botanical Gardens on native
plant selections & choices to design.

And those that work with the soil & hydrology basis for each part of
the terrain… (wetland, upland, etc.)

»»Love the green infrastructure
»»Happy to see bike & pedestrian separation (+1)
»»Make green infrastructure truly green. Plant communities that function

»»We should prioritize environmental impact & restore natural drainage that was
changed by the construction of the rail bed.

Echo environmental impact (e.g. wildlife movement in current wetland areas)

»»Edible perennials for hungry people to snack on (berries, fruits, edible flowers)
»»Are we willing to stop until we figure out how to not displace current residents
»»Natural Systems: Middle/high school students could help with trail ecological survey of
area
»»Please make sure there are lots of trees/shade along the path!! Great idea for path!

well, are stable & sustainable over time. Plus aesthetically, show examples
of great design. Make them something people want in their backyard.

»»In making/creating a truly green space please include trees (deciduous tall
ones) to shade an area to be used recreationally. Without shade, no area is
enjoyable in the Summer! (+3)
Yes, trees make everything better.

»»Create & maintain maximum bio-diversity
»»Please think of forest transition over time in terms of selection/protection of
trees along the trail/green space. But please, lots of trees!
»»When including art—hire Durham based artist & pay them. Advertise this
broadly to local community

Make sure advertising process is geared toward reaching local artists
Make sure proposal requirements are not too ridiculous (i.e. insurance
requirements)

»»A key issue here is equity based – how will the city in tandem with this

development help keep people in their homes and not be forced out by the
rising property values/taxes this initiation will drive? This is a key point
which needs consideration –its just as important if not more important
than amenities/safe crossings, etc…

»»Plant native species – not invasive
»»Also – beavers for our creeks!
»»What about using some spaces along the trail as free advertising spots

for local, long time businesses? Every time a new business (especially
restaurants) opens, it gets free advertising in the form of press (reviews,
etc.). So many people move here and never hear about community staples –
it hurts older businesses --> gentrification
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Attendee Zip Code
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Durham Nativity School
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27703
3
3%

What best describes your feelings toward the Belt Line Trail
Project?
60
27704
5
6%

50
40
27705
11
13%

0
I am very supportive of I support the trail
I would support the
I do not support the Unsure / Need more
the trail - build it
project and plan, but project if significant
conversion of the
Information
already!
would like to see some changes are made
abandoned rail into a
minor adjustments and/or more outreach greenway, trail or park
before the project is
is conducted
funded and built

27707
9
11%

Other
5
6%

27713
4
5%

Have you given Input to Date on the Draft Plan?
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
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20
10

27701
48
56%

No, but I have
heard about the
project (Twitter,
News, Website,
Word of Mouth,
etc)

30

Yes, I provided
No, this is my first Multiple Selected
input through an time hearing about
online survey (Fall
the project
2017, Summer
2018)

Yes, I provided
input at the first
public meeting

Yes, I am involved
in the project as a
stakeholder or
committee member

Open ended responses for "I am very supportive of the trail - build it already!"
- Consider reducing the grade separations to make connections easier. Ask David Proper about
adjacent parcel opportunities at Avondale dr.
- I can hardly wait for this to be built!
- I really love the idea of putting the bridge over the water at Glendale and Trinity, and lots of art!
- I suggest adequate dog stations and garbage cans - drinking water for humans and dogs
- I support the trail project and plan, but would like to see some minor adjustments before the
project is funded and built
- I support the trail project and plan, but would like to see some minor adjustments before the
project is funded and built, would like to see Hayti/East Durham better represented
- I went to planning/community meetings of high line in NYC years ago
- It is a requisite in the continued/ongoing urban transformation of this city.
- Keep up the great work! :)
- My main concern is property values and equity. I would like to see more detailed information on
how these would be addressed.
- Need to support office and commercial development along trail
- Obviously some issues/questions should be considered but I trust that either Durham will get it right
at first or people will push to fix shortcomings.
- Really great plans overall.
- Restore natural water flow that was obscured by the rail construction.
- Thank you for your thoughtful, inclusive, transparent design process.
- The sooner the better
- Very pleased with progress of plan - excited about enhanced connectivity!
- Would be a great amenity for Durham!!
- Would like to see retail and other development at Washington and Macon street
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Open ended responses for "I support the trail project and plan, but would like to see some minor
adjustments before the project is funded and built"
- Concern for public access to Trinity Trailhead
- Get funding for affordable housing in place before breaking ground!
- I love greenways and do not own a car. I’m very supportive of this project. I’d like to see it extend
further and connect east Durham as well.
- I would like to focus on natural environment. Don’t overbuild the trail.
- Keep parts of it like American Tobacco (Washington to Roxboro)
- Less design, more access/focus on affordable
- Let’s make sure low-income pops aren’t left in the dust. Need affordable housing protections =
renters and property tax payers.
- Long term plan for entrance/parking/commercial at Avondale terminus
- More details on connections at both ends to areas not shown on most maps - Duke park, bike coop, trail linking, Ellerbee creek trail
- Need an education development via Durham public schools
- Roads that connect to the beltline should have sidewalks
- This updated draft master plan is a strong vision and document and represents a good amount of
the feedback that has been shared. I do hope to see more details ensuring this trail is well received by
the existing community and ensures long term equitable access for existing neighbors.
- Very careful consideration needs to be made to incorporating existing neighborhoods /
encouraging use for those who live along and near the trail
- Very supportive but still need to nail out which recreation to provide. May need to consider what
else Durham plans to build that is lacking i.e. splash park, disc golf, open spaces for concerts etc.,
basketball courts. Also concerned about parking. Love that roller-skates can use as well as strollers.
- Would like to see it connect to American Tobacco Trail. Want to make sure that space is very green
and safe
Open ended responses for "I would support the project if significant changes are made and/or more
outreach is conducted"
- Commitments are secured to protect vulnerable families along route
- I support the project conceptually but have serious concerns about the impact on current residents.
Will we be willing to pause the process to solve for the impending displacement?
- Secure affordable housing around park before construction!
- Some owed and community youth orgs could be helpful
- The inclusion of affordable homes and artwork
- I support the trail but not the park

Community Open House Survey Response Summary
Durham Nativity School
June 11, 2018 4-7 pm
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Other Responses:
• Ensure during outreach to neighborhoods that renters are included in conversation as well as
landlords. Help landlords keep homes affordable for low income tenants.
• Door to door canvassing may be necessary to reach broader population
• Thanks for specifically asking this question!
• Work more on trail connections near Avondale, such as Goose Creek
• Support job creation along trail so people use it for work and play
• Encourage office and retail development
• Increase access to open space, recreational programs and facilities
• Opportunity for Durham to set an example for the country for the right way to pursue downtown
infill, trail-oriented development.
• Prioritize natural areas and bolstering the ecology

Open ended responses for "Unsure / Need more Information"
- I would like to be informed of any proposed changes to unimproved portion of Acadia St. between
w. Markham and trail
- More info on needs for trail or history of development. I'll look at the website for this info.
- My biggest concern is the maintenance of the trail - it does not appear that correct maintenance
resources (?) properly maintain current trails such as Duke and Ellerbe Creek.
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What should we track or measure to determine if the Durham Belt Line is successful?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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# of users of survey of use type (transportation, recreation, etc.)
Ability of families to stay in their homes near the project. Increased use of green space by local
residents. Safety on the trail.
Amount and diversity of use - socioeconomic diversity of users, not just numbers. Safety and ease
of access.
Are brown and black folks in our neighborhood using this greenspace? Are you doing anything to
acknowledge the way east Durham has been treated? i.e. what is the history of Lynch Street?
Ask how people use it for transportation, recreation, etc.
Ask ITRE to do trail user metrics
Attitudes toward trail - before, during, after
Bike/pedestrian counters to determine usage. Encouragement of private economic development
Construction of retail along route safety, increase of bike and ped commuters and transportation
Demographic, income shifts in neighborhood, minimize displacement
Does it connect people who often don’t currently walk or bike downtown because of street
design?
Encourage city to update codes to not allow small houses to be knocked down to build way to
large for the neighborhood houses.
Eviction rates in trail adjacent neighborhood, number of average daily customers for trail adj.
businesses, obesity rates, childhood obesity rates
Frequency of usage, but perhaps also the number of ways an individual uses the trail. and the
diversity of those users
General visitation/use, walking path to upstream /downstream connections used in place of car
travel
Get input from people
Housing affordability, displacement, physical activity, time spent playing outside among kids,
perception of safety on trail, obesity.
Identify job creators and business development for historically marginalized underutilized business
of color
If office and retail is developed along
If safety, natural systems impact, recreation opportunities at pub/regional transportation issues
are considered first in relation to the current community surrounding the project site and centers
those most vulnerable.
Impact on parking availability (should be more).
Income equity, housing affordability, cultural diversity, handicap and age access projects
Increased commutership via walk/bike. Number of environmentally protected areas available in
Durham
Investment especially in non-residential within 200 feet of trail
It's a great idea but I'm concerned about the fact that it doesn’t extend into lower income
neighborhoods in east Durham. What is the shape of the public parks and transportation in poorer
areas of Durham to justify $30M spent on this project?
Know cost of maintenance before final decisions. The city has to consider increased cost to keep
the beltline beautiful. I grew up in Portland OR. The East side along the Willamette was delayed in
being made into a trail because of a maintenance costs.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of displacement, cultural appropriate (compatible with community)
Measure equity housing and affordability, opportunities for workforce inclusion and development,
displacement.
Measure use - all types
Metrics on housing/property values. Health outcomes along trail residents, residences, usage of
trail at various points, traffic
Number of people using it for commuting or recreation
Number of users and mix of users, reduced vehicle miles traveled, economic impacts
Number of users, investment around the beltline - commercial and residential
Number of users, number of safety incidents, traffic speeds on N. Mangum, N. Roxboro
Number of users. Private investment from adjacent development.
Positive environmental impact
Quantitative and qualitative data on user (#, demographics, what’s primary use). How well spaces
are maintained.
Reduction in car usage, resident displacement (was equity maintained?)
Rent stability, affordable housing development, public transit access
Safety
Safety, attendance at events related i.e. clean up days, community events.
Safety, use by people of all types
Seems that usage and type of usage should be good indicators
Surveys, trail counts
The number of people that actually use the trail
This success can only be measured after the Durham beltline is built.
Tourism rate, usability from citizens
Track turnover of home ownership and property values of adjacent properties
Traffic on the trail
Trail usage (# of persons), Trail safety, Lack of injuries at crossing points, Lack of crime
Trail use; reduction in mode share of cars; transit; health outcomes - physical and mental;
connectivity and access.
Treat it as transportation network
Usage
Usage by folks from all of Durham's socioeconomic demographics, and low or non-existent
vandalism
Usage by neighborhood and demographic decrease/increase in crime.
Usage counts and analysis, affordable units along corridor
Use
Use
Use and safety
Use by residents of adjacent neighborhoods
Use of existing trails and adequate maintenance of existing trails - how can the city afford this
while paying $8M dollars for Ellerbe creek trail
Use of the trail as a transportation corridor, retention and addition of green space, retention of
affordable housing near the trail
Use of trail by visitors, residents
Use, safety, adjacent development, return on investment
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•
•
•
•
•

Users, downtown commercial values
Utilization - bike/ped counters along different sections of the trail would be helpful.
Where/which neighborhoods is support strongest? Who are you NOT hearing from that lives
nearby?
Zoning, setback changes
Frequency and diversity of bikers and hikers

What do you like about the plan?
•

Access to downtown, access to recreation

•
•
•

Access to greenspace is great for community health
Active linear park and place making, reinforce place identity
Almost connecting N. Durham neighbors to the AT is great. LOVE the plans for the old Rice Diet
Center and the trestle overlook. Very happy to see bike separate from ped traffic - I hate feeling
like I am scaring runners.
Are you kidding I LOVE this plan. I am just so worried about community displacement. Durham
already suffers from 900 evictions per month.
Being concerned of several aspects of safety art and history, having public
Collaborating comment process, attention to natural areas, attention to under-served
communities, safety from cars
Divided trail zones for bikes and pedestrians
Everything
Excellent use of an abandoned space, thoughtful approach to trail heads and access vision of more
than just a trail, though that financing may stall project in short term
Go for it!
Goals of sustainability, equity and access. I love the ideas for storm water infrastructure, native
plants and pollinator gardens. Super important to make the trail easily accessible and welcoming.
Goes beyond the trail itself to include land use and housing policy; consideration for natural
environment; trail as recreation and transportation; placemaking opportunities.
Good master plan with a vision for the future
Great connections to the north core of Durham
Great design, great incorporation of nature, good treatment of equity but could do more
Great use of an abandoned, unkept space that is currently mosquito breeding grounds.
Great use of old RR track, wonderful opportunity, lots of gardens
Green space, get people moving, pedestrians and cyclist safety.
Household median income stability, tax revenue, no cost burden
I like ecological features, I appreciate equity focus.
I like that the trail connects people in NE Durham to downtown that are presently cut off from
downtown by having to cross N. Roxboro and Mangum street
I like that there is a plan, the uplifting of an area in the city and making it useful and viable.
I like that there will be car free corridor from east Durham to downtown. I like the emphasis on
green space and the water friendly design
I like the idea of a greenway. I’m concerned about unthought consequences. Durham’s
gentrification is really changing Durham and not always in a good way. I’d like people in the

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

neighborhoods to be consulted and taken into account as well as all the animals who currently use
the space.
I like the idea of trails to rails. Tying together rails to create a better walk.
I like the idea that it connects neighborhoods for pedestrians and cyclists. Durham doesn’t have
enough of that.
I love any plan that encourages people to walk, bike and interact with each other.
I love that you are thinking about equity and plans to accentuate things that work well naturally in
each space
I love the rain gardens, native plants, inclusion of community. Thank you.
I see so many great comments and ideas. I trust you to figure it out. I love how the trail connects
communities.
I think safe walkable urban paths are great
I'm really excited about the park by Blue Note Grill
Increased connectivity within neighborhoods and between neighborhoods and downtown.
Recreational opportunities. New design
It looks like it will be beautiful
It's expensive and perhaps you can save on park amenities. How can it be connected to parks in
East Durham? How can it be linked to public transportation in east Durham?
Like incorporation of green infrastructure and NC plant communities. Would like to see all the
green areas be truly green.
Like the idea of walking trails and preserving history/heritage
Lite rail motifs, history
Love incorporating native plants and trees would like to see sidewalks Glendale of safe access for
pedestrians.
Love it! It's beautiful. Excited to use it.
Love rails to trails
Love the idea in general of transforming unused railroads to connect the city.
Making use of in-between spaces, increases space where available, anticipates connections to
other trails.
Open to public input
Overall seems very comprehensive in terms of connecting important themes and concerns - seeing
the plans makes me excited about it.
Relationship to the multi-contextual pieces of parts
Restoration of pre-rail construction ecology.
Reviving a disused piece of Durham history for its present and future needs. TRAILS! the ones we
have are great, but we need more and more connections!
Separate bike lane and pedestrian
Strong green infrastructure elements, particularly to address stormwater runoff, connections to
existing parts of town, various phases and designs to match existing surrounding areas,
connections to all ages, including arts and culture.
Thankful that this is really moving forward. Seems like a lot of thought and planning input is going
into this. I like that it really connects to downtown. Love that there are separate lanes for bike and
pedestrian similar to European cities.
The art, culture and history, housing projects
The design is excellent. this will truly be a gem of Durham.
The fact that will be a great place for people to meet and learn more about the history of Durham.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The idea of making it easier to bike around Durham. Like that you're requesting public input.
The opportunity for public comment - the integration of the trail-side neighborhoods. The
integration of the history
The plan is a great opportunity to improve connecting. Also, I like the idea of raised crossings at
the intersection.
The plan is progressive and inclusive of future expansion. It is necessary in order for Durham to be
competitive.
The plan looks great, sure to work with developers to be safe and spur development
The potential vibrancy of how it feels - lush, integrated into local streets and neighborhoods.
Separation of bikes and pedestrians!
The use of vacant land for public access is a sure winner!
This is a great process and it’s nice to see so many people here tonight. I hope more of these
sessions continue. I’d also like to advocate for green tech - like solar lights along the trail or water
fountains that send excess water down to dog bowls.
Usage for commutes/transport vs recreation. Usage by women at night and unaccompanied kids
at all times. Actually building it within a year or so.
Use by mode and where user lives/accesses use by function (recreation/commuting?)
Use! Creation of a culturally inclusive public space
Very comprehensive
Very imaginative and much more than just a trail, which is important. This project could be
transformative for downtown Durham.
Very impressed by the thoughtfulness and details. I appreciate the incorporation of green spaces
and linking communities together,
Well-studied, well-engineered, great diagrams
You've done a great job considering all design factors - housing, transit, etc.
The trail and beginning of extension into NECD

Is there anything you don't like about the plan or think the plan is lacking?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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All good
Art along the trail is notable concept but doesn’t seem practical
As mentioned in my response to question 3, making sure we have a strong plan in place to ensure
the trails development benefits everyone in Durham and does not lead to pushing out existing
neighbors.
Bike – fix-it stations
Commit to a good execution that is fully funded, don’t do too much with too little money
Commit to percentage of affordable housing per project. Ensure trail crossings and roads are safe.
The intersection of ATT on MLK Blvd and Fayetteville St is not safe despite crosswalks and signals.
Cars turning right have difficult time seeing bike/peds.
Concern about profiteering developers who will change the character of the neighborhood
Concerned about safety - i.e. Lake Lynn in Raleigh - lots of housing around lake reduces safety but
lots of access to recreation. Concerned about affordable housing and yet still not fully allowing for
access to areas/neighborhoods east of Roxboro St.
Connection to the ATT is critical - a firm plan on creating a usable, robust design to be
implemented at the same time is important.
Continued connections to other trail systems. More clarity on equity goals.

Community Open House Survey Response Summary
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developers will take opportunity to destroy affordable housing and build gentrification
Does not have a bold vision about how this opportunity can be leveraged to secure a plan that
protects low income residents in place.
Don’t make trail too wide or over developed - keep it as simple as possible
Durham is at an incredibly volatile point in urban redevelopment. The preservation of existing
neighborhoods around the trail is at last as important as the design and engineering of the trail
itself. Please invest in the creation of a real plan for stabilizing the neighborhoods around the trail.
East Durham/Hayti gets the short end of the stick once again
Facilities for meeting/gathering indoors, connection to Goose Creek Trail with community or park
space, activity beyond Roxboro
Highlight implementation - promotion and anticipated outcomes.
Housing affordability, not any indication of who benefits economically (ex. jobs for local residents)
training in new skills that are to build the beltline.
How does this plan integrate with existing urban development plans
I did not notice the location of garbage containers. They need to be strategically placed and
regularly emptied.
I like it all and my prayer is that funding will come and that the safety of the residents will be
provided for. I like the idea of a memorial - the dry-stone tree is an awesome one.
I really do love the idea of the trail. nothing not to like.
I think it is very difficult to please everyone. I’m not sure it’s necessary to include so many
features, focusing on improving (?)
I worry about preservation of wilderness near Strayharn Springs. This watershed should be
preserved and revitalized. Planning a park here is a bad idea. Very concerned with bright lighting.
I’d love to see even more trail connections. I’m more concerned with being able to get from place
to place using greenways than I am with art installations or other amenities along the trail.
Import from drivers’ cross section of Durham and SES neighborhood, Age
It would be great to extend the trail further east. Why does it end at Avondale? A plan for
affordable housing and more features accessible to low-income households.
Just please don't forget the (native) trees!
Just want to stay on top of access for next link to Trinity Trailhead
Lighting along trail should avoid blue spectra - use red tinted lighting instead. Wetlands protection
- can we have some beavers in the stormwater treatment area?
Maintaining more transparency and having citizen accessibility for design and phases
Makes many presumptions about land use
May need to focus more on what is cost-effective
Maybe a glossary - like what is a hawk signal and what exactly is the difference between ped/bike
connection and a street crossing.
Missing child and student engagement views, missing focus on building equity for current
residents so no displacement
More about connectivity to American Tobacco (campus and trail), Market or brand beltline as part
of the great loop of Durham trails and greenways.
More info on bike options
N. Roxboro crossing could be dangerous - take this opportunity to calm traffic. Narrow wide N. Ros
Road with bike lanes to slow traffic and connect bike lanes to beltline
NE trailhead specifics, please don’t let this be an afterthought or point of compromise.
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Community Open House Survey Response Summary
Durham Nativity School
June 11, 2018 4-7 pm
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Need an Arcadia Street connection
Needs entrance on both ends
Needs safe, signalized crossings at major roads
No
Not at this time
Obviously, it would be wonderful to connect to the ATT and also continue further South East.
Hope future plans include this.
Plans for maintenance and funding so taxpayers are not heavily burdened.
Prioritization of ecology vs. other areas needs to be higher
So far like it all.
Spend less money
The affordable housing issue is clearly at the top of everyone's mind. i think a stronger statement
about what will be done rather than somewhat vague hypotheticals would put minds at rest.
The concerns around equity should be taking priority at this point. once ground is broken, it’s too
late for current residents to be stabilized in regard to housing.
The idea of equity is present, but seems to still be lacking a bit on how it will be better.
The plan seems exceptionally well done.
There are a few areas where I think we should promote more of an urban edge and perhaps even
some development [not legible]
There are several spaces undeveloped at the end of Markham ave. for new housing.
This is an opportunity to push the city for better development/support for affordable housing
throughout. Please make connection to existing Ellerbee creek trail and goose creek trail.
This should go to affordable housing
Thorough equity plan.
Traffic is already crazy on E. Trinity. If you are going to do anything to increase cars, you have to
address this issue. 3 way stop signs? Pedestrian crosswalks with lights? Sidewalks?
Very inclusive plan
Very well done draft master plan. There is incredible potential of a world class linear park.
Want more on how city will keep adjacent rentals affordable / Feedback from lower income
neighborhoods
Who is designing this project? The project looks well engineered, yet there is little design shown.
For example, how is the existing rails part of the design?
Will look more - just getting familiar with the plan
Would like to see automated signals that give trail priority at each crossing.
Would love to see stronger linkages to East Durham and trail development there or even a route
continuing the loop.
The amenities – See attached comment:
The project website starts by stating what should be the central purpose that many in Durham
have wanted for a long time: “Urban trails make walking and bicycling more practical, appealing,
and safe. They also encourage active transportation – using physical activity to get where you
are.” -- changelabsolutions.org
Then, the project is diverted into other purposes that are not essential and are potentially
disruptive. “Durham Belt Line project has tremendous transformational potential for Downtown
Durham in its continuing evolution into a great place to live.”
o We do not want to transform.
o We do not want to focus entirely on Downtown Durham.
o We need to provide trail access in NECD – not just stop inside NECD at Avondale.
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As presented, “What We’ve Heard So Far” tries to demonstrate support for this deviation from the
basic purpose of the Belt Line. The Belt Line does not need to be park.
My priorities:
o We should build an urban trail – not a string of amenities along a trail that has
“tremendous transformational potential.” The American Tobacco Trail has not had
disruptive effects on the neighborhoods through which it passes because it is “just” a trail.
o We should focus attention and resources on broadening the reach of the Belt Line in the
future by completing the Great Loop* that runs through NECD, uses the Bryant Bridge to
cross NC147, and extends through Southeast Durham to NCCU and the ATT.
It is crucial that these alternative visions are both presented at the Community Visioning
Workshop Sept 6, 2017.
*See page 70 in Durham Belt Trail Master Plan.
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ADDITIONAL MEETINGS

Stakeholder Meetings - Arts Group

Stakeholder Meetings - Neighborhood/Residents

Tuesday, July 25, 2017
10:39 AM

Tuesday, July 25, 2017
11:48 AM

Attendees
• Sherry Devries – Durham Arts Council
• Erin Kauffman – Durham Central Park
Intro
• Durham Arts Council and Parks & Red have
newsletters that City can send information through
• Last Trail Experience - Ellerbe near Northgate Park,
Blowing Rock and Bryson City Trails
Goals for Durham Belt Line
• People will use for commuting (proximity of
neighborhoods to Downtown)
• Way to avoid parking downtown for nearby
residents
• Ultimate need for Downtown Shuttle for remote
parking
• Lots of recreation options
• Bull City connector [fare free bus] is limited to east
west
Biggest Concern for the design of the trail and the network
• Safety and lighting along the trail
• Visibility along the trail
o Crimes on Ellerbe Crk Trail
o American Tobacco Trail stigma
o Look at High Line
• Make sure there are lots of entry points
• Public art along the trail
o Specially designed benches, seating (artist
designed amenities)
o Design palette for the trail
o Maintenance for trail with mowing
 Think Durham does a good job with
mowing, leaf collection, trash pickup,
kudzu and ivy removal
• Ample seating
o Good for parents and older adults
• View corridors
• Areas for programming, open air spaces
o Partnering organization to help
How do see the trail benefitting community of Durham
• Central Park Community Survey - people value
green space as City continues to grow, more
construction/apts/condo residents,
• Huge selling point for residents
Property along the trail
• Redevelopment plans?
A-43 • What is the plan for lighting?

Can we have a rail car along the western portion?
• Rail push cart along the trail
• Areas south of Corporation could be really busy and
past dusk
Important items for design
• Artist designed features
• Transportation amenities
• Connection to greenway networks
• Area to break up trail, small area of interests, mini
parks
Park
course with exercise stations
•
• Cool features like the Life & Sciences Brontosaurus
• Community gardens (flowers and vegetables)
o Can get issues if not maintained, need a
partner to help maintain/intentionally
managed
o Access and equity needs to be insured
Thoughts on redevelopment
• New apartments not being affordable
• Worry about new residents moving downtown for
culture but only liking certain things and
complaining about others
• “Dur’m” vs. gentrification
• Liberty Arts group - Michelle Gonzales-Green is
contact
• Pleiades arts group
• Issues experienced by Scrap Exchange
Places to put out information
• public meeting notices with neighborhood listservs,
press releases
• Send to all PACS
• DOT to go through Public Affairs
• Neighborhood Improvement Services
• Workforce and Economic Development office (Brian
Smith, also works with public art committee)
o Façade grants may be helpful along the trail
General
Services - landscape projects (Chris Bowyer,
•
Stacy Poston ADA coordinator)
• Keep Durham Beautiful (Tanya)
• Downtown Durham Inc.
• Durham Area Designers
• Centerfest - shared place with DPR Sept 16-17
• Black August - blackaugustnc@gmail.com Crystal
Taylor
• Art of Cool/Moog/Beats and Bars (Hip hop)
• State Arts Council presentation? Nancy Trevillian
• Downtown Rotary Club (send Sherry note)
• Convention Center Board

Attendees (What was your most recent rail experience?)
• Jen Sparrow - Trinity (Beaver Queen fest via
Ellerbe Crk Trail)
• John Martin - Old North Durham (city
sidewalks)
• Ron Woodfield - PAC 2 (no trails)
• Harold Higgins - Hillside (Downtown trail, Am
Tobacco Trail)
• Hud Giles - Pearl Mill Village (High Line)
• Aaron Luebeck - Infill and housing - Durham
Bicycle Boulevards (Durham Belt Line)
Observations
• Jen has lots of observations of cyclists behavior
on Trinity from her home office
• Connections to #1 Bus
• Hard to use trails for transportation with bikes
these days
• I see a lot of bike commuters
• Durham Belt Line as bike alternative for Durham
School of Arts/NCCU
Goals for Durham Belt Line:
• Branding of trail as a shortcut and alt to parking,
"Smart way to get around"
• Be a way for residents to support downtown
• Emphasis on recreation and business along it
(attracting a broader spectrum of interests, more
to do)
o Wider than just a trail
o Option for trailside development
• Housing, housing, and housing (infill)
o Missing middle housing redevelopment -->
1000 units with West Village
 West Villiage, Imperial/ID, Braeme
o Stormwater site with housing too
 Townhomes along south side,
townhomes along Dacian
 Dorothea Gardens example
• Making the trail attractive, have people enjoy
themselves, more use at times other than weekend
• Connectivity to places to go, places with things to
do

Concerns/issues with the trail development
• Roxboro Street Crossing - making it safer
• Safety/security along the greenway, amount of
vegetation blocking visibility (consensus on this)
o Being open and lit
o Having eyes on the street (Atlanta Belt
Line)
o Park police?
o Cameras
• Lots of access points, easy to get on and off
• Need space for bikes and peds to be comfortable
• Connection to 9th Street and East Campus
• Users' common courtesy - signage and user
separation
• New dedicated patrol/enforcement on the trail
o Smoking, litter
• More to do - garden plots, programming
• Stormwater Site as way to stitch community and
connections together
Amenities
• Reuse of materials
• Incorporation of history and exhibits into trail
• Public restrooms
• Sustainable energy (for lights and wifi)
• History or Life/Science installations
• Local art installations
• Café
• Food truck/pop-up event space
• Activities on properties adjacent to the trail
(parks, school spaces and connections)
Pocket
parks (skateboarders, chess players,
•
exercise stations, dog park)
• Connection to American Tobacco Trail
People we need to reach out to:
• PAC Coordination with Harold Chestnutt for PAC
Citywide Meeting
• Farmers Market
• Churches in the area (Markham and Washington)
• DCVB First Friday event
• American Tobacco Campus
• American Legion Fish Fry
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Stakeholder Meetings - Business (Service)

Stakeholder Meeting - Health/Wellness

Tuesday, July 25, 2017
2:31 PM

Tuesday, July 25, 2017
4:07 PM

Attendees (What was your most recent rail experience?)
• Ashley Lemmons - Beer Durham (Eno Trail, High line)
• Patrick - Empire Prop (Ellerbe Crk Trail, Duke East Campus Loop)
• Areli - Cocoa Cinnamon (Ellerbe)

Attendees (What was your most recent rail experience?)
• Tyler - Bullseye Bicycles (Ellerbe Crk)
• Jen - Partnership for Healthy Durham (ATT)
• Adrian - Seven Star Cycles (ATT)
• James - (Ellerbe to Duke)
• Like using southern section of ATT with less crossings and more scenic

Vision / Concerns
• Transportation as wish is a great thought for this bc multimodal links and destinations
• Security - Lighting, security by activity and use, eyes on the path
Hesitant to use Ellerbe bc security, past events
o More activity
• Accessibility - a lot of different entry points, doesn’t feel isolated
o Day and night
• Restrooms
• Concern that it will just be a path/greenway, want it to be so much more like Atlanta Beltline or High Line
o More like East Campus Trail where you see people and activities
• Affect on diversity and gentrification of neighborhoods
o Age still diverse,
o Types of business will drive diversity
Comparison to making like Atlanta Belt Line
• Wide open and visible, vista
• Businesses along it
• Different mix of contexts (textures)
• Dynamic environment
Amenities
• Small businesses with shared seating (overlooking traffic)
• Lots of greenspace (grassy areas, variations of landscaping)
• Shady spaces
• Incorporation with larger parks spaces
• Benches
• "using it for hanging out or reading a book" - nooks
Benefits (to business or community)
• If it’s a destination it will help
• Employees use Ellerbe as transportation
• Spoke to Geer Street business district
• Housing additions great for business but shifting culture (diversity)
• Growth of Durham as part of the business plan
o Programming on the Belt Line to help slow times in downtown
Local
business
•
o La Monarca Michoacana Ice Cream
Diversity / Neighborhood Involvement
• Opportunity to program for diverse crowds
• East Campus Loop feels like the most diverse place in Durham
• Open to campus and street
• Allowing a neighborhood to decorating the bridges, spaces
o Murals on bridges for community buy-in
o Art as a functional part of the project
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Goals for the Trail
• East-west trail connectivity
• Serving underserved communities for transportation commuting and
• Connectivity to American Tobacco Trail for continuity
• Make sure good connection at Trinity
• Make It Happen!!!
Concerns and Challenges:
• At-grade crossings as safety concern
• Traffic calming near at-grade/ lighting and signals (HAWKs)
• Slowing down the through traffic
• Eastern connector make help with Roxboro
o Roxboro/Mangum as two-way?
Amenities
• Benches
• Various surfaces (asphalt, concrete, natural surface)
• Lighting
• Shady places
• Landscaping and flowering trees
o Stevens Creek (South Bay SF area) as precedent
• Playground spaces for kids (Herndon Park, Solight)
• Pump track, fountains, restrooms
• Bike fixit stations
Benefits to Durham:
• Hopefully will encourage more recreational activity/active transportation to shop vast benefits to Durham
• Need good and multitude of access points to trail (From their house)
• Commuting options and making them easy
• Greenspace
• Providing rental bikes
• Good recreational trail for walkers, runners, going to dinner
Reaction to new housing and is it affecting biking?
• Haven't seen big uptick, effect
• Family cycling
Catering to train cyclists (rentals)
• bike tourism program/kiosk stationed at Amtrak, History Hub,
Trails in area could use Signage about bike courtesy and visibility
Thoughts on minority users
• Ability to link to Goose Creek to serve East Durham
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Stakeholder Meetings - Business (Office/Institutional)

JJ Henderson Resident’s Council Meeting

Tuesday, July 25, 2017
5:53 PM

November 8, 2017

Attendees (What was your most recent rail experience?)
• John Hodges Copple (DT Central, ATT)
• Lee Ann & Larry Tillery (Ellerbe Crk, Am Tob Trail, High Line, DT Central Park)
• Dan Jewell (S Ellerbe, DT Central Park)
Challenges
• Development happening so fast that it will be channelized and won't engage the corridor
o High Line and Cannery Row
o Developer of Pink House
o Durham Central Park Master Plan (get from Dan)
• Need to influence Stormwater Park design, not just "Big Mud Puddle"
• Identifying connections through
• Taking advantage of City owned parcels
• Trinity Bridge overpass
• Addressing the end points
• Roxboro crossing (and Washington eventually)
• Downtown Open Space Plan
• Linear trail along NCRR
• Camera showing people crossing tracks as safety argument
• Understanding the NCRR 4 track
• Options for connecting the dead ends of Dacian and Monmouth (vehicular/ped/bike)
Amenities
• Spaces for large scale public art
• Community center/gathering space with restrooms, buildings, shows, displays, water fountains
• Good lighting
• Park exercise stations
• Shade and quiet spaces (Nooks)
• Safety issues and concerns (eyes on the trail) - striking the safety and visibility of trail
• Making sure it is facility for all ages and abilities
Environmental equity and gentrification
• Washington to Roxboro - "the ship has sailed"
• Roxboro to Avondale - will push gentrification further east,
• Leveraging City property and joint venture with developer for affordable housing and affordable business space
• Space like plumbing will or have moved out
Outreach / Followup
• Minerva business building owner - talk to them
• Duke Energy upfit to make more attractive
• Look into Trinity cut-out in historic district
•
•
•
•
•
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There were approximately 30 attendees. There were not many comments but those that spoke expressed desired outcomes
or concerns regarding:
• Use of eminent domain – It was explained that adequate property was available, and the city did not intend to use
that tool
• Security
• Lighting
• Call boxes

PAC 4 Meeting
November 11, 2017
There were approximately 60 attendees. Comments included the desire or need for:
• security
• Monitoring
• Lighting
• Patrols
• Trash cans restrooms water fountains ongoing maintenance
• Pet waste bags
• Distance markers Historic and cultural markers
• Local markets or vendors for food
• Trailside businesses
• Bike rental concessions
In general, no one objected to the idea of a trail and most welcomed something different than the American Tobacco Trail.
Flyers describing the project with the project website and contact information, were passed out to the attendees.

Comments from business owners in the Avondale Drive area
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 of the business owners on Trinity east of Avondale Drive.
The owner of Pickard Roofing owns several properties on both sides of the street.
Feel their neighborhood is unsafe. Some keep doors locked all day.
They have had issues with theft (stolen catalytic converters at the car lot).
They know there are homeless that live in or near the trail in their area.
Right now, the vegetation is so thick, they feel it is a barrier that keeps people off of their property and worry that if
it were cleared that more people would trespass and steal.
They said that there was a big drug bust at the convenience store on the southwest corner.

Public meeting - what you want (trash paper with maps)
Selling development air rights
Preserving LRT corridor for future
Reaching out to Durham School of Arts / Study connector to the school
Overpass connector from Amtrak to MMC
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SURVEY #1 RESULTS

DURHAM
BELTLINE
COMMUNITY SURVEY #1
SURVEY
NOTES
Online from August 30 - October 4, 2017
250

Total Responses

80%

19 - 49 years of age

47%

< $89K / year

44%

> $90K / year

DURHAM BELT LINE TRAIL MASTER PLAN

Q1 How far do you live from the planned trail/linear park?

Question 8 required a sliding scale response as shown below. Each point on the scale represented a 1point increment from 0-100. The points were totaled and then divided by the number of respondents
(238) to produce an average response of 57. Respondents leaned slightly toward agreeing that the future
Answered: 249 Skipped:
trail /greenway should be separated.

1

1-2 Blocks
away

3-5 Blocks away

6-10 Blocks
away

1-5 Miles away

More than 5
Miles Away
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

1-2 Blocks away

19.68%

49

3-5 Blocks away

15.26%

38

6-10 Blocks away

12.85%

32

1-5 Miles away

33.33%

83

More than 5 Miles Away

18.88%

47

TOTAL

249

Q2 Do you use any other trails/ linear parks in Durham or the Triangle
area?
Answered: 249
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Skipped: 1
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DURHAM BELT LINE TRAIL MASTER PLAN

Yes

No

Eno River Trail/Park

12.71%

30

Duke Trails (East Campus and Al Buehler)

16.10%

38

Other (please specify)

4.66%

11

TOTAL

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

90.76%

No

9.24%

80%

90% 100%

226
23

TOTAL

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Northgate Park/Trail

10/2/2017 3:40 PM

2

Thrid Fork Creek Trail

9/29/2017 12:30 PM

3

N/A

9/15/2017 8:47 AM

4

ATT along MLK

9/14/2017 9:02 AM

5

The Belt Line would be the first trail anywhere near us. Currently we are cut off from everything
else by N. Roxboro St.

9/7/2017 2:04 PM

6

CH trails: booker creek, bolin creek

9/6/2017 5:28 PM

7

Also ellerbee creek trail

9/6/2017 5:21 PM

8

Town of Cary trail system

9/6/2017 4:41 PM

9

Hillsborough Riverwalk

8/31/2017 9:12 AM

10

None

8/30/2017 6:47 PM

11

Cultural Trail Indy :)

8/23/2017 3:10 PM

249

Q3 If yes, which facility do you visit most?
Answered: 236

Skipped: 14

American
Tobacco Trail

236

Q4 What is your favorite feature/amenity of that trail?

Downtown Trail

Answered: 189

Skipped: 61

Ellerbe Creek
/ North-Sout...
Capital Area
Greenway Sys...
Eno River
Trail/Park
Duke Trails
(East Campus...
Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

American Tobacco Trail

30.51%

72

Downtown Trail

2.97%

7

31.78%

75

1.27%

3

Ellerbe Creek / North-South Greenway Trail
Capital Area Greenway System (Raleigh)
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2 / 29

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Pleasant green area with no cars!

10/5/2017 4:04 PM

2

It is a scenic and traffic-free way to connect to downtown via bike

10/4/2017 2:37 PM

3

Nature

10/4/2017 1:24 PM

4

Lighting for early morning or late night runs/walks.

10/4/2017 11:22 AM

5

Natural beauty/proximity to water

10/3/2017 8:33 PM

6

The bridge over 40 was definitely essential to connect to south. Also I like the safe road crossings
at Fayetteville and other busy roads

10/3/2017 7:58 PM

7

Nice single track trail in a beautiful location.

10/3/2017 7:46 PM

8

Proximity to my house

10/3/2017 7:28 PM

9

No cars

10/3/2017 7:09 PM

10

nature

10/3/2017 6:06 PM

11

Access to the trail and to amenities off the trail--coffee, food, movies.

10/3/2017 5:09 PM

12

Trees, landscape and scenery.

10/3/2017 4:31 PM

13

transportation corridor

10/3/2017 4:00 PM

14

Flat

10/3/2017 3:44 PM

15

Lack of people, ability to 'get away from it all', natural beauty of the Eno

10/3/2017 3:43 PM

16

Functionality over aesthetics. Durham bus station is beautiful but pedestrian traffic ruined the
landscape. Should be taken into account.

10/3/2017 3:40 PM

3 / 29
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17

No cars.

10/3/2017 2:54 PM

18

Quiet, natural setting

10/3/2017 1:39 PM

19

A safe place to ride/run

10/3/2017 1:32 PM

20

Clear, quiet and safe intersections with roads.

10/3/2017 1:18 PM

21

Perceived sense of safety - the Duke Trails are well-lit and also have the emergency lights which
make me feel safe when I am out alone.

10/3/2017 1:10 PM

22

Length

10/3/2017 1:08 PM

23

Wilderness Immersion

10/3/2017 1:06 PM

24

It's a natural environment, good for running changes with seasons. It's also close to where I live.
Also like that al bueler and east campus are loops and I use those two

10/3/2017 1:06 PM

25

Close to my home

26
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54

good for biking

9/29/2017 9:18 AM

55

spacious and clean. Smooth ride

9/29/2017 8:51 AM

56

woodsy and feels removed from city (but isn't)

9/29/2017 8:46 AM

57

flat biking with few cars

9/29/2017 8:02 AM

58

Proximity and soft surface, which makes it easy to run on.

9/28/2017 6:21 PM

59

closeness to my home and diversity of people on it

9/28/2017 6:04 PM

60

It's wide and has good visibility.

9/27/2017 11:53 AM

10/3/2017 1:04 PM

61

from house to Geer Street area

9/26/2017 5:31 PM

The route

10/3/2017 12:56 PM

62

The wildlife/forest setting, being able to hike with my dog

9/26/2017 9:14 AM

27

bike focused paths and sidewalks and the dinosaur.

10/3/2017 12:46 PM

63

Shady and safe

9/24/2017 1:22 PM

28

Access to Downtown Durham

10/3/2017 12:30 PM

64

Trees, greenspace, nature

9/23/2017 10:22 AM

29

Grade separation from major roads near downtown

10/3/2017 11:18 AM

65

Connectivity through different Durham neighborhoods and linkage to downtown.

9/21/2017 9:54 PM

30

The length, it's flat, and away from traffic

10/3/2017 11:01 AM

66

been able to breathe free air ,seeing all the green plants and trees,the beauty of planet
earth.people out and about.

9/21/2017 7:21 PM

31

Connectivity

10/3/2017 10:56 AM

67

Beauty. Dog park (don't have one of my own but I enjoy watching them play). Playground. All the
people using it!

10/2/2017 3:55 PM

been able to breathe free air ,seeing all the green plants and trees,the beauty of planet
earth.people out and about.

9/21/2017 7:17 PM

32

68

Keeps me off busy, narrow roads

9/21/2017 11:48 AM

33

Wooded, Pull up Bars, Clean/Safe, Along a river, Easy access playground

10/2/2017 3:40 PM

69

The river

9/20/2017 9:12 PM

34

greenery along the side

10/2/2017 3:01 PM

70

location

9/20/2017 2:52 PM

35

Shady in summer, varied terrain, near my home, dog friendly,

10/1/2017 10:49 PM

71

smooth asphalt surface for running with few road crossings close to my home

9/20/2017 2:43 PM

36

Shady in summer, varied terrain, near my home, dog friendly,

10/1/2017 10:48 PM

72

Shady and cool

9/20/2017 2:43 PM

37

assessibility, clean, high foottraffic

10/1/2017 7:57 PM

73

Easy access on street level,

9/20/2017 2:40 PM

38

Thick wooded areas, long, well-maintained trail

10/1/2017 2:26 PM

74

Connectivity

9/20/2017 11:13 AM

39

Length and landscape

10/1/2017 11:46 AM

75

Clear signage

9/19/2017 11:03 AM

40

Length of trail

10/1/2017 11:30 AM

76

Nature.

9/19/2017 7:01 AM

41

Proximity to the river

9/30/2017 6:10 PM

77

Trail system

9/18/2017 8:27 AM

42

Accessibility for bicycle commuting.

9/30/2017 4:37 PM

78

Connectiosn with trails enabling lond distance hiking

9/17/2017 9:52 PM

43

length, paved, smooth road

9/30/2017 4:07 PM

79

Scenery, feeling like I am far away from the city.

9/16/2017 7:17 PM

44

Nature, river

9/30/2017 2:09 PM

80

connectivity to other parts of durham, nature

9/14/2017 1:37 PM

45

Shady and easily accessible

9/30/2017 10:09 AM

81

Close and long

9/14/2017 9:22 AM

82

Near my neighborhood.

9/14/2017 9:02 AM

46

A variety of people out enjoying nature

9/30/2017 10:03 AM

83

The ability to walk/run/bike without needing to worry about cars.

9/14/2017 8:40 AM

47

Lots of trees, nice surface for running and walking, good security and is well-populated so feels
safe.

9/29/2017 3:34 PM

84

The woods and river.

9/14/2017 8:20 AM

48

soft scape path for walking / running

9/29/2017 3:33 PM

85

Places for kids to explore and run around

9/13/2017 3:45 PM

49

I can walk to the trail, which closely follows a natural stream and connects to other trails an two
parks.

9/29/2017 12:30 PM

86

Lighting

9/13/2017 2:16 PM

87

Nicely paved and very pretty

9/13/2017 2:13 PM

50

easy access

9/29/2017 11:06 AM

88

Plenty of miles to ride a bike without having to worry about auto traffic.

9/13/2017 2:09 PM

51

access to downtown

9/29/2017 10:22 AM

89

The part that is off road away from cars.

9/11/2017 7:52 PM

52

I like that in one direction you travel through Urban areas in the other, more rural

9/29/2017 9:53 AM

90

The width. It makes passing simple and riding side-by-side easy. I also love the shade on most of
it,

9/11/2017 3:59 PM

53

It is separate from car traffic, and goes a long way.

9/29/2017 9:19 AM

91

No cars, trees, people being in public together!

9/10/2017 2:40 PM
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92

Connectivity, quiet, and no motor vehicles. Bi-ped only. The section of trail that I use frequently
gets me where I need to go on foot and is completely separated from motor vehicle routes.

9/10/2017 2:04 AM

93

That it cuts across the hills! Also it's beautiful.

9/9/2017 10:09 PM
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131

Close and asphalt. Concrete is very bad for runners

9/6/2017 5:05 PM

132

Paving well maintained

9/6/2017 5:00 PM

133

Accessibility/ Ease of getting between parks (Duke and Northgate Park) / I pass neighbors on
bikes and on foot using the trail daily to commute. It's a very pleasant morning routine :)

9/6/2017 4:59 PM

134

Connectivity between North Durham and downtown

9/6/2017 4:56 PM

135

Trees

9/6/2017 4:53 PM

136

Access!

9/6/2017 4:47 PM

137

Bridge over Lakewood and view of downtown

9/6/2017 4:46 PM

138

Greenway

9/6/2017 4:44 PM

139

Greenway

9/6/2017 4:42 PM

140

Shade/vegetation

9/6/2017 4:41 PM

141

Bike transportation, level surface, kid friendly.

9/6/2017 4:41 PM

142

The length of the connected trail.

9/6/2017 4:33 PM

143

Ease of access

9/6/2017 4:26 PM

144

Location, popularity, safety

9/6/2017 4:07 PM

145

Wooded trails along the river, with both hills and level stretches.

9/6/2017 3:00 PM

146

nature, creek, quiet

9/5/2017 11:24 PM

147

The trail provides excellent connectivity between downtown and the nearby neighborhoods.
Ellerbe Creek is in dire need of landscaping, updating, etc, but gets the job done.

9/5/2017 3:58 PM

94

Near my house

9/8/2017 9:32 PM

95

Its a beautiful downtown trail. Allows running or biking long distances without crossing major
roads.

9/8/2017 12:50 PM

96

Access to other neighborhoods without having to walk/bike near traffic.

9/7/2017 8:48 PM

97

well maintained walking trail

9/7/2017 6:13 PM

98

width allowance for bikes

9/7/2017 11:27 AM

99

non-paved surface trees

9/7/2017 11:23 AM

100

protected from cars. I feel safe with my baby son in a bike trailer.

9/7/2017 10:38 AM

101

No motorized vehicles

9/7/2017 10:16 AM

102

Well, it's not a trail, I walk on the sidewalks and ride bikes the roads that approximate this 'trail'. I
use it because it connects places, not just a recreational space.

9/7/2017 10:12 AM

103

No vehicle traffic and a way to go from Raleigh to Durham by bike or foot.

9/7/2017 9:59 AM

104

Connections between neighborhoods and other destinations (like shopping)

9/7/2017 7:11 AM

105

Mixed surfaces

9/6/2017 7:10 PM

106

Historic ruins

9/6/2017 7:00 PM

107

Trees, easy connections to other neighborhoods, nature within the city, environmental benefits

9/6/2017 6:38 PM

108

Greenway qualities ❤️

9/6/2017 6:33 PM

109

It connects my home with my work.

9/6/2017 6:28 PM

110

Dense trees and a creek so close to downtown

9/6/2017 6:28 PM

148

Tree cover and the feeling of moving through a natural space.

9/5/2017 2:27 PM

111

Greenway

9/6/2017 6:27 PM

149

Proximity to my home. Urban but also green and shaded.

9/5/2017 9:36 AM

112

Trees

9/6/2017 6:21 PM

150

limited traffic, greenspace

9/5/2017 9:10 AM

113

Bikeable, good connectvity

9/6/2017 6:15 PM

151

Good running path

9/4/2017 6:27 PM

114

Convenience (close to my house) Clean (paved means no mud) Length (keeps it interesting)

9/6/2017 6:13 PM

152

Safe off-road trail that is long enough to get some good exercise.

9/2/2017 10:42 AM

115

I appreciate that it is a loop, safe & well-traveled, and has a non-asphalt surface.

9/6/2017 6:07 PM

153

Fullsteam running club route

9/1/2017 10:19 PM

154

Nature, no asphalt

9/1/2017 7:22 PM

116

Multi-use shaded trail

9/6/2017 6:01 PM

155

Being in nature and under the cool shade of the trees.

9/1/2017 7:00 PM

117

Nature, wildlife

9/6/2017 5:54 PM

156

Connection with retail/shopping and residential neighborhoods

9/1/2017 1:18 PM

118

Woodsy, cool bridge over creek

9/6/2017 5:48 PM

157

How well maintain it is

9/6/2017 5:48 PM

width, tree canopy, elevation change, water features, water fountains, ability to park, exercise
equipment loop

9/1/2017 9:01 AM

119
120

Pump Station infrastructure and natural beauty together

9/6/2017 5:42 PM

158

Ease of parking on campus

9/1/2017 12:10 AM

121

Quick connection from downtown to southern neighborhoods.

9/6/2017 5:42 PM

159

The complete lack of car traffic makes me feel safe and protected

8/31/2017 9:37 PM

122

It is well maintained

9/6/2017 5:39 PM

160

motor vehicle free

8/31/2017 9:21 PM

123

Connectivity

9/6/2017 5:37 PM

161

Distance from my home

8/31/2017 8:33 PM

124

Easy walking trail

9/6/2017 5:35 PM

162

Location.

8/31/2017 4:38 PM

125

Separation from vehicular traffic, green space

9/6/2017 5:28 PM

163

Location

8/31/2017 4:15 PM

126

Proximity

9/6/2017 5:27 PM

164

mile markers for cycling, smooth pavement

8/31/2017 3:24 PM

127

Convenience, can go long distances

9/6/2017 5:21 PM

165

An off road trail for walking and biking. I appreciate the trash cans along the trail. There is also one
area with a bench which is nice.

8/31/2017 1:05 PM

128

Neighborhood access, connections with other parts of town

9/6/2017 5:20 PM

166

Little interaction with cars.

8/31/2017 12:01 PM

129

No cars. Lots of trees.

9/6/2017 5:18 PM

167

Wide, well groomed

8/31/2017 10:01 AM

130

Paved for bicycle use

9/6/2017 5:16 PM

168

Trees and the shade they provide.

8/31/2017 9:59 AM
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169
170

Covered pathway for exercise and getting to nearby neighborhoods downtown districts while
avoiding most automobile-related traffic.

8/31/2017 9:20 AM

All the trees and peace and quiet!

8/31/2017 9:12 AM

171

It is off the road.

8/31/2017 7:44 AM

172

Shaded and paved pathways

8/31/2017 7:26 AM

173

It's our go-to trail because: -it's usually dry after a rain. -it's marked off in quarter miles (we
walk/run)

8/30/2017 11:34 PM

174

It's beautiful and is a nice semi urban forest

8/30/2017 8:50 PM

175

That it has been built and is functional. Durham is lagging way behind our regional sister cities with
regard to this type of infrastructure.

8/30/2017 8:14 PM

176

Separate from cars and guarded street crossings

8/30/2017 7:47 PM

177

Paved trail great for running, biking or pushing stroller

8/30/2017 7:44 PM

178

No cars.

8/30/2017 7:01 PM

179

Ease of access to downtown area

8/30/2017 5:57 PM

180

Pavement

8/30/2017 5:46 PM

181

Flat roads for bicycle and running

8/30/2017 5:28 PM

182

Safe and direct connection into downtown!

8/30/2017 4:43 PM

183

Practicality - it takes me to the places I want to go! (Northgate Park, warehouse district, Trinity
Park)

8/30/2017 4:37 PM

184

Safe and with plenty of greenery.

8/30/2017 4:18 PM

185

The City of Durham

8/30/2017 4:17 PM

186

Nature. But I also use ATC a lot and my favorite features of it are getting places and long stretches
without cars,

8/30/2017 4:14 PM

187

paved & long

8/30/2017 4:13 PM

188

Ease of getting on/off

8/24/2017 10:40 AM

189

scenery

8/24/2017 10:14 AM

Skipped: 0

SURVEY #1 RESULTS

Create access
points; conn...
Provide an
easy and saf...
Integrate
public art a...
Promote health
and wellness

Q5 What are your top goals for the Belt Line trail/linear park? Choose 3.
Answered: 250
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Preserve the
history of t...
Inspire
redevelopment

Have fun
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Create access points; connect neighborhoods

63.60%

159

Provide an easy and safe connection to key destinations (i.e. downtown, the future light rail or the American Tobacco Trail)

79.20%

198

Integrate public art and Durham’s culture

20.00%

50

Promote health and wellness

42.00%

105

Showcase innovative and/or sustainable design

30.00%

75

Preserve the history of the corridor

27.20%

68

Inspire redevelopment

17.20%

43

Have fun

20.80%

52

Total Respondents: 250
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#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Lighting

10/4/2017 11:22 AM

2

Serve as a nature getaway within the city

10/3/2017 8:33 PM

3

Connectivity to other trails was not one of the options given. But that is important for being able to
work out or travel by trail.

10/3/2017 3:44 PM

4

Show cycling as a safe and accessible transportation option for Durham

10/3/2017 1:18 PM

5

I'm interested in the trail's role in preserving nature, trees, green space, etc.

9/29/2017 3:34 PM

6

Safety

9/29/2017 3:33 PM

7

More information about current project scope is needed in order to answer

9/21/2017 11:10 AM

8

Retain corridor for future street car use - Downtown Loop Streetcar

9/17/2017 9:52 PM

9

Create a pedestrain/bike network that saves lives from deadly cars and vapid parking lots

9/10/2017 2:40 PM
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10

Provide a completely car-free route to travel downtown - on foot and by bicycle.. I'm hopeful that
the ease of the trail will get more people travelling/commuting downtown on foot and by bicycle.

9/10/2017 2:04 AM

11

I hope this bikeway will also have the features of a lush, natural park or garden.

9/7/2017 2:04 PM

12

Environmental health/places for people to enjoy nature

9/6/2017 6:38 PM

13

Green sustainable features: permeable surfaces, rain gardens, creek smart landscaping, native
pollinator and small animal/bird friendly plantings and habitat! ??

9/6/2017 6:33 PM

14

To plan for sustainability

9/6/2017 6:15 PM

15

Improve bike/pedestrian transportation options

9/6/2017 5:56 PM

16

Retain neighborhood safety and cohesion

9/6/2017 5:54 PM

17

I feel it's more important to actually put these funds into maintaining the ellerbee creek trail. There
are many places that the pavement is broken up and dangerous in places. There are also almost t
of communities in Durham that are in need of sidewalks in order for the residents to be safe.

9/6/2017 5:21 PM

18

Bicycle commuter safety

19

Encourage residents to leave their cars at home!

APPENDIX A
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10/3/2017 8:33 PM

2

Completing the east side of the loop and serving those neighborhoods

10/3/2017 11:18 AM

3

Can't build it fast enough

10/3/2017 10:56 AM

8/30/2017 6:47 PM

4

Cost

10/1/2017 10:49 PM

8/30/2017 4:37 PM

5

Cost

10/1/2017 10:48 PM

6

equity and affordable housing

10/1/2017 9:31 PM

7

length before it's finished -- hurry up! :-)

9/30/2017 4:07 PM

8

What is the proposed design?

9/26/2017 5:31 PM

9

the amount of time it will take to finish

9/23/2017 8:22 PM

10

Lack of current information about project scope

9/21/2017 11:10 AM

11

You need to make this question allow us to select more than one option.

9/14/2017 9:02 AM

12

That it will encourage more exclulsive, expensive development and that the design will not reflect
Durham and be generic.

9/13/2017 2:16 PM

13

Not long enough! Create a huge park system that connects all of Durham

9/10/2017 2:40 PM

14

Time to completion.

9/7/2017 10:16 AM

15

Gentrification and trail only accessible for middle and upper income residents

9/6/2017 7:10 PM

16

Leading to gentrification

9/6/2017 7:00 PM

17

Gentrification

9/6/2017 5:56 PM

18

Impact of construction and increased foot traffic, as I am a direct neighbor

9/6/2017 5:54 PM

19

That we might miss opportunity to make a great place - not just a path.

9/6/2017 5:42 PM

20

Increased traffic and criminal activity on my street

9/6/2017 5:27 PM

21

None. REALLY want it!

9/6/2017 5:18 PM

22

Takes money away from more pressing needs

9/6/2017 5:16 PM

23

Keep nifty areas nifty (that area near Blue Note Grill - its nifty)

9/6/2017 4:59 PM

24

Long Project Timelines

9/5/2017 3:58 PM

25

That it will be stopped by NIMBY-ism

9/1/2017 7:00 PM

26

We need to go ahead and fund the rest of the trail from Avondale to Drew Granby Park

9/1/2017 9:01 AM

27

I don't know enough about the proposal to say.

8/30/2017 11:34 PM

Skipped: 11

Impact of
potential...
Other (please
specify)
50%

60%
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239

Will not take advantage of the existing vistas

Privacy issues

40%

32

1

Lack of
maintenance

30%

13.39%

DATE

Safety and
security

20%

Other (please specify)

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

Too much
connectivity

10%

37

#

Lack of
connectivity

0%

15.48%

TOTAL

Q6 What concerns you most about the proposed trail/linear park? Choose
one.
Answered: 239

Impact of potential development

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Lack of connectivity

14.64%

35

28

Busy street crossings

8/30/2017 6:47 PM

Too much connectivity

0.00%

0

29

Needs to have a good connection into the bus station and American Tobacco Trail

8/30/2017 4:43 PM

Safety and security

44.35%

106

30

8/30/2017 4:37 PM

Lack of maintenance

12.13%

29

I'm concerned that the connection to the downtown loop will be unsafe and unpleasant because
the loop is such a major barrier to walking and cycling.

31

Redevelopment

8/30/2017 4:14 PM

Privacy issues

0.00%

0

32

it will take too long to build

8/30/2017 4:13 PM
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Q7 What will be your favorite activity on the trail/linear park? Choose

32

it will take too long to build

8/30/2017 4:13 PM
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Q7 What will be your
favorite activity on the trail/linear park? Choose
three.
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Skipped: 0

Bike (commute)

Bike
(recreation)

Jog

Exercise (on a
parcourse or...

Walk

Walk with dog
or children

1

Be with people in public, rather than in secluded in our prison pods we call "cars."

10/3/2017 2:54 PM

2

Shop

10/3/2017 10:56 AM

3

Visit friends in other neighborhoods

10/2/2017 3:55 PM

4

Don't need this because I have Ellerbee Creek trail

10/1/2017 11:30 AM

5

Be with people in public. Be engaged citizens and responsible neighbors by interacting with others
rather than being run down by cars.

9/10/2017 2:40 PM

6

Photography

9/6/2017 5:48 PM

7

Community event space

9/6/2017 5:35 PM

8

I'm against building this trail. The funds can be used better elsewhere .

9/6/2017 5:21 PM

9

Would enjoy retail / eating establishments that front the trail.

9/6/2017 4:41 PM

10

I only have 1 favorite not 3. My favorite is Walk. Other choices picked only because survey forced
me to pick 3.

9/5/2017 11:24 PM

11

Interact with Public Art

9/1/2017 9:01 AM

Q8 Pedestrian and bicycle traffic should be separated on the future Belt
Line trail/greenway.

Sit, read or
people-watch

Answered: 238

Eat

Skipped: 12

Interact with
nature
Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Bike (commute)

37.60%

94

Bike (recreation)

54.00%

135

Jog

33.60%

84

Exercise (on a parcourse or station)

12.80%

32

Walk

49.60%

124

Walk with dog or children

46.00%

115

Sit, read or people-watch

20.40%

51

Eat

7.20%

18

Interact with nature

34.40%

86

Other (please specify)

4.40%

11
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70

80

90

TOTAL NUMBER
57

Total Respondents: 250

#

0

100

RESPONSES
13,661

238

Total Respondents: 238

#

DATE

1

27

10/5/2017 4:04 PM

2

51

10/4/2017 10:56 PM

3

50

10/4/2017 2:37 PM

4

0

10/4/2017 1:24 PM

5

87

10/4/2017 11:02 AM

6

50

10/4/2017 9:47 AM

7

100

10/4/2017 9:07 AM

8

33
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fountain
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Restrooms

DURHAM BELT LINE TRAIL MASTER PLAN

Benches /
places to si...

An overlook

Native
plantings...

Water feature

Storm-water
treatment...

Storm-water treatment features to improve water quality

21.20%

53

Shade/ Trees

46.40%

116

Art/sculpture

20.00%

50

Community garden

14.40%

36

Dog run

7.60%

19

Play equipment (children and adults)

10.40%

26

Fitness course

10.80%

27

Interpretive signage for nature and history

10.00%

25

Patio dining

6.40%

16

Shade/ Trees

Total Respondents: 250

Art/sculpture

Community
garden

Dog run

Play equipment
(children an...

Fitness course

Interpretive
signage for...

Patio dining
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80%

RESPONSES

Drinking water fountain

32.80%

82

Restrooms

25.60%

64

Benches / places to sit, read or linger

48.00%

120

An overlook

10.40%

26

Native plantings and/or pollinator garden

31.60%

79

Water feature

4.40%

11
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OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Drinking fountain for dogs

10/3/2017 1:06 PM

2

Water fountain should have water bottle filling station

10/2/2017 3:55 PM

3

emergency phones

10/1/2017 9:31 PM

4

Dog Relief Station
s
Trash bags for dog poop

9/27/2017 11:53 AM

5

Performance area for concerts, plays, and impromptu events.

9/21/2017 9:54 PM

6

garbage cans and doggie bag stations

9/21/2017 11:48 AM

7

Dog waste stations

9/14/2017 9:22 AM

8

Lighting! Needs to be safe for all users after dark to ensure usage. Ellerbe and Tobacco fail here.

9/7/2017 10:12 AM

9

I'm against building this trail. The funds can be used better elsewhere .

9/6/2017 5:21 PM

10

Open space for activities - pickup frisbee games or picnics

9/6/2017 4:59 PM

11

Police Call Boxes

9/5/2017 11:24 PM

12

Dog Relief Station
s
Trash cans- dog poo receptacles

9/5/2017 9:36 AM

13

trash/recyling

8/31/2017 9:21 PM

14

Under/Over street passes. That's a LOT of busy street to cross!

8/30/2017 6:47 PM

15

Grand and engaging entrances.

8/30/2017 4:37 PM

16

Any/all of them would be great!

8/30/2017 4:31 PM

90% 100%
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Wellness

DURHAM BELT LINE TRAIL MASTER PLAN
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Wellness

74.40%

186

Affordable housing

58.80%

147

Food access

38.80%

97

School engagement

30.80%

77

Senior living

21.60%

54

Public art plan (SMArt Vision Plan)

44.00%

110

Redevelopment

31.60%

79
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Answered: 248
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

6-18

0.00%

0

19-34

39.52%

98

35-49

38.31%

95

50-65

17.34%

43

65-75

4.84%

12

76+

0.00%

0

Total Respondents: 250

Q11 What is your age?

50%

TOTAL

248

Skipped: 2

Q12 What is your yearly household income?
Answered: 248
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Less than $40K

DURHAM BELT LINE TRAIL MASTER PLAN
$40-$69K

5

consider trash cans that get emptied by city staff consider adult exercise equipment such as bars
and rings incorporate natural and sustainable features if community gardens are installed, a strong
system for upkeep is necessary incorporate public art

10/3/2017 4:00 PM

$70-$89K

6

Great work!

10/3/2017 3:43 PM

7

you should consider a low maintenance approach instead of taxing existing city staff to maintain
such a feature.

10/3/2017 3:40 PM

8

Durham has terrible bike/ped infrastructure. An independent network on bike/ped paths, safe from
the death gauntlets of Durham roads, would completely transform the city.

10/3/2017 2:54 PM

9

Check out the city of Madison, WI for ideas on bike paths

10/3/2017 1:32 PM

10

Just moved to Durham and am finding it more bikeable than I anticipated. Please keep up the
good work!

10/3/2017 1:18 PM

11

I would love to receive more information as plans progress, if possible! callascas@gmail.com

10/3/2017 1:10 PM

12

Yay!

10/3/2017 1:08 PM

13

Really excited for a pleasant run /bike connections so close to home! Also excited for positive
enviro impacts

10/3/2017 1:06 PM

14

Thanks!

10/3/2017 10:56 AM

15

Please focus on making the Avondale entrance to the trail feel like the *front entrance* to the trail,
not the butt end of it. People in that neighborhood who ride or walk the route should feel like the
trail is a gateway to the city and jobs in the west part of downtown that was built just for them, not
that it was built for the pleasure of the west downtown property owners and farmers market
shoppers and hipster brewery visitors and it just reached east Durham by accident. To that end, I
would also recommend asking that community where they would want the trail to connect to from
that point onward. For example, if you could manage to get across 70 with this same project, they
might really value that, but I don't really know what would be highest priority to them. Maybe do
some intercept surveys with people walking/biking the currently available routes in that area?

10/2/2017 3:55 PM

16

Good to save corridor for public but take care of parks we have and swimming pools before
developing a new one

10/1/2017 10:49 PM

248

17

Good to save corridor for public but take care of parks we have and swimming pools before
developing a new one

10/1/2017 10:48 PM

Q13 Anything else you would like the City and the Belt Line planning team
to know?

18

keep it sustainable, cameras for safety, lit path, emergency call posts every so many feet

10/1/2017 7:57 PM

19

Thanks for doing this! Sounds like it will be a wonderful addition to our city.

9/30/2017 2:09 PM

20

The more walkable the city, the better.

9/29/2017 10:22 AM

21

Question 10 does not make a lot of sense. How can a trail do all these things? But I wish you luck.

9/29/2017 8:02 AM

22

It's a short trail with no improvement in access to downtown. The nearby Ellerbee Creek Trail can
be scary in certain parts and times of day. I don't fear crime a lot, but still don't let my adolescent
kids on the trail without me at any time and none of us use it after dark. You need to do a lot for the
Belt Line to be safe -- visibility to street traffic, but without killing shade; lots of light; and uses
beyond thru-activities (bike, walk, run). So I like the idea of dining options nearby, which bring
people out.

9/28/2017 6:21 PM

23

Thank you!!

9/28/2017 6:04 PM

24

Would be great to tie this into a larger system east of Fayetteville Street.

9/21/2017 9:54 PM
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ANSWER CHOICES
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Less than $40K

11.29%

28

$40-$69K

23.79%

59

$70-$89K

12.10%

30

$90K-$125K

21.77%

54

$125K+

22.58%

56

Prefer not to answer

8.47%

21

TOTAL

Answered: 98

Skipped: 152

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Thanks

10/4/2017 1:24 PM

2

I'm from DC, and the Met Branch Trail totally revolutionized the way so many people I knew moved
around the city - I could envision this have a similar effect! The only issue there is with safety - the
trail would need to be well lit at night (at least during commuting hours) and be able to have police
occasionally patrolling.

10/4/2017 9:47 AM

3

I'm excited to see what we create together!

10/3/2017 5:09 PM

25

do the job well with pride from the heart.

9/21/2017 7:21 PM

4

Connect the Durham Belt Line to the stormwater park across from Duke Towers! Lots of public art,
lots of places to sit, water fountains (with dog fountains), SOOFA benches, and one or two bike
repair hubs...

10/3/2017 4:18 PM

26

do the job well with pride from the heart.

9/21/2017 7:17 PM

27

Need more concise scope of work to be done in order to answer survey appropriately

9/21/2017 11:10 AM

28

It’s a great idea!

9/20/2017 9:12 PM
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29

I've run on a few rail/trail corridors in other towns and one of the coolest things I've seen is in
Dallas. The Katy Trail there runs on an old rail line. There are lots of multi-family
condos/apartments that back up to the trail as well as restaurants that have back patios, water
stops that cater to people using the trail. Additionally, the trail is divided between a bike and
pedestrian lane. I'm not sure a divided trail makes sense on the Belt Line unless the usage was
very high. I run on the ATT a lot and don't have problems avoiding the bikers.

9/20/2017 2:43 PM

30

Thank you for your work!

9/19/2017 11:03 AM

31

Would love to access/connection on the east side of roxboro between Duke Park & Old North
Durham

9/19/2017 7:01 AM

32

I wish I lived in Durham!

9/18/2017 8:27 AM

33

Retaining corridor for future Downtown Loop Streetcar is compatible with immediate term biking,
jogging and walking path options.

9/17/2017 9:52 PM

34

I have high hopes for the Belt Line! I moved to Durham in 2013, and some of the development that
is taking place is ruining the city's character. I hope that the Belt Line will highlight what makes
Durham so special, and increase the ease with which people can walk/bike to commute or for
recreation.

9/16/2017 7:17 PM

35

The design for the trail should be all about Durham and not generic. This is a great opportunity to
incorporate our City's values in a physical design. PS The Smart Art Plan has not been adopted by
Council, so really has not status and should not be referenced. It needs much more public input
before it is implemented.

9/13/2017 2:16 PM

36

Thank you for working on this! A connected city and metropolitan area is so important!

9/11/2017 3:59 PM

37

Make it big. Look to examples of this sort of thing, as in Amsterdam, Copenhagen, the Emerald
Necklace in Boston, etc. Make it possible and interesting for people to get out of their cars and be
on the streets and paths. This is how community responsibility is made: people engaging with each
other. This would so so many things: diminish crime, reduce traffic injuries, promote health,
beautify neighborhoods, generate connections and ideas. Please stop prioritizing care traffic.
Please promote walking and biking infrastructure, including better public transit.

9/10/2017 2:40 PM

Moving forward with this trail provides such an exciting opportunity for Durham. The more trail
infrastructure that we can put in place to encourage residents to live and commute actively, the
stronger and healthier a community we will be. Imagine solving Downtown Durham's parking
problems not by wasting valuable downtown land and resources on parking decks, but by reducing
the number of people driving into the core. I cannot wait to cycle and walk into downtown on the
Belt Line!

9/10/2017 2:04 AM

39

I can't wait for this trail to be built. Do it!!

40
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50

My property shares a boundary with the belt line, and I am very concerned about safety as my
house has already been broken into twice, and the ATT has had issues with crime. I love green
ways, use them, and support them. I think it's important to have a plan for safety of people using
the trail as well as those whose properties border it. Generally I'm excited about this project.
Thank you

9/6/2017 6:38 PM

51

Please research non gentrifying best practices and caution tales from other beltline developments
in formulating your development plan, and consult regularly with watershed orgs, esp ellerbee
creek WA, on design that promotes rather than impairs wetland and riparian and other adjacent
ecozones along the trail corridor.

9/6/2017 6:33 PM

52

Please make sure there are regularly-spaced benches for older and/or disabled people to rest on,
in addition to leisure and cafe seating

9/6/2017 6:28 PM

53

I am very concerned about the crosswalk at Roxboro. I would love to see that be a very safe
crossing.

9/6/2017 6:27 PM

54

Don't wait for years to polish beltline before it provides access. I run on parts of the semi cleared
belt line all the time and it's great today. Look for volunteers to clear more of it and get people out
waliking on it next year along the tracks.

9/6/2017 6:21 PM

55

I moved here from Atlanta and watched the Beltline break ground and bring so many wonderful
things to the city.... then watched rental prices skyrocket, watched locals be unable to afford to live
or play in their own neighborhood and watched the community eschew the beltline and
surrounding businesses as it became a high trafficked destination for out of towers rather than a
functional, beautiful gem in our city. Please, please take the potential for too-fast too-soon
development to ruin a great idea.

9/6/2017 6:15 PM

56

Safety and security is number one. The robberies, assaults, and continuing auto break-ins and
vandalism on the ATT have rendered it an embarrassment to the community.

9/6/2017 6:13 PM

57

Thanks for seeking input from citizens. Please keep us involved. I'm excited to see how the Belt
Line turns out.

9/6/2017 6:07 PM

58

Please work with the direct neighbors at construction time. Thanks!

9/6/2017 5:54 PM

59

Less cars, more bike lanes. Turn streets into 1-ways + bike lane.

9/6/2017 5:45 PM

9/8/2017 12:50 PM

60

Lighting, wide as possible

9/6/2017 5:37 PM

I'm really excited about the trail, I just hope that it can be implemented in a timely fashion.

9/7/2017 6:13 PM

61

9/6/2017 5:36 PM

41

Connection to Shawnee Street(s) and thereby re-connect the two ends of Shawnee and those
residential blocks.

9/7/2017 2:04 PM

I would love to see more connectivity not just downtown but around east and west Durham as well.
These neighborhoods feel like a different world then the city centre and there needs to be more
inclusion and access.

42

Very exciting!

9/7/2017 11:23 AM

62

Art is very important to a community!

9/6/2017 5:35 PM

43

cannot wait to get this. I am 100 percent supportive. go for it!

9/7/2017 10:38 AM

63

Please make effort to create a convenient connection to the ATT

9/6/2017 5:28 PM

44

So excited for this! Can't wait to have it happen.

9/7/2017 10:16 AM

64

Please understand how this can negatively impact residents of durham

9/6/2017 5:21 PM

45

Frequent connections with spurs/extensions into the neighborhoods is vital (ex. Lynch street
corridor could connect to Rosetta / Peace access point) Connecting the north and south sides of
the corridor for bike and pedestrian is useful in itself. Must ensure the trail is well lit and has good
sight lines to ensure safety.

9/7/2017 10:12 AM

65

I would looks to see the city spend less money on projects like this until other issues are
addressed. Sidewalks, better public transportation, affordable housing, keeping up maintenance
on existing trails, play spaces in underserved areas. Spending so much money for 2 miles of trail is
not right.

9/6/2017 5:16 PM

46

Security/safety has been an issue on the Durham end of the wonderful Tobacco Trail. Please
consider funding for safety initiatives.

9/7/2017 9:59 AM

66

Hooray!!!

9/6/2017 4:59 PM

67

Looking forward to the project

9/6/2017 4:41 PM

47

East Durham needs more trails and sidewalks too. Central Park and Downtown already have a lot
of bike and pedestrian friendly areas.

9/7/2017 7:11 AM

68

PLEASE connect the new trail with the existing ATC trail that ends just south of the ATC campus /
Durham Freeway.

9/6/2017 4:41 PM

48

Excited about the potential!

9/6/2017 7:10 PM

69

Please have this trail connect directly to the ATT

9/6/2017 4:33 PM

49

Great event!

9/6/2017 7:00 PM

70

I'm excited about the possibility of having this trail, but I would also like to see it connected to other
trails that would provide access to other parts of Durham and would provide residents of those
places with access to downtown via a safe walking, biking trail. Two miles is a very short distance,
particularly on a bike.

9/6/2017 3:00 PM

38
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This is quite an exciting project! Please heavily focus on branding and signage in order to gain
adoption and mindshare inside and outside of Durham. We want the next NYC High Line-- it can't
just be another trail with a small City of Durham logo on it. Please also ensure that every
crosswalk is safely labeled with Pedestrian crossing signage in the intersection to ensure that we
create a culture of vehicles yielding to crossing pedestrians and cyclists. Thanks a ton!

9/5/2017 3:58 PM

Think big, don't be afraid to do something special because it will pay off. Sacrificing quality & the
pedestrian experience under the guise of short term thinking or short term budget concerns will
only neuter the city's chance in standing out as a true 21st century city. Listen to the public and
listen to the landscape architects.

9/5/2017 2:27 PM

My favorite greenways are the ones that are the most separate from vehicle traffic. Cars are often
very aggressive to cyclists and I'm looking forward to a safer way to commute around town on my
bike.

9/5/2017 1:23 PM

I visited Vancouver BC recently and used and enjoyed their beltway. It has separate spaces for
walkers and bikes and has lots of garden plots used and maintained (I think) by local neighbors.
Gardens bring people together and provide local produce.

9/4/2017 10:57 PM

75

Simple is better

9/4/2017 6:27 PM

76

Connecting soon to other trails (ATT, future Goose Creek) is very important.

9/2/2017 10:42 AM

77

Please try to keep the "brown bag club" from growing if possible (central park)

9/1/2017 10:19 PM

78

What is the timeline for completion

9/1/2017 7:22 PM

79

Phase 1: Please just get the trail open and operational as a corridor. Of course we want to get it
right the first time, but start with the doing basics really well and getting it open for use. Phase 2:
Make it amazing with all the innovative amenities we're talking about. There will be value in seeing
how people use it for a year or so while we draft plans and raise money for all the bells and
whistles.

9/1/2017 7:00 PM

80

Public Art, Public Art, Public Art makes the trail an economic development destination like the
Atlanta Beltline and Friends of the Underline in Miami. Create areas for art in the design and fund
in the project costs not as an afterthought.

9/1/2017 9:01 AM

81

Make sure there is a network of protected bike lanes leading to and from the trail so Durham
residents have a safe way to access it!

8/31/2017 10:53 PM

82

Lets get more people on bikes!

8/31/2017 9:21 PM

83

Street Cars. This is a huge opportunity to use the railway that is there to bring back street cars.
This can be done in addition to having a walkable trail. If you need a person to push this idea that
is me. Who do I talk to just start with an email address and we will move on from there.
joshuajmills@gmail.com Street Cars from old rail road would be uniquely durham and a great way
to get around the city.

8/31/2017 4:38 PM

84

I love this idea. If done well, it could also be an attraction that draws visitors to the area (like the
NYC high line). When people visit me for the first time, I tend to bring them to American Tobacco
and Duke Gardens. I would love for this to be a place to bring them.

8/31/2017 1:05 PM

85

Yay! Excited. Close some streets downtown and make them pedestrian malls!

8/31/2017 12:01 PM

86

I noticed there were no options related to safety/security/surveillance as an amenity for the trail. I
imagine many women might feel safer being alone on the trail, if there were some combination of
lighting, emergency phone boxes, cameras, etc to prevent crime.

8/31/2017 9:59 AM

87

Scheduling community meetings with smaller sections of neighborhoods that run along the path
would help target the needs of those who will be directly impacted by the trail (positively and
negatively).

8/31/2017 9:20 AM

88

Businesses facing the trail!

8/31/2017 7:44 AM

89

My husband and I walk/run almost every Saturday and Sunday on ATT. We never wear
headphones and are always alert. Still, we are often startled by bikes whizzing by at very high
speeds. Or have close calls with young children learning to ride. Many riders do call out "on your
left" but not all. The blending of bike and pedestrian traffic makes me almost as nervous as riding
bikes in traffic. It just seems like a recipe for disaster. I love seeing the cyclists but hate having
them share the trail.

8/30/2017 11:34 PM

72

73

74
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90

As a planner and activist for green space I am excited that steps are being taken to promote green
space/public space in downtown Durham

8/30/2017 8:50 PM

91

Creating this resource sooner rather than later is vital to Durham.

8/30/2017 8:14 PM

92

I'm very excited about the prospect of the city adding more park and trails. I think it's a key feature
in creating a truly livable city.

8/30/2017 7:44 PM

93

Connections at each end and to other trails and bike facilities is key.

8/30/2017 7:01 PM

94

Would be great to tie into the Duke Diet & Fitness center - have that as open space with the
stormwater features as well as passive recreation space along the Beltline corridor.

8/30/2017 4:43 PM

95

Safety is key. I would love to use the American Tobacco Trail more often, but I don't feel
comfortable, especially running by myself.

8/30/2017 4:18 PM

96

My son and I are excited to use the trail to ride our bikes downtown.

8/30/2017 4:14 PM

97

Build more trails + build bike lanes ASAP. Build more trails + build bike lanes ASAP. Build more
trails + build bike lanes ASAP. Build more trails + build bike lanes ASAP. Build more trails + build
bike lanes ASAP. Build more trails + build bike lanes ASAP.

8/30/2017 4:13 PM

98

Please make as beautiful as can be.

8/24/2017 10:14 AM
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Durham Belt Line Trail
SURVEY #2 RESULTS

SurveyMonkey

Q1 Have you given input to date on the draft plan? (Select All that Apply)
Answered: 317

Skipped: 0

Yes, I
provided inp...

Yes, I
provided inp...

Yes, I am
involved in ...

No, but I have
heard about ...

SURVEY NOTES

No, this is my
first time...

Online from May 17,2018 - June 25, 2018
317

Total Responses
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes, I provided input at the first public meeting

9.78%

31

Yes, I provided input through the survey in the fall of 2017

15.46%

49

Yes, I am involved in the project as a stakeholder or committee member

0.95%

3

No, but I have heard about the project (Twitter, News, Website, Word of Mouth, etc)

62.15%

197

No, this is my first time hearing about the project.

15.77%

50

Total Respondents: 317
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SurveyMonkey

Q2 What best describes your feelings toward the Belt Line Trail Project
and Master Plan?

Durham Belt Line Survey - Draft Master Plan

SurveyMonkey

9

build it already!

6/8/2018 9:11 AM

10

I am very supportive of this project and am interested to see how it will affect my commute as an
aspiring new biker!

6/7/2018 5:16 PM

11

We have to avoid outcomes such as in Atlanta and other places.

6/7/2018 2:15 PM

12

While the benefits are widely touted the trail is likely to have unintended negative impacts of
quality of life for neighborhoods and people whose homes abut the trail

6/7/2018 8:22 AM

13

Please please built it soon! I live near Avondale trailhead and it is extremely unsafe to get to any
bike or walking area with right now!

6/7/2018 7:59 AM

14

Would love if Cleveland Holloway neighborhood was also better connected/included in the plan. It
is a neighborhood that is walking distance to downtown but there is no good route. Very piecemeal
sidewalks, low light, potholes, walk in middle of roads without sidewalks. Would like to see some
better access between this neighborhood and your design. It includes the public library, Oakwood
Park, Goldenbelt district, SEEDS, downtown Durham dog park, resources that need to be brought
into the plan to help connect east Durham.

6/6/2018 5:04 PM

I am very supportive of the trail - build it already!

15

Be sure to make arrangements for the "Durham Museum of History" permanent location

6/6/2018 4:50 PM

I support the trail project and plan, but would like to see minor adjustments

16

My daily bicycle commute between Old North Durham and downtown is a constant battle between
which busy street am I going to risk my life on to get to work. Quieter options are extremely
slow/gravelly, so the Durham Beltline Trail will offer incredible access on a daily basis.
Furthermore, the ready access for recreation with our dog will be wonderful!

6/6/2018 10:37 AM

17

Does the cost to construct vs number of potential users make sense given the other pressing
needs in Durham

6/6/2018 10:29 AM

18

I am new to Durham and don't know the layout of the proposed area well, but it seems like a good
concept. I'm interested to see how it unfolds.

6/6/2018 9:41 AM

19

City needs to fully invest time and money into making sure that those with the median income of
38,000 will always be able to afford their homes. Developers will always take advantage of these
situations, and some sort of legislation needs to pass to regulate these type of plans. I'm all for the
green way, but it needs to be an improvement for all not just one economic class.

6/4/2018 9:48 AM

20

Measures to address property value spikes for low-income families within the 1/2-mile radius of the
Belt Line (i.e. public savings program for renters) is needed. What measures are taken to ensure
neighborhood stability during construction and in low-income neighborhoods with increased
development interests (i.e. "gentrification")? How exactly are people in the Notification Area being
notified of the project, and are they receiving updates regularly?

6/3/2018 4:50 PM

21

I am especially excited about how this trail will increase Durham's bikeability. I am also strongly in
favor of the creation of more urban green spaces and parks.

6/2/2018 1:30 PM

22

Durham does not support cyclists and pedestrian use in its current at-grade crossings. I'd want to
see more bike & ped friendly accommodations at crossings (no call buttons, peds cross with all
green lights, etc)

6/1/2018 6:00 PM

23

But let's be environmental sensitive and socially conscious in the process. And let's not hand the
contractors only to insiders.

6/1/2018 2:30 PM

24

I simply do not believe that the people who have lived here for years and years and helped to
create this city will be heard or respected. That's already abundantly clear by what has happened
to downtown Durham.

6/1/2018 12:09 PM

25

I would like to see an impact analysis for impacted communities, i.e. how this will displace longtime renters and communities of color as this creates a major belt of gentrification. Similar
problems have already been noted, for example, with the parallel project in Atlanta.

6/1/2018 11:36 AM

26

I actually don't know what outreach has already been conducted and whether I would be satisfied
with this degree of outreach. But I chose this answer because I want to be sure outreach is being
done thoroughly and that measures are being put in place to keep gentrification and displacement
from running too rampant. Mostly, I support the Belt Line project if this space would otherwise just
be turned into condominiums anyway. In other words, if development of the space is inevitable,
then let's develop it as greenspace, I say.

6/1/2018 11:31 AM

27

Take care of long time Durham residents. Do not displace them.

5/31/2018 2:40 PM

28

Long overdue for this part of town.

5/31/2018 2:28 PM

Answered: 315
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I would support the project if changes are made and/or more outreach is conducted
I do not support the conversion of the abandoned rail into a greenway, trail or park
Unsure / Need more information
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

I am very supportive of the trail - build it already!

75.56%

238

I support the trail project and plan, but would like to see minor adjustments

12.70%

40

I would support the project if changes are made and/or more outreach is conducted

6.03%

19

I do not support the conversion of the abandoned rail into a greenway, trail or park

0.63%

2

Unsure / Need more information

5.08%

16

TOTAL
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315

#

PLEASE FEEL FREE TO ADD COMMENTS:

DATE

1

This is a great idea that will surely help out all of us who bike or walk to work from our homes in
North Durham.

6/25/2018 3:41 PM

2

The affordable housing section needs to be beefed up considerably.

6/21/2018 10:37 AM

3

Build it, and take into deep consideration the communities that might feel marginalized, but
ultimately this seems like a win win for everyone.

6/18/2018 11:43 AM

4

This is very exciting for Durham. I have lived in East Durham for almost 20 years and am
saddened by lack of corporate, community, and public interest in what used to be such a vibrant
community before the Durham Freeway was put in. East Durham has been cut off from access to
services by not having safe and secure parks, green ways, trails, like exist throughout all other
parts of Durham. I am shocked at the Obesity rate and lack of households that do not have access
to a car and must pay for a bus.etc. We need this greenway and the Goose Creek Trail and the R
Kelly Bryant Jr. Trail North and the Rocky Creek Parkway and we need this to be built as soon as
possible.

6/14/2018 9:41 AM

5

I'm concerned about the equity piece. While the recommendations seem valid, I'd like to know that
the City will actually follow through on them so that our neighbors don't get displaced.

6/12/2018 7:48 AM

6

I am confused whether the Amtrak station parking lot will be changing. I use this lot frequently, so I
hope it can remain in some form.

6/11/2018 6:32 PM

7

please make it shady with lots of trees!

6/11/2018 12:22 PM

8

It would be good to change the zoning to allow denser housing along the tail to maximize it's role
as a transit feature.

6/10/2018 11:48 AM
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29

I'm concerned about how much this trail will help to drive up adjacent housing prices.

5/31/2018 1:16 PM

30

It sounds like a really cool thing for Durham, just worried about current low-income housing options
// the disappearance of affordable housing and displacement

5/31/2018 12:21 PM

31

My son and his wife live in Durham. I live in Washington State and have advocated for R - T
conversations for over 45 years and I can tell you this - pedestrians are the indicator species for
healthy communities especially cities. I have visited Durham on numerous occasions over the last
10 years. The city needs and deserves that trail.

5/31/2018 10:29 AM

32

The Master Plan is thorough, detailed and nicely produced.

5/31/2018 8:48 AM

33

Regarding the trail crossing at Roxboro St., I am concerned about the high speed and wreckless
driving this portion of Roxboro. Even with a crossing signal, cars will be approaching at high
speed. Roxboro needs traffic calming: Reduce speed limit, narrow wide traffic lanes by painting in
bike lanes, consider curb extensions from Trinity to Mangum merger.

5/30/2018 10:54 PM

I support the plan but am very concerned about safety, the American Tobacco trail is close to my
neighborhood, but it is not safe. I have seen many drug deals on the trail. I no longer use the trail
and i miss it.

5/30/2018 10:49 PM

35

feel there are more opportunities to nail down specifics of connections, both at the trail ends and
intermediate points.

36

Durham Belt Line Survey - Draft Master Plan

SurveyMonkey

51

The part of the trail that extends from Trinity Ave through Avondale is passing through some of the
last remaining affordable housing in OND and Duke Park. In addition the trail, in its current
overgrown state is a wildlife corridor with coyote, foxes, possums, raccoons and any number of
birds and other species using that corridor. I think there needs to be an environmental impact
assessment as well as more outreach to the neighbors immediately surrounding the trail who may
not be aware of the potential impact on rental housing in the area of the trail. The trail is also
passing very close to Ellerbe creek and any runoff needs to be mitigated for.

5/29/2018 9:24 AM

52

I am concerned about the wildlife that inhabits the abandoned trial. I would want to know that their
had been a wildlife impact assessment done prior to any work. There are many species, including
coyotes that inhabit that land currently. Would hate to see this project push out wildlife into further
shrinking areas.

5/27/2018 10:44 AM

53

currently as written i don't support this. this greenway comes right in the back of my house, we
already have problems with foot traffic in our culdesac and unless we get a handle on the
increased traffic problems we should avoid building this trail currently

5/26/2018 6:47 PM

54

Please have lots of trash receptacle and dog waste stations!!! Water fountains would be great too--maybe with a low attachment for the dogs to drink??!!

5/26/2018 11:19 AM

5/30/2018 9:40 PM

55

Very excited. I use the ellerbee Creek Trail to get to the American Tobacco Trail. I've been hit by
cars twice and don't like to ride on downtown streets with cars. This new trail would be much safer.

5/25/2018 3:27 PM

I want to make sure there is a quality (preferably dedicated) connection to the ATT. IT

5/30/2018 7:08 PM

56

I would like to see the bike lanes expanded all the way down trinity.

5/25/2018 3:13 PM

37

I was moved by an article about ensuring low income residents are taken care of

5/30/2018 6:25 PM

57

Please post a future timeline with interim target milestones. The posted timeline is historical (past
dates) and does not reflect future dates.

5/25/2018 12:24 PM

38

I think safety will be a major issue. How will it be policed?

5/30/2018 3:59 PM
58

I'm 100% in and live near the planned path. Hopefully we can provide some funds on the side to
assist lower income renters should the belt-line increase rental costs too much.

5/30/2018 2:18 PM

I don't really consider this a "plan." It has too many variables, too much "you could do this or you
could do that," too much is left until later. It's really just a compendium of possibilities, but
unfortunately none of them are very imaginative.

5/25/2018 11:38 AM

39
40

I'd like to see the trail continue through the abandoned railroad tracks in East Durham too.

5/30/2018 1:05 PM

41

I like to think of myself as being well-informed regarding local issues, but I am not at all familiar
with this proposed project. Has there really been meaningful prior outreach?

5/30/2018 1:03 PM

42

I am VERY concerned about the rate of evictions per month in Durham (almost 900 on average)
and I think we need to go door to door if necessary along the planned trail corridor to make sure
we get input from all residents who will be potentially affected. I also think Durham needs to figure
out a way to lock in rents for the low income community along the corridor before construction
begins. We have seen with the Atlanta beltline what happens if such plans are not locked in prior
to trail building.

5/30/2018 12:00 PM

43

durham needs to sbetter spend the money on more inportant things like more police/better
schools/better houselng/better pay for city emploees/better mainteance on our schools/more
security fpr our schoos.

5/30/2018 11:08 AM

44

Built it ASAP, no more delays, not more Durham delays due to grumps and nelly negatives.

5/30/2018 10:11 AM

45

What will be done to prevent displacement of people and further gentrification? How will this
coincide with the light rail and bus transport? Will this be accessible and universal design? Will this
be accessible to low-income families, too?

5/30/2018 10:03 AM

46

This trail needs more water fountains that are open year round.

5/30/2018 9:46 AM

47

Please include drinking fountains

5/29/2018 9:10 PM

48

Seems like a good idea, but I am wondering who will use this? Unless it connects with other trails?

5/29/2018 8:09 PM

49

This would finally connect people East of Mangum and North Roxoboro St to downtown. That's a
big deal. A rail to trail project has been long promised here but to date little to no action. Please
build trail ASAP even if that means adding amenities later.

5/29/2018 5:44 PM

50

So important that the Belt Line design includes significant numbers of trees and not just flower
gardens (which must be maintained). Trees should be protected when possible and where already
existing, and others should be planted.

5/29/2018 11:15 AM

34
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Q3 Do you think the preferred cross-section separating bicyclists from
pedestrians where possible is appropriate for the Durham Belt Line? (See
Image Below)
Answered: 312

Skipped: 5
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SurveyMonkey

12

i don't think it's necessary

6/15/2018 5:58 PM

13

The preferred cross section is a more expensive alternative but separating bicycles from
pedestrians may not be necessary. I would to see more study of projected bicycle traffic to see if
separation is warranted. Other trails, Ellerby Creek for one, operate very safely without modal
separation. Bike volumes are just not that high.

6/14/2018 11:13 AM

14

It is a great idea. Casual walkers won't need to worry about what is coming from behind them.

6/13/2018 9:48 AM

15

Love this!

6/12/2018 2:12 PM

16

Yes. Where such as a cross-section is not possible, it should be made clear to bicyclists that they
must yield to pedestrians.

6/11/2018 6:32 PM

17

This is very important! i hope there will also be a lane for joggers.

6/11/2018 3:48 PM

18

I definitely think there should be separate places for bikers and walkers, but I don't know that it
necessarily needs to be separated by more than a line on the ground.

6/11/2018 2:35 PM

19

This will make it so cyclist can move more quickly without any danger to pedestrians. Do it!

6/10/2018 11:48 AM

20

ATT does not have them, we are all adults and can share.

6/8/2018 12:28 PM

21

It will probably be the most sustainable (good for many years) by promoting safety for walkers and
more reliable speed for bikers.

6/8/2018 12:06 PM

22

it seems like a lot of expense and overkill - why build two separate use trails and need to govern
rules and use guidelines for each. seems silly

6/8/2018 9:11 AM

23

Why? spend money to do that? Do that to ROADS not trails.

6/8/2018 8:36 AM

24

Bicycle zone is too big

6/7/2018 9:05 PM

25

Unnecessary. The other trails in town don't have separation, and it makes bicyclists realize that
the trail is not just for them, and the trail should be shared.

6/7/2018 8:20 PM

26

No, it wil add too much to project cost

6/7/2018 7:44 PM

27

Great idea!

6/7/2018 5:16 PM

28

I feel that this is a neccessary measure to increase safety. In the cross section image, i like the
idea. This also creates uninterrupted pedestrian or bicycle traffic. I like it. Great planning.

6/7/2018 4:24 PM

29

It does not seem financially responsible

6/7/2018 10:49 AM

30

Not wedded to the idea but it sounds nice. Sometimes on the Ellerbee creek trail I have seen
some reckless cyclists almost knock people over. I saw a Latino family walking with small kids and
a baby have to jump off the side of the trail once for a pack of white bikers in their 20s who were
obliviously biking super fast around blind bends and taking up the entire width of the trail. Very
dangerous behavior. I know I am always fearful of little kids walking on the trails around the
bikers.

6/7/2018 7:59 AM

31

I’d support a single narrower trail if it was the difference between having/not having the trail.

6/7/2018 6:52 AM

32

But not if a major cost barrier. Good signage, good etiquette, and clear expectations could provide
most of the same benefits.

6/6/2018 5:29 PM

33

If it is wide enough

6/6/2018 5:04 PM

34

I'm torn. Visual separation or not, it will never substitute for common sense and courtesy.

6/6/2018 2:38 PM

90% 100%

29

TOTAL

#

Durham Belt Line Survey - Draft Master Plan

312

COMMENTS:

DATE

1

except without the lampposts in between, that feels strange

6/25/2018 11:59 PM

2

Yes, this is a great idea! It would be really great if the separation of bicyclists an pedestrians could
be preserved throughout the entire stretch of the Belt Line so I'd ask that you please reconsider
the constrained sections and think about how this could be achieved.

6/25/2018 11:40 PM

3

As long as it doesn't cut down a lot more trees. You may not need a buffer. I like the separation of
walkers and bikers - they do this in Chicago.

6/25/2018 11:32 AM

4

Yes, keep separated facilities throughout the entire trail.

6/25/2018 10:15 AM

5

I would prefer less separation and more greenery around. Let's not create another NC147 pedestrian and bicyclists usually get along just fine.

6/25/2018 7:39 AM

6

Yes. Durham needs more protected bike highways.

6/24/2018 6:26 PM

7

In other cities, like Brooklyn, there are times when bicycles are dangerously close to kids and
others walking.

6/22/2018 3:33 PM

8

It may not be necessary. If not including the central buffer zone would decrease costs of the
project, I would advocate for using the cost savings elsewhere, like amenities including parks,
lighting, plants.

6/19/2018 11:29 AM

35

This will greatly improve safety and efficiency. Navigating pedestrians on the same trail is a
challenge to do safely on a bicycle, so separation will let the bikes cruise along and keep the
pedestrians safely able to amble along.

6/6/2018 10:37 AM

9

I think having separated biking and walking areas will help prevent accidents and make both
activities more enjoyable and relaxing. It is nice that they are only slightly separated so walkers
and bikers can still see each other.

6/19/2018 8:49 AM

36

Today, many pedestrians don't use sidewalks and walk in the street so how will you keep
pedestrians off the bike path?

6/6/2018 10:29 AM

37

Yes, it gives clarity because sometimes bicyclist aren't always mindful of pedestrians.

6/18/2018 11:43 AM

If this can fit well into the areas you intend to place it, I think this would be great. It would be safer
all around for all users.

6/6/2018 9:41 AM

10
11

I'd likely be happy without a separation, but this trail is likely to be heavily trafficked by both
bicyclists and pedestrians and I think a separation would make things much more efficient for the
cyclists who won't have to be weaving around pedestrians constantly.

6/16/2018 10:28 AM

38

This is key - do this as much as physically possible.

6/6/2018 8:30 AM

39

Absolutely. I've had too many close calls on the ATT. This opens up the trail as a real transit option
for cyclists while protecting pedestrians.

6/5/2018 10:42 PM
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40

We need this everywhere. Downtown Durham and downtown Raleigh should be linked by a crosssection path like this.

6/5/2018 12:52 PM

41

The separation will be safer for both cyclists and pedestrians and allow cyclists to move more
efficiently i.e. not be slowed down by moving around pedestrians.

6/5/2018 10:45 AM

42

It is a nice cross-section and I think people will appreciate the separation. The down side is
increasing impervious surfaces.

6/4/2018 1:11 PM

43

As a frequent pedestrian, I'm thankful that separation is provided. Will there be something to
prevent motorized vehicles from trying to access?

6/3/2018 11:39 AM

44

This would be ideal, especially with pervious surface for pedestrian zone.

6/2/2018 1:30 PM

45

I have commuted many years on the American Tobacco Trail. From that experience, separating
the two types of users in what is intended for high traffic is the right way to go.

6/1/2018 10:19 PM

46

This is absolutely critical for pedestrian and cyclist comfort, and to encourage as many users as
possible.

6/1/2018 2:27 PM

47

I think it could be appropriate, but it depends on how many people are expected to be on the trail
at the same time.

6/1/2018 9:53 AM

48

Cyclists rarely obey the speed limit on the American Tobacco trail and I've seen accidents and
many near-misses between cyclists and walkers.

5/31/2018 6:21 PM

49

Seriously great idea.

5/31/2018 4:17 PM

50

I guess

5/31/2018 2:28 PM

51

I currently walk frequently on the American Tobacco trail and the speeding bikes often make me
feel unsafe.

5/31/2018 1:46 PM

52

I think it would be great to separate bikes and peds, but it shouldn't be a show stopper. Mixed use
trails (ATT, Ellerbee Creek) work fine.

5/31/2018 11:18 AM

Durham Belt Line Survey - Draft Master Plan

SurveyMonkey

64

Yes! Bicycles are vehicles. Sidewalks are for pedestrians. The two categories are very different
and should never mix. As a pedestrian who walks every day downtown, I regularly encounter
cyclists riding illegally on sidewalks. This is very dangerous to pedestrians and is against the law.
Moreover, many cyclists fail to announce their presence (if they are approaching from behind, for
example), fail to provide a wide berth, sometimes travel in the wrong direction, and sometimes go
at high rates of speed. This is an all-around dangerous situation and these uses should absolutely
be physically separated on the proposed Belt Line.

5/30/2018 1:03 PM

65

Terrific idea. And no motorized bikes!

5/30/2018 12:17 PM

66

Yes. I doubt people will actually use it, but I like the idea since bikes are vehicles, and I've almost
been run-down before.

5/30/2018 10:03 AM

67

Having run on trails in the DC area, trails can be shared between pedestrians and bikers easily.

5/30/2018 9:46 AM

68

The separation creates a larger proportion of paved space than appropriate on a "greenway".

5/30/2018 9:18 AM

69

Sure seems nice. But if it delays project then no. Please start building today. Don't wait for some
other power to kill the project. I don't dare to dream at this point.

5/29/2018 5:44 PM

70

I am concerned that typical greenways benefit men over women, since women are often too fearful
to use them alone. I would like to see how these trails will be made safe for women (e.g., visibility
to roads/public areas, call boxes, etc.).

5/29/2018 3:25 PM

71

It will work if people stay on proper side of trail. Also, I have seen people on motorbikes on the
ATT which is not allowed, unsafe and a nuisance, so I hope you are thinking about how to avoid
that problem on the Belt Line.

5/29/2018 1:34 PM

72

build the most cost efficient street first, then enhance for the user's, so that it can change with the
times, and be useable by emergency vehicles

5/29/2018 11:41 AM

73

it's not necessary.

5/29/2018 9:24 AM

74

Biking/walking don't mix well and I like them separated as much as possible.

5/29/2018 9:14 AM

I am a walker, walk daily. i am most comfortable with separating the two groups.

5/26/2018 7:18 PM

53

Not essential, but the flow would work better.

5/31/2018 10:29 AM

75

54

Yes, often times folx are not familiar with bike-ped conventions/norms. Separated paths increase
safety and comfort.

5/31/2018 6:38 AM

76

if the path is cleared for cyclists regularly and maintained free of debris for cyclists. this is generally
a huge problem for those of us who ride

5/26/2018 6:47 PM

55

Yes, it's nice. I don't know that it's a must-have for me. But it would be a good feature.

5/30/2018 10:54 PM

77

5/26/2018 11:21 AM

56

As a runner and occasional cyclist, I think this type of separation would help me feel safer on the
trail.

5/30/2018 6:31 PM

Depends. This seems to assume a sufficiently high traffic volume, higher than on the American
Tobacco Trail. Whether this is realistic will depend on the tie-ins and development of
bike/pedestrian infrastructure beyond the beltline. If the beltline is “stand-alone”, the proposed
cross section seems rather generous.

57

Great idea

5/30/2018 6:25 PM

78

If it would facilitate the speed with which the trail could be built, we could skip it. I have been on
may trails where riders and runners/walkers live together just fine.

5/30/2018 6:16 PM

Don't know if there would be that much traffic to warrent separate lanes, but perhaps once good
Creek trail is completed and there is a loop for bicycles...

5/25/2018 8:57 PM

58

79

From my experience running on previous trails (Tobacco, Reedy Creek in Raleigh, Ellerbee) you
don't need a separation of pedestrians and bicyclists. It's a nice addition but it may not be worth
the extra money depending on cost. I also don't think you should make the pedestrian zone out of
concrete. For runners concrete is terrible on their knees compared to asphalt. You may have
runners end up running in the bike zone in order to save some pressure on their knees.

5/30/2018 4:55 PM

makes it more kid friendly, in that kids are less likely to wander in front of a fast bike. (and more
bike friendly for same reason?)

5/25/2018 5:49 PM

59

80

This step is a key step-forward to creating biking highways and mirroring the success seen in
other nations, such as The Netherlands. Seeing those wide open lanes will encourage riders of all
ages to continue using the Belt Line.

5/25/2018 2:53 PM

81
Ideal to have but not the highest priority if it inflates the budget.

5/30/2018 4:26 PM

61

I have been on the 606 in Chicago and one thing I don't like is the congestion between the cyclists
and walkers. When it first opened, it was so crowded! Cyclists had to go very slow to not hit a
walker. Add in strollers, and most definitely the bikers and walkers need their own space.

5/30/2018 2:51 PM

I'm a frequent user of the Ellerbe Creek/ATT trails, and my only complaint is inconsiderate
bicyclists who consider it their own private superhighway. As a runner, I also like the idea of a
pervious pavement/surface for the pedestrian side.

5/25/2018 2:19 PM

60

62

I think this can help encourage multiple uses. It's a lovely thing to have but isn't strictly necessary
either.

5/30/2018 2:18 PM

63

People are used to the area trails being multi-use. Separating the bicyclists from the pedestrians
on this trail will cost more money and cause confusion on the other trails.

5/30/2018 1:05 PM
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82

Indifferent

5/25/2018 1:40 PM

83

I like this idea. Biking on the ATT is a problem with pedestrians walking in groups, mostly oblivious
to bike traffic

5/25/2018 1:18 PM

84

if money were no object.

5/25/2018 12:46 PM

85

If the cost doesn't keep the project from moving forward. If cost is an issue, then the American
Tobacco Trail model of shared use is fine with me.

5/25/2018 12:30 PM

86

This simply takes up too much space for the "trail" leaving too little for the "park." It will also
encourage bicyclists to go too fast.

5/25/2018 11:38 AM

87

This would be awesome, but I'd use this trail even if it were less expansive and had one paved
area shared by bicycles and pedestrians as with the other trails in Durham.

5/24/2018 6:47 PM
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88

The buffer zone can be just a yellow line, the grass divider seems like it would cost too much.

5/24/2018 12:28 PM

89

I love this feature! I wish the Tabacco trail was built this way, let's do it right the first time with the
belt line.

5/24/2018 11:44 AM

90

I would love this! It would be better for the flow of traffic and reduce potential accidents involving
bikes and pedestrians.

5/20/2018 8:41 PM

Durham Belt Line Survey - Draft Master Plan

SurveyMonkey

Q4 The plan proposes bicycle and pedestrian connections between
neighborhoods along the Belt Line. What do you think about the plan's
recommendations for increased connectivity? (See Image Below)
Answered: 304

Skipped: 13
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I like all of the bicycle and pedestrian connections between the neighborhoods

81.58%

I like some connections, but not others

5.26%

16

I would like an additional connection to a place or neighborhood

7.57%

23

I have concerns about a proposed connection

5.59%

17

TOTAL
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248

304

#

PLEASE EXPLAIN AND INDICATE LOCATIONS WHERE APPLICABLE

DATE

1

I believe the connections are great but the best way to optimize their effectiveness is for the Belt
Line project to work with the city to make sure there is bicyclist and pedestrians infrastructure
leading into and out of the trail to persist the level of safety and comfort that residents can expect
while on the Belt Line.

6/25/2018 11:40 PM

2

It is unclear to me where all the connections are. I had a hard time knowing exactly where on
those streets the connections would be, how they would be set up to be able to protect users
coming on and off of the beltline from traffic, and how much space they take (e.g. from property,
trees etc).

6/25/2018 11:32 AM

3

Please make as many connections as possible.

6/25/2018 10:15 AM

4

Looks good in map but difficult to be certain without traveling the proposed trail to view first hand.

6/25/2018 8:00 AM

5

I am very concerned about the connection between the Durham Bus Station / American Tobacco
Train and the beginning of the trail. I believe the existing project is good, but not complete.

6/25/2018 7:39 AM

6

Seeing as I don't live in any of these areas, I am not sure the impact of adding a connection to
some of these streets. I would go with what the local neighbors think.

6/19/2018 11:29 AM
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7

I think the Roxboro connection will be important, but it will need to be very carefully designed to
make it safe with the volume and speed of traffic on that road.

6/19/2018 10:03 AM

28

Connections all the way down to Lakewood Shopping center please! With County Fare, the
Lakewood and Cocoa Cinnamon, there is already a great presence and likely more to come!

5/31/2018 10:11 AM

8

If you don't make formal connections, informal ones will happen. Those usually end up being dirt
trails that can become muddy during wet weather and may suffer erosion.

6/16/2018 10:28 AM

29

5/31/2018 9:31 AM

9

This question is confusing to me. Isn't that what a trail does- connect.

6/15/2018 5:58 PM

10

We must connect the neighborhoods around the trail. We must not cut off communities.

6/14/2018 9:41 AM

There are no bike connections going south or east. Chapel hill street is also extremely busy and
will need to have physically separated and larger bike access to make this truly bike friendly. It
would be good to have the chapel hill street bike access also go through kent street over to the
Morehead Hill and Lakewood neighborhoods to create an easy bike way all the away over to the
neighborhoods in that southwest area where a lot of young families live.

11

No direct, intentional connection is included to the North-South Trail, which has already been
constructed to connect the ATT to downtown. The southern terminus of the Belt Line should not be
the only formal connection to the ATT, and this proposed connection is quite a challenge due to
existing infrastructure and grades.

6/12/2018 4:26 PM

30

More outreach needs to happen to residents and businesses close to proposed connections.

5/31/2018 8:56 AM

31

I would like to see a more deliberate connection between the Belt Line and Ninth Street.

5/31/2018 8:48 AM

32

5/30/2018 10:54 PM

The plan seems to indicate that a connection to Avondale drive is a future possibility. I think that
this connection should be available from the outset. Also it is important that there be a connection
to the east side of Avondale drive. There are currently no safe crosswalks across this busy street,
no crossing lights, and the light at Trinity Ave. does not respond to bicycles. This is an important
mobility issue for me.

6/11/2018 3:02 PM

Yes, there are several blocks/neighborhoods along this path that are currently disconnected in an
awkward way. Fixing those connections would be great.

33

5/30/2018 9:40 PM

I am unclear what the Acadia connection is planned as right now. I would like a connection from
Markham to the Beltline via the currently unopened Acadia ROW

6/9/2018 3:03 PM

seems to be inconsistency between maps on pgs 22/23, 50/51, 90/91 and the graphic below. The
Acadia Street connection (identified as key connection on pg. 50/51) seems important for 2
reasons: 1) provides most direct and safest connection between trail and Duke Park (along streets
that would have little traffic), and is needed to take advantage of the infill residential potential
correctly shown on maps on pages 22/23 and 50/51 and 90/91.

34

5/30/2018 7:38 PM

We need to insure that lower income neighborhoods and public schools have access to these bike
and pedestrian routes.

6/8/2018 2:30 PM

The south and east side of town. It would be great if there was a loop perhaps along North
Elizabeth and Main St.

35

The More safe bike paths the better!

5/30/2018 6:25 PM

15

I like that we are going to connect people to the development that is going on downtown.

6/8/2018 1:45 PM

36

5/30/2018 4:55 PM

16

I love all the connections for pedestrians and bicycles, but I am concerned about where the trail will
cross Roxboro Rd. Traffic FLIES down this part of Roxboro and it can be extremely dangerous to
cross on foot. What will be done to slow cars down and to provide a safe crossing? A traffic light at
Lynch and Roxboro would be WONDERFUL and effective.

6/8/2018 9:59 AM

So this didn't offer all the answers I wanted but I just think there are to many connections. I would
go every other.

37

I need addtional information...not sure exactly what is imagined.

5/30/2018 3:29 PM

38

5/30/2018 10:03 AM

17

These "connections" are great...as long as you don't live next to one. The trail should be accessed
from street crossings solely.

6/7/2018 8:20 PM

Is it possible to connect 9th St.? What about up to Guess Rd. or Club Blvd? That would connect
more schools, commerce, residences, and churches very close by. There's already safe
crosswalks and bike trails off of Guess Rd.

39

I'm feeling optimistic about this. I think this will create a very health oriented city.

6/7/2018 4:24 PM

Again, I am not sure if people will be using this for exercise/fun or for transportation. I live near the
trail and it doesn't seem to make sense to go this route to go downtown?

5/29/2018 8:09 PM

18
19

The connections have the potential to turn some residential streets into parking lots for the trail
and provide opportunity for crime. This may impact my street (Greenleaf St.) and I worry about the
trail being more of a nuisance than a benefit to long time residents.

6/7/2018 8:22 AM

40

I see that it connects the two separate sections of Shawnee...connecting OND and Duke Park.
That's great.

5/29/2018 5:44 PM

41

I am extremely excited for the Avondale Drive trailhead. I live east of that and it is so unsafe for the
dozens of families who have to walk from apartments on Camden Ave (my street) to try and get
places. The sidewalks are terrible and roads unsafe and busy. I think it is pretty safe to walk from
Camden to the trailhead at Trinity and Avondale -- the first unsafe place is where the sidewalk ends
on Avondale on one side and starts on the other side abruptly and people are always trying to
wander across in traffic on Avondale on the bridge that crosses the belt line railroad.

6/7/2018 7:59 AM

I like the idea of connecting up the neighborhoods, but I am concerned about the idea of a
greenway versus revamping our sidewalks. As I noted above, there is gender inequity in terms of
who actually is able to use trails to get around (versus for recreation). A woman who wants to walk
to a friend's in another neighborhood may not feel safe walking on a greenway, whereas she
might very well feel fine about walking on a sidewalk. I do not see anything about safety for
women.

5/29/2018 3:25 PM

20

42

Absolutely, the more connections, the safer and more useful it will be.

5/29/2018 11:41 AM

21

Cleveland Holloway neighborhood bounded by Elizabeth Street, Holloway, Cleveland Street and
including a route on Elliot/Seminary from Queen Street past the Downtown Durham dog park to
Foster Street. There is potential for more green space also - there is currently an empty lot on
Elliot Street/Queen/Roxboro St. Also there is an unused playground on corner of Holloway and
Roxboro that is owned now by a funeral home that does not use the space (it used to be a daycare
or school I think).

6/6/2018 5:04 PM

43

More connections through East Durham, East of Alston Ave.

5/29/2018 11:09 AM

44

I would like connections to Northgate Park, either via Washington St area or Roxboro St

5/29/2018 10:02 AM

45

How will the street crossing at Washington be accomodated?As it is traffic is quite heavy on that
street during commuter hours and is steady all day long.

5/29/2018 9:24 AM

22

Connection to the American Tabacco trail could be better. It is difficult to navigate the loop and
Blackwell st on the bike, especially on game days, when it would be nice to bring my bike.

6/6/2018 3:11 PM

46

Connections are nice as long as they don't impede biking very much. If these require
stopping/starting for a biker then more is not better.

5/29/2018 9:14 AM

23

More connections to East Durham would be of value especially to Roxboro and Mangum Streets
below the current Belt Line segment

6/5/2018 10:45 AM

47

I am a bit concerned that this project doesn’t include neighborhoods that have less. This should
benefit all.

5/27/2018 10:44 AM

24

I'd like to see/hear more detail about the connections via W Chapel Hill St.

6/3/2018 11:39 AM

48

5/26/2018 6:47 PM

25

wish we had more connections east.

6/1/2018 1:36 PM

26

East Durham needs to be better connected. Plenty of low income and non-car/single-car
households are there and proper connectivity to allow for biking into downtown would be helpful.

5/31/2018 12:30 PM

i have been on hollywood 20 years. We have experienced an opening up of our quiet cul de sac to
increased construction and foot traffic recently. whenever this occurs we experience generally an
increase in crimes. the traffic on roxboro road is very disruptive, as well as foot traffic currently.
until we can get a handle on that i'm opposed to a connection behind my home

49

Connections are critical and spot on!

5/25/2018 2:53 PM

27

This is an artery for active transportation. Very healthy, very good, attracts a healthy outlook for
your city.

5/31/2018 10:29 AM

50

E Geer street at the intersections of Roxboro or Mangum. This is an area with a lot of cyclists and
no easy connection to the belt line or bike paths.

5/25/2018 2:18 PM

12

13
14
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SurveyMonkey

The connections through/around DSA are critical to creating flow and broad adoption from
neighbors west of DSA. Extra dollars and focus on safely getting peds and bikers across Duke and
Gregson St is going to be key to making the trails true connectors for this area of Durham.

5/25/2018 1:11 PM

52

while knowing little about the plan, I would not like to see the loss of a lot of vegetation just to male
the trail more accessible. So access where it might be difficult to get to a different access point,
but if it is easy to walk or bike to a relatively close alternate access point, then limit them. Not sure
I said that clearly

5/25/2018 12:46 PM

53

Rosetta Dr./Lynch St.

5/25/2018 11:38 AM

54

I live on the outskirts of the Duke Park neighborhood (the part that's been cut off by Avondale
Drive). My husband and I are very excited to have a better and safer connection to the rest of the
neighborhoods through the Durham Belt Line, particularly to downtown and to the future light rail
system.

5/20/2018 8:41 PM

Durham Belt Line Survey - Draft Master Plan

SurveyMonkey

Q5 There are a variety of programmable spaces along the Belt Line Trail.
Which of these opportunities is most important to you? Select up to four
(4) from the choices below or add your own.(See Image Below for
locations and examples of spaces)
Answered: 317

Skipped: 0

Multi-Use
Greenspace
Urban Climbing
/ Bouldering

Playground

Teen / Adult
Play and...

Sprayground

Water / Nature
Feature with...
Community
Event Space

Dog Park

Fragrant Garden

Nature
Education an...

Skate Spot

Community
Garden
Trailhead with
Restrooms
Parklet /
Small Play...
Art
Installation...
Interactive
Sculpture -...

Hammock Park
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SurveyMonkey

Historical
Marker /...

Durham Belt Line Survey - Draft Master Plan

SurveyMonkey

6

My main priority is to limit as much as possible the clearing of existing forests along this future trail.
Wherever, there is existing forests, they should not be altered. This is truly a hallmark of Durham.
Forests are irreplaceable. There are plenty of places that are deforested or abandoned land to
serve as sites for the activities listed above.

6/11/2018 3:48 PM

7

safety features and access to healthy eating

6/7/2018 2:15 PM

8

Highlight the Museum of Durham History at the trailhead

6/7/2018 2:14 PM

9

Tree canopy

6/6/2018 5:04 PM

10

Museum, like MoDH

6/6/2018 3:11 PM

11

Museum of Durham History at trail head on Main St.

6/6/2018 2:54 PM

12

native plants/greenery, SHADE, art, community

6/3/2018 11:39 AM

13

"wild" green spaces

6/2/2018 1:30 PM

14

All souls need an opportunity to gaze into and thereby connect with their surroundings, therefore
"scenic" opportunities are as important as giving a child an empty cardboard box to play with

5/31/2018 10:29 AM

15

as part of art features, make bridges at Chapel Hill St, Mangum and Trinity fun (as in image on
page 74)

5/30/2018 9:40 PM

16

I'm not sure if that water meant drinkable water, but always drinkable water fountains.

5/30/2018 4:55 PM

17

Bicycle repair station

5/30/2018 4:26 PM

Scenic Overlook

Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Multi-Use Greenspace

41.01%

130

Urban Climbing / Bouldering

11.99%

38

Playground

18.30%

58

Teen / Adult Play and Exercise Equipment

14.20%

45

Sprayground

11.04%

35

Water / Nature Feature with Seating

37.22%

118

18

I would like to see low key things that are well designed.

5/30/2018 3:29 PM

Community Event Space

22.08%

70

19

Adventure/junk playground

5/30/2018 12:15 PM

Dog Park

17.67%

56

20

paths for running and potable water stops

5/30/2018 9:46 AM

Fragrant Garden

14.20%

45

Nature Education and Play

20.19%

64

Skate Spot

3.47%

11

Community Garden

26.81%

85

Trailhead with Restrooms

39.43%

125

Parklet / Small Play Feature

10.09%

32

Art Installation / Gateway Feature

31.86%

101

Interactive Sculpture - Musical / Touch / Play

11.36%

36

Hammock Park

10.09%

32

Historical Marker / Feature / Interpretive Signage

18.93%

60

Scenic Overlook

20.50%

65

Other (please specify)

8.20%

26

21

trees and plants for pollinators and green infrastructure benefits

5/29/2018 3:07 PM

22

Lots of trees to provide shade and soften landscape.

5/29/2018 11:15 AM

23

please do not over program the trail where it passes through neighborhoods. Just let it be a trail.
Overprogramming will increase the chances of gentrification and the decrease of affordable
housing in Duke Park and OND. Please limit your programming to the downtown area of the park.
Also, Strayhorn springs is a natural wetland with abundant wildlife that already is flourishing.
Please do not over program Strayhorn Springs.

5/29/2018 9:24 AM

24

Food/Drink venue

5/25/2018 1:40 PM

25

Picnic area

5/25/2018 12:30 PM

26

Giant Prehistoric sloth to compliment Dinosaurs on Ellerbe Creek

5/24/2018 11:44 AM

Total Respondents: 317

#

A-89

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Would like to see the existing wild places on the tracks preserved

6/25/2018 10:58 PM

2

Seating & Emergency Phone

6/25/2018 7:16 PM

3

Great selection, looks like some choices could be combined.

6/18/2018 11:43 AM

4

I'm a walker and don't live in this area, I'd be using this trail primarily for exercise, not any of these
other things (except restrooms).

6/16/2018 10:28 AM

5

let part of the greenway go back to nature/native plantings

6/12/2018 7:41 AM
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SurveyMonkey

Q6 What do you like best about the concepts (shown above)? What
would you change?
Answered: 173

Skipped: 144

Durham Belt Line Survey - Draft Master Plan

SurveyMonkey

22

The preserved rail section and the active edges of buildings along the trail.

6/15/2018 5:27 PM

23

Truthfully I found the diagrams a little hard to process. Could have used a larger map to help locate
where each diagram is and to see what the area looks like now. Otherwise the diagrams look well
thought out.

6/15/2018 8:05 AM

24

I hope funding for these spaces does not tie up or otherwise slow down construction of the trail.
Trail construction should commence as soon as possible and all the park improvements could
come as funding becomes available.

6/14/2018 11:13 AM

25

the downtown park concept is excellent, I’d love to see a large modern art installation here,
something contemporary that marks a new age for Durham, also more trees and open lawn space
is nice

6/14/2018 10:24 AM

26

I love all of the emphasis on nature and use of the natural rail line. I love the underground tunnel to
the light rail.

6/14/2018 9:41 AM

27

I would like to see the Geer St access moved closer to the BNG and the trestle overlook. There is
an existing ramp up/ access already to the tracks and would be a great divider between the Oil
Co(and future development) and the BNG property.

6/13/2018 9:48 AM

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I love that there are trail crossings across Main St and Morgan St. I think this reinforces the point
that for the trail to be as safe as possible, it needs to maintain consistency even when crossing
active roadways. This sort of treatment should be repeated across all of the roads that the Belt
Line will cross.

6/25/2018 11:40 PM

2

I like the greenspace.

6/25/2018 10:58 PM

3

Not sure, but what is the value of the overlooks?

6/25/2018 9:19 PM

4

I like the amount of green space and outlets in and out of the trail.

6/25/2018 3:57 PM

28

Variety of biomes and experiences

6/12/2018 9:29 PM

5

I really like that this plan is potentially bringing an outdoor stage/venue to the downtown area by
Great Jones St. I think this would be a great place for summer concerts or events in the outdoors,
which are also close to downtown.

6/25/2018 3:41 PM

29

Landscaping and shade.

6/12/2018 2:12 PM

30

I like the efforts to restore the environment when possible as well as the multi-use spaces.

6/12/2018 7:48 AM

I like them all, but I want to be sure to emphasize that affordable housing should be considered.
The beltine in ATL is pushing a lot of long-time residents out of their homes because their property
taxes are going up. I think they should be grandfathered in at a lower rate or something .... ATL
Beltline originally promised to be sure there was mixed-income housing along the beltline, but with
board turnover this changed and now it's pushing people out. It's really sad. I think city council
should be involved and keep affordability of housing along the beltline a priority.

6/25/2018 11:32 AM

31

I like the linear connection. The cross section idea suggests a very wide, unrelenting linearity in
experience— could there be variations? Would it and must it be like an abandoned train corridor
from end to end?

6/12/2018 12:15 AM

32

Like: wetland boardwalk/ bioswales at Peace St; Bridge & Strayhorn Springs Natural Area; Native
Prairie area at Innovation District. Great opportunity for native plant restoration/ wildlife habitat
along the trail.

6/11/2018 8:15 PM

I like the green space buffer between buildings and the trail, good for having a pop-up picnic
(unlike ATT where there aren't picnic opportunities along the trail). Need to have restrooms along
the trail.

6/25/2018 10:15 AM

33

N/A

6/11/2018 4:48 PM

34

I like all the trees and bridges. The additional features don't seem that useful. I would prefer more
(longer) trail rather than little parks.

6/11/2018 2:35 PM

8

Green space is preserved or created. Must be easy to maintain and durable.

6/25/2018 8:00 AM

9

I would like the connection near Amtrak station to be extended to include the bridge under the
tracks. Only then can we talk about a real connection between the ATT and the new trail. Until that
happens, people will get to the Amtrak plaza and be confused - the crossing of Chapel Hill Street
and Pettigrew is already very dangerous to the pedestrians and bicyclists.

6/25/2018 7:39 AM

10

Variety of space use, fitting the natural lay of the land where feasible

6/24/2018 10:17 PM

11

I like the active edge. I like that some places are more natural. I think it is good to have the
redevelopment which connects with the park and the infill. I like the water overlooks.

6/24/2018 6:26 PM

12

Best: Variety of development along the trail Change: less buildings & more green

6/24/2018 7:01 AM

13

i like the opportunity to build community and health in these areas. open spaces that are inviting
are key.

6/22/2018 1:15 PM

14

LOVE the stormwater and green infrastucture considerations

6/21/2018 10:37 AM

15

The access to water is really nice.

6/20/2018 6:55 PM

16

I like the potential natural springs area, overlooks, and connections to neighborhood streets.

6/19/2018 2:13 PM

17

I think Durham food trucks have become a great part of Durham’s reputation and it would be nice
to have locations along the trail where a few food trucks (not rodeo scale) could set up and offer
food. Some spots (tables,etc) to sit down and eat in these areas would be great.

6/19/2018 8:49 AM

18

I like the Bioswales, overlooks, connections to the streets.

6/18/2018 11:43 AM

6

7

19

Naturalized areas for native species

6/17/2018 7:28 PM

20

Love all of the ideas. I've heard about Strayhorn Springs and would like to have access to it, but
want to make sure it doesn't get environmentally compromised with too much human traffic.

6/16/2018 10:28 AM

21

Where is the company with the VR?

6/15/2018 5:58 PM

A-91
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35

I like the diversity of uses and the connections to nature.

6/11/2018 12:22 PM

36

I love that we can make better use of the space and fill in unused areas with exciting new features.

6/11/2018 12:13 PM

37

Like best: preservation and cultivation of green areas and natural surroundings Like least:
proposed “skate spot” ( in my experience, these are best done on a larger scale); does not seem
appropriate for the setting

6/11/2018 11:30 AM

38

Lots of connections, green spaces. Looks great.

6/11/2018 10:54 AM

39

I like the variety of opportunities !! Something for everyone and good neighborhood connections

6/10/2018 8:55 AM

40

These look good. No additional connections requested.

6/9/2018 3:03 PM

41

This is an amazing project but I’m concerned about this project further gentrifying these areas. I
hope there are plans in place to insure that equal access and surrounding affordable housing is
prioritized.

6/8/2018 2:30 PM

42

I like the stage and multipurpose greens

6/8/2018 2:04 PM

43

Access to water - downtown has started to feel very commercial with lots of concrete. More
exposed water, the better.

6/8/2018 1:56 PM

44

I live near the Washington Street area, so I can best comment there. I like this segment of trail but
I'm wondering about the "skate spot." Will it be well exposed? I love the skate park on Riggsbee in
part because it is well exposed/visible so I have no concerns about walking by it, etc. I don't want
to see the skate spot here essentially be a place that teenagers go to smoke. That makes me feel
horribly old to say but I think having open exposure will keep a safe space for all. Maybe art
installation, and open design, will make it highly visible like the skate park on Riggsbee. It's hard to
imagine now because that space is kind of well hidden. My preference for a skate spot would be
near a main road like Washington or Trinity, etc to make sure there is increased foot/bike/car
traffic. Again I'm sorry for sounding old and cranky.

6/8/2018 1:45 PM
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SurveyMonkey

I like the wetland viewing & boardwalk because I didn't even know we had wetlands. Many very
good ideas, and I hope we can raise funds and do it soon before development pressure makes it
even harder. Also (separate topic) any time we can bury power poles while doing this, we are
helping the aesthetics of Durham.

6/8/2018 12:06 PM

46

myriad of uses and infill development

6/8/2018 10:32 AM

47

I like the thoughtful and interesting touches that will make this a much-used (and therefore safer
and more family-friendly) area: the skate park, the play areas, community spaces, overlooks,
wetland areas, boardwalks, green space, art opportunities, etc.

6/8/2018 9:59 AM

48

I love the variety of spaces, how it interacts with existing buildings and terrain, and all the nature. I
wouldn't change a thing.

6/8/2018 9:11 AM

49

There are a lot of confusing elements in the great jones images. Why would we put a park there if
the loop was converted instead of developing that land? Any of these that have the option should
recreate the original street grid.

6/8/2018 8:36 AM

50

The trail should be minimal with exercise or bathroom amenities. These additional "facilities" will
present a problem for policing, and maintenance, and will soon become unkempt.

6/7/2018 8:20 PM

51

Image 1: I really like the water feature / stage. This location is right in the heart of downtown which
means, this could draw a good amount of participants to a function as well as bring business to
neighbors. This creates a vibrant setting Image 2: I like the open space and the mixture of plant
life. Image 3: I like the idea of considering all users of a space. In this case, we have the multi use
spaces as well as skate spot which would involve all ages. Also, we have the bridge which is in my
opinion an architectural feature that is a great asset and therefore must be taken into
consideration. The mixture of natural and built spaces is proportional and well thought of. I like it.

6/7/2018 4:24 PM

52

need more clarification describing the concepts

6/7/2018 2:15 PM

53

I like the variety of options for users. However, I also sense, from the High Line in NYC, that the
trail can maintain a theme and not try to do everything. I love the idea of making a connection to
nature (gardens, etc) as the overarching theme.

6/7/2018 2:14 PM

Sure, they all look nice. I'm closest to Peace street. I do like the idea of some pretty nature areas,
flowers and a wetland boardwalk. "Future expansion to Avondale Dr"?! Oh no, I hope the poor
neighborhoods at the top aren't left out in initial construction... is the plan prioritizing the trail at the
bottom for the wealthy city residents? That's what it's going to look like if you leave the
northeastern parts for way later.

6/7/2018 7:59 AM

55

They all look fantastic! I’m impressed by the thorough and thoughtful planning.

6/7/2018 6:52 AM

56

Great nature, stormwater consideration. Fewer new structures and more green space would make
maintaining easier/cheaper and areas safer. Overall excellent!

6/7/2018 6:20 AM

57

Maybe I don't know how to read these. My impression is that they are too detailed and busy for me
to follow. There should be continuity in concept and planning so that each major linkage and
section is more about similarities and unifying themes.

6/6/2018 5:29 PM

58

The opportunity for various activities

6/6/2018 4:50 PM

59

Like the urban park and the shade that the trail could have. Would add water fountains and help
phones for safety. Sometimes you forget your cell.

6/6/2018 3:11 PM

60

Don't have strong opinions. Like all the proposed upgrades vis-à-vis what's there now!

6/6/2018 2:38 PM

61

I like the proposed greenery shown in the plans - trees, shrubs, flowers, wetlands, bioswales.

6/6/2018 1:19 PM

62

I like the thoughtfulness of rounding to corners to protect the grass from getting trampled by people
cutting the corners. I'm not sure what I'd change - perhaps make sure that all road crossings are
well visible.

6/6/2018 10:37 AM

63

Where is the parking for the rest of the people of Durham who don't live in the area?

6/6/2018 10:29 AM

64

Do we need another skating area besides the skate park in Durham? Like the infill.

6/6/2018 10:04 AM

65

I like that there will be natural and cultural resources in each area. There is a great balance
between inviting nature lovers and lovers of the arts. There seems to be something for everyone.

6/6/2018 9:41 AM

66

I like the amount of trees and 'green'-- I truly think that should be the emphasis. There are no
significant changes I can think of.

6/6/2018 7:05 AM

54
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67

I find these difficult to interpret. Where is the trail in the first figure (downtown)?? For the Peace
Street Neighborhood Park. Are these green circles trees or lawn or bushes?? My number one
worry is safety for cyclists and pedestrians, so I'm unsure if a wooded area with blocked visibility
might be an increased risk for muggings. Getting lots of people on the trail is essential to keeping
people safe, and it is difficult to tell from these concepts if that is likely to be accomplished

6/6/2018 4:15 AM

68

Looks great

6/5/2018 11:09 PM

69

Love the natural areas and gateway. Not thrilled about the infill residential -- this area is already
filled with residential homes, why can't we keep the bit of green space we have? Surprised the trail
isn't going to Avondale?

6/5/2018 10:42 PM

70

design

6/5/2018 5:06 PM

71

Looks rad.

6/5/2018 12:52 PM

72

Both the access/connections to areas around the trail & the green/water features.

6/5/2018 11:43 AM

73

I like the abundant green space. I do not like the mixed use buildings since I would expect them to
become, like most of the other new mixed use buildings in Durham, to quickly become quite
exclusive.

6/5/2018 11:32 AM

74

it 's nice to see the plans incorporate storm water run-off infrastructure.

6/5/2018 10:45 AM

75

I like the variety of concepts - very inclusive!

6/5/2018 9:44 AM

76

They all seem fine, but I would really like to see a nice LARGE dog park somewhere along the
trail, with lighting for the dark winter months, as well as a priority in the art installations for local
Durham artists and makers to contribute.

6/4/2018 4:25 PM

77

I like the focus on pedestrians, connectivity, and the tree canopy. Get cars out of the way. Don't
forget about the edges where there are buildings: transparent and active frontages should be
required anywhere a building abuts the trail.

6/4/2018 1:11 PM

78

I enjoy the amount of green space, but i do believe the development of some hard scape like a
public plaza where people can gather not just for events but as a place to protest or share opinions
would be amazing. Every great city has a space like this where the people feel comfortable.
Unfortunately these spaces have somewhat dissipated in our culture. This space would work well
in the downtown urban park.

6/4/2018 9:48 AM

79

Preserved features of the old railroad (reminder of history of the region) and easy access to
adjacent roads/public transit are well designed. For natural areas, care should be taken for water
flow and plant selection so that mosquito infestations (read: disease harboring) can be minimized,
considering that average temperatures around the region are bound to increase in the next 5-20
years.

6/3/2018 4:50 PM

80

Love the trees and native plants, bioswales, meadows and wetlands! Like the gathering places,
please keep shade and cooling in mind so people can enjoy it in the heat we have for many
months. Love providing space for art and sculpture, including some that could change at times.

6/3/2018 11:39 AM

81

I like the vision of how the trail will be integrated with the surrounding areas. The concepts make
me much more excited about the future development of the area.

6/3/2018 9:27 AM

82

I like the connections, trailheads, water sources, wayfinding, play spaces.

6/2/2018 9:09 PM

83

I like the overlooks and green spaces best. I am least interested in the art opportunities.

6/2/2018 1:30 PM

84

Protect existing greenery as much as possible

6/2/2018 12:20 PM

85

Like the variety of attractions to get traffic and keep it safe. Like shades areas so it’s not
unbearable to use in Summer.

6/2/2018 10:55 AM

86

I best like the art installations, green spaces, and trail connecting points.

6/1/2018 10:19 PM

87

I like all and would not change anything.

6/1/2018 4:15 PM

88

I love them!

6/1/2018 3:37 PM

89

I LOVE the reconfiguration of the intersection near the Durham Museum of History, and the
recommendation to make the loop two-way. That change will have a huge impact on the overall
bike-ability and walk-ability of downtown Durham, and will make the trail so much better connected
to the rest of downtown.

6/1/2018 2:27 PM

90

I like the mix of nature/art/gathering space, so that each area is used many ways.

6/1/2018 1:36 PM
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91

I like them all.

6/1/2018 1:29 PM

92

They all look cool. There no doubt that any of he plans will be interesting and fun, but I swear it will
push people out of their homes and attract more affluent white hipsters. That's not the Durham I
want.

6/1/2018 12:09 PM

93

My favorite aspects are the variety of the features and the opportunity for public art.

6/1/2018 11:31 AM

94

What I like most about trails is leaving the natural tree canopy in place as much as possible and
leaving natural areas to themselves, to the greatest extent possible. The tree canopy will help keep
the trail cool for cyclists and pedestrians, and natural areas are not only beautiful, but peaceful,
and even educational.

6/1/2018 9:53 AM

The bridge over Chapel Hill Street provides an opportunity to fix the retaining walls. Chapel Hill
Street going under the bridge here is terrible. It's tight, dark, wet, and scary. The eastern portion of
the retaining walls can come down, the grade can be lowered, and the whole area can be made
more open and light-filled. A new bike/pedestrian bridge can be made here for the trail, but it needs
to be part of a larger design solution that includes the sidewalks, road, and retaining walls.

6/1/2018 8:54 AM

95

Durham Belt Line Survey - Draft Master Plan

SurveyMonkey

115

I like it. But please start building it now. This has been talked about for so long and needed for so
long.

5/30/2018 10:54 PM

116

most look good, but need to NOT have just a switchback after crossing CH Street; also need
straight shot down Ramseur as it becomes a 2-way street to link to Blackwell and ATT. switchback
OK for walk access to Durham station, but not bikeable. If tunnel is funded and approved under
RR, then that could be an alternative, but seems unlikely.

5/30/2018 9:40 PM

117

Multiple things to do, not just a greenway. I like how it connects to so many different streets and
neighborhoods

5/30/2018 7:38 PM

118

Seems to be laid out well lots of natural features. Hopefully it won’t be too commercial.

5/30/2018 7:34 PM

119

I like the connections to other streets are trails.

5/30/2018 6:31 PM

120

I love the idea that a day on the trail could be something a family can do outdoors together with
something for everyone.

5/30/2018 6:25 PM

121

Keep it to small spaces (10K or less). Emphasis should be on trail and less on places along the
trail.

5/30/2018 6:16 PM

96

Make sure it is safe for the entire community. Ensure safe trail access.

5/31/2018 2:40 PM

97

I would change the timeline to sooner rather than later.

5/31/2018 2:28 PM

122

Can people play in water features? I love the tunnel to connect things.

5/30/2018 4:55 PM

98

seems reasonable. there would need to be a long term plan for maintenance/upkeep of features
not just install and forget

5/31/2018 1:27 PM

123

a nice dog park needed in one of these areas...

5/30/2018 3:54 PM

124

5/30/2018 3:14 PM

99

I like the art and greenery locations. I think restrooms should be be provided at each end of the
trail and maybe the midpoint. Also, water fountains and plenty of trash receptacles.

5/31/2018 1:16 PM

100

Maximizing connections and entry/exit points

5/31/2018 12:30 PM

I like the inclusion of multi-purpose space that could be used for public events. Bioswales and the
inclusion of runoff diversion areas and wetlands are very important to the long-term environmental
health of this area. It all looks very attractive -- just be careful not to concentrate all of the public
amenities in areas that are already prosperous. We need downtown development and economic
opportunity to spread outside of the already overcrowded Central Park district.

101

Love the prairie / meadow restoration and multi use green spaces!

5/31/2018 12:21 PM

125

5/30/2018 2:51 PM

102

I like the focus on art and nature overlooks. However, on some areas left to be greens, some
benches/landscaping would be nice.

5/31/2018 11:40 AM

I like that the Belt Line connects to existing trails and has things to do nearby. Though I don't live in
Durham, I am very excited about this project. As an aside, art installations made me think of the
Skokie Sculpture Park http://sculpturepark.org/ in Illinois, north of Chicago. Though the trail
concept is a little different, its a great place to walk and look at unique artwork.

103

I love that the connection of Duke Park and OND neighborhoods would greatly enhance the
walkability of those neighborhoods. DP east of Roxboro in particular is a bit of pedestrian
island...you cannot walk very far without having to walk along or across a major road without much
pedestrian-friendly infrastructure. Accessible green space in downtown would also be a great
improvement.

5/31/2018 11:18 AM

126

I love the multi-use spaces, the overlooks and plenty of greenery. When in doubt I prefer wildlife
and nature spaces over built environments

5/30/2018 2:18 PM

127

More trees/green space in the Innovation Gateway area

5/30/2018 1:16 PM

128

I especially like the tunnel connecting to the Tobacco Trail.

5/30/2018 1:05 PM

104

See answer to #5. Opportunities to mentally relax are very important, especially in an urban setting

5/31/2018 10:29 AM

129

n/a

5/30/2018 1:03 PM

105

I like the integration of green space and visually natural appearances.

5/31/2018 10:24 AM

130

I live at the intersection of Great Jones St. and Main St. so I am very excited for this area to be
further developed!

5/31/2018 10:19 AM

I'm glad to see a planned skate spot. A popular current skate spot is going to be removed when
the storm water treatment bioremediation marsh is completed over near Trinity, and hopefully this
will Balance that out.

5/30/2018 12:00 PM

106
107

I love the varied nature of the belt line. It shouldn't look exactly the same the whole way and y'all
have done a great job with that. The one thing I would change is adding more space for vendors.
Durham is known for its food scene. How cool would it be to be able to grab a locopop while on the
belt line!

5/31/2018 10:11 AM

131

I like the multiple links to local streets- it makes the trail system feel like a true commuter space vs.
purely recreational

5/30/2018 11:24 AM

132

I generally like the concepts as-is!

5/30/2018 11:19 AM

I worry about gentrification and the disappearance of low-income housing in places like Macon St. I
also worry about light pollution along wooded areas of the trail.

5/31/2018 9:41 AM

109

I love the natural areas the most with the streams daylit and potential for stream-play areas for
kids.

5/31/2018 9:31 AM

110

Preserving natural greenery should continue to be a priority. But would also like to make sure this
trail is well lighted and has emergency response polls throughout.

5/31/2018 9:25 AM

111

I like the variety of elements. I would like to see more about safety features - lighting, etc. Both on
the trail and at connections to neighborhoods.

5/31/2018 8:56 AM

112

I like that you have thought through all of these options. I am overwhelmed. I would not change
anything.

5/31/2018 8:48 AM

113

Connections to streets;

5/31/2018 7:01 AM

114

I appreciate all the trees

5/31/2018 6:38 AM

108
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133

Cleanup of Macon Street.

5/30/2018 10:34 AM

134

I like the art, green space, restoration, and connectivity. I would like it better if it were less
commercial and also had some historical recognition of the Occaneechee, original habitat, etc.
Also, I like the idea of having section for play and exercise. I loved that about the parks where I
grew up. Using this for transportation and recreation is a great idea. Please make sure there is
shade, throughout! And water fountains that work.

5/30/2018 10:03 AM

135

Preservation of railroad atmosphere, keeping right of way as narrow as possible to allow for private
development, and planting/saving as many trees as possible.

5/30/2018 9:59 AM

136

Positive change/re-use of derelict areas. Do not displace lower income residents to accomplish
this.

5/30/2018 9:55 AM

137

The variety is great. I like that these public spaces are getting connected. I don't like that there are
no water fountains shown.

5/30/2018 9:46 AM

138

I just want to make sure the trail is wide enough and well-lit to be safe.

5/30/2018 9:37 AM

139

I like the focus on actual green space rather than paved elements such as a skate park.

5/30/2018 9:18 AM
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140

Really Like - Downtown/Urban Park & No changes to mention

5/29/2018 10:15 PM

141

Creative and accessible

5/29/2018 9:24 PM

142

Like the bigger plans in the more open areas, am worried about parts of trails in the Neighborhood
Park if not regularly used

5/29/2018 8:09 PM

143

Build it!

5/29/2018 5:47 PM

144

Having a (tamed) natural park/garden for kids and adults to walk/play through in the downtown
area would be wonderful. The landscaping doesn't need to be overly complex and should be
something the City can commit to maintaining well. While I would also love to see some
playground equipment or skate-able spaces, having a natural environment to walk-through would
be good for everyone.

5/29/2018 5:44 PM

145

The mix of features, and how much it embraces nature and our city.

5/29/2018 4:38 PM

146

Lots of trees and greenspace preservation, lots of interesting winding pathways, connectivity,
creativity, make sure trees included provide as many environmental benefits as possible (as large
maturing as possible for the space, pollinator and wildlife friendly, native or non-invasive if
possible)

5/29/2018 3:07 PM

147

I live near strayhorn springs so I like that will be a feature of the trail.

5/29/2018 1:34 PM

148

Avondale Drive Trailhead needs to be a priority.

5/29/2018 12:09 PM

149

Separate the elevation of the trail to go under NCRR. Make a "Great Lawn" from NCRR to Morgan
St. (2 rectangular blocks) with any structures on the edges.

5/29/2018 11:41 AM

150

Difficult to envision from these graphics, but seems good as is.

5/29/2018 11:15 AM

151

We do not need another skate park within a mile of our existing skate park. You are proposing a
skate park at the edge of the new wetlands. This is incompatible. Infill residential on Macon street
implies the dislocation of the residents who already live on Macon st. and have lived there for
years.

5/29/2018 9:24 AM

152

I love the large park in the downtown area at Main St. My opinion is there should be a
stage/performance area (vs a water fountain or art installation) to allow for more interactive
activities. Areas like that in a downtown space are so hard to find that I think space should be
maximized wherever possible. For the nature spaces (especially Peace St), I think it would be nice
to have a large variety of vegetation with plant and animal identification signs, similar to something
an arboretum would have.

5/29/2018 9:14 AM

153

I like the connection to the streets.

5/28/2018 9:28 AM

154

I like all of the designs. Please add as many trees as you can.

5/28/2018 12:36 AM

155

I like that they are in walking distance to local neighborhoods. I like all of he trees and the
connections into neighborhoods.

5/26/2018 7:18 PM

156

extremely difficult to say without spending a few hours studying these drawings and some
interpreprations

5/26/2018 6:47 PM

157

Na

5/25/2018 10:06 PM

158

The Macon St improvements

5/25/2018 4:01 PM

159

I like the green spaces. The area is getting a lot of new buildings and we need green buffers.

5/25/2018 3:27 PM

160

I really like the connections to the other streets. My primary concern is related to safety. I would
like to see emergency call stations and plenty of light on the path.

5/25/2018 3:13 PM

161

We need iconic art installations, monuments, water experiences (foundations/spray areas).
Consider the successes at the High Line with it's streamlined design meshing old with new, or
Chicago's Millennium Park with the Giant Bean aka Cloud Gate. This is our opportunity to put
Durham on the map, nationally.

5/25/2018 2:53 PM

162

I like the variety and that a number of spots that might be too isolated have been turned into
assets.

5/25/2018 2:48 PM

163

Washington St area.

5/25/2018 2:19 PM

164

I like the trailheads and overlooks. Not so sure about the underpasses. I'm from Europe and
underpasses always seem to end up smelling like urine and attracting unsavory characters.

5/25/2018 2:18 PM
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165

The diversity of features is exciting. I like the infill housing and hope it can be offered as lowincome housing.

5/25/2018 1:11 PM

166

keep as much vegetation as possible. We are losing so much.

5/25/2018 12:46 PM

167

The variety of space configurations and activities. Also the integration with existing and new
buildings.

5/25/2018 12:36 PM

168

Doing what's good for the environment is best; also efficiency of riding from one place to another.

5/25/2018 12:30 PM

169

Connection to other interesting locations in the neighborhoods, overlooks, different types of
natural areas.

5/25/2018 12:24 PM

170

I love the variety of proposed space usage.

5/24/2018 6:47 PM

171

None

5/24/2018 12:28 PM

172

Rail Thread & Innovation District Gateway (Fernway Ave to Corporation St)

5/21/2018 9:50 AM

173

I like having an open greenspace here. While most people would be using the trail to just get
around, this part could also be the destination. How nice would it be to have an area with open
greenspace, native plants, some benches/seating, and historical markers/information (much like
the Boston Common).

5/20/2018 8:41 PM
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Q7 A trailhead is being considered in the general vicinity of Avondale
Drive as a potential terminus for the Durham Belt Line. What are your
priorities for this area? What would you like to see included (i.e. parking,
play equipment or other types of recreation facilities)?
Answered: 183

Skipped: 134

Durham Belt Line Survey - Draft Master Plan

SurveyMonkey

26

No parking unless it is underground.

6/14/2018 11:13 AM

27

Absolutely. This is defninlty needed. Definitely parking and bathroom and water fountain faciitites
and good lighting here.

6/14/2018 9:41 AM

28

Restrooms, parking, secure bike stands for those running/walking

6/12/2018 9:29 PM

29

Limit the parking - this trail is for connecting neighborhoods, not primarily for visitors to park and
ride. Include outdoor park space.

6/12/2018 4:26 PM

30

I'm curious why the trailhead ends at Avondale Drive. It seems like it would beneficial to extend
into East Durham since that neighborhood has the lease connectivity to public space.

6/12/2018 7:48 AM

31

Parking; bike racks

6/11/2018 8:15 PM

#

RESPONSES

DATE

32

Parking is a must!

6/11/2018 4:48 PM

1

The trailhead should be serviced by frequent transit service and should be easily and safely
accessible by pedestrians and bicyclists. This means wayfinding within a certain radius of the
trailhead, and this means a network of sidewalk and bicycle infrastructure.

6/25/2018 11:40 PM

33

I really want to see the trailhead provide a safe egress to the east side of Avondale drive. I think
this is important to have at the beginning of the project.

6/11/2018 3:02 PM

34

Parking and a playground would be good here.

6/11/2018 2:35 PM

2

Parking, play equipment, restrooms.

6/25/2018 9:19 PM
35

parking

6/11/2018 1:19 PM

3

Rental bikes to give access for those that don't have bikes already, repair stations, bike safety
board

6/25/2018 3:57 PM
36

would like to see some retail development, but for the trail, play equipment would be nice or any
one of the programmable spaces listed above

6/11/2018 12:46 PM

Open space with shade structure, tables for games and food consumption (to support potential
restaurants in the area).

6/25/2018 3:52 PM
37

bathrooms, bike tools/air pump, water fountain

6/11/2018 12:22 PM

5

Parking would be great.

6/25/2018 3:41 PM

38

City park with usual amenities. Parking. Bike maintenance station.

6/11/2018 12:13 PM

6

some parking so people can go and get on it to walk to retail space or restaurants (like in ATL) and
if we add a skate park this would be a good place for it.

6/25/2018 11:32 AM

39

Parking, water, restroom

6/11/2018 10:54 AM

40

Some parking, RR facility, shelter / gathering space

6/10/2018 8:55 AM

7

Restrooms, playground, map/wayfinding.

6/25/2018 10:15 AM

41

Parking is important so that users from outside the immediate area have easy access to the trail.

6/9/2018 3:03 PM

8

Parking and bathrooms. Must be able to bike/walk to trail from area surrounding Avondale, which
has a lot of infrastructure.

6/25/2018 8:00 AM

42

Trash cans

6/9/2018 12:27 PM

9

I would love to see a small cafe in the area, some parking, restrooms, a water fountain.

6/25/2018 7:39 AM

43

Playground, park, sprayground, open space

6/8/2018 2:30 PM

10

Parking. Restrooms. Water fountain access

6/24/2018 10:17 PM

44

a park/playground. I'd love to bike my children along the beltway up to an Avondale park to meet
with a friend who lives in that area

6/8/2018 2:04 PM

4

11

Parking, restrooms, and good signage. Maybe a park?

6/24/2018 7:01 AM

45

Restrooms

6/8/2018 1:56 PM

12

signage, seating, shade, water fountain (to drink)

6/22/2018 1:15 PM

46

Parking, access to drinking water, playground

6/8/2018 1:45 PM

13

greenspace, playground

6/21/2018 10:37 AM

47

Restrooms

6/20/2018 6:55 PM

connection to durham loop bike path. bike share drop and go location. solite park type space for
food truck rodeos, 16 sept celebrations etc.

6/8/2018 12:28 PM

14
15

I think the Avondale Drive terminus should have some parking available.

6/19/2018 10:23 PM

48

Picnic, safety, and bathroom...

6/8/2018 12:06 PM

open space park/play area

6/8/2018 10:32 AM

16

bike racks, tree covered parking

6/19/2018 2:13 PM

49

17

I don't live in this area, so you should ask the folks who do.

6/19/2018 11:29 AM

50

Parking

6/8/2018 9:59 AM

18

parking is essential.

6/19/2018 9:03 AM

51

no preference

6/8/2018 9:11 AM

19

I prefer parking that fits with the plan (small connected parking areas interspersed with trees and
natural areas instead of one huge parking area). Restrooms will be needed but I am concerned
about the ability to keep them clean and safe. Drinking water access will also be helpful. I think the
equipment at the Life and Science museum that fills water bottles would be great to have at the
trailheads.

6/19/2018 8:49 AM

52

Parking. shade. trees. information on what's there. recycling cans.

6/8/2018 8:36 AM

53

Parking; Security cameras; Increased police presence.

6/7/2018 9:05 PM

54

parking

6/7/2018 8:42 PM

55

Not sure.

6/18/2018 11:43 AM

21

parking

6/18/2018 7:46 AM

i think teen/adult exercise equipment as well as a possible dog park would be a great addition to
this space. If not that, then a stage for performances would be great. I'm envisioning this to be a
tourist attraction as well. This Belt Line has to be entertaining and interactive in order to draw
crowds and there bring the city revenue and notoriety.

6/7/2018 4:24 PM

20

22

Parking; security, bike facilities, adequate lighting.

6/17/2018 7:28 PM

56

Bathroom facilities

6/16/2018 10:28 AM

again, I need more information. Prima facie, however, recreation facilities, parking and safety
features such as lighting are important

6/7/2018 2:15 PM

23
24

Parking and trail that feels safe and connects to Avondale directly or to Markham or Trinity and
then to Avondale.

6/15/2018 5:27 PM

57

I don't know.

6/7/2018 2:14 PM

58

parking, picnic tables/areas

6/7/2018 2:06 PM

25

It would be nice to have some adult exercise equipment there too.

6/15/2018 8:05 AM
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59

Enough parking to deter people from using residential streets as parking lots for the trail, especially
those that have residential access points/connections (Greenleaf St.).

6/7/2018 8:22 AM

86

Prioritize local input (i.e. go door-to-door and ask residents in 500ft radius of the terminus for
problems and needs)

6/3/2018 4:50 PM

60

YES! CAN'T WAIT! I live east of there and currently have no safe way to walk anywhere.
Especially not with children. TONS of poor people without cars live east of here and walk in
dangerous areas around Avondale, Roxboro, etc. to get places. This is going to make it so much
safer and really offer something nice to all the residents in the east. Parking might be nice -neighborhood folks don't need it but I could see a lot of people filling up street parking that
residents currently rely on for their personal vehicles at home and annoying the neighborhoods if
there isn't a lot. Personally I think play equipment for kids and pretty gardens/nature/water features
would be nice.

6/7/2018 7:59 AM

87

maybe parking and playground?

6/3/2018 11:39 AM

Parking would be nice, a bathroom, maybe a bike rental shop or at least an automated kiosk for
bike rental.

6/7/2018 6:52 AM

62

Water fountain, bathrooms. Open community gathering areas to keep numbers up and instill a
sense of safety. Playground.

6/7/2018 6:20 AM

63

Parking, play equipment, bike rental.

6/6/2018 5:29 PM

64

Recreation facilities or outdoor event space

6/6/2018 5:04 PM

65

Restroom Facilities

6/6/2018 4:50 PM

66

Parking, restrooms and water fountains.

6/6/2018 3:11 PM

67

I'm not sure how heavily residential that area is, but if push came to shove I'd rather concentrate
amenities in areas that are already more residential. Not opposed to parking, playgrounds, etc. up
there.

6/6/2018 2:38 PM

68

seems like parking is needed at a trailhead. other facilities might be nice, but i don't have a strong
opinion on them.

6/6/2018 1:19 PM

69

A public water fountain and restrooms would be wise for folks coming out from downtown for a jog
or walk. Probably some shade as well.

6/6/2018 10:37 AM

70

I probably would not use the Avondale terminus

6/6/2018 10:29 AM

71

Dog park. Parking.

6/6/2018 10:04 AM

72

Restrooms are always a high priority for trailheads in my opinion. Parking is also very important.
Many people that don't live within walking distance of this system will probably want to drive to it to
utilize it. I would definitely drive here and want to park and walk around.

6/6/2018 9:41 AM

Parking will always be desirable. Maybe with space for the occasional food truck(s)? I think flower
gardens and picnic tables would be great, too.

6/6/2018 7:05 AM

I would like it to be well-lit, inviting and have clear signage about where it goes (and what additional
recreation they can walk to) so people are encouraged to use it. Recreation space would be nice,
but to get people walking down the trail, they need to know htere is more to see if they keep going.

6/6/2018 4:15 AM

75

parking mainly

6/5/2018 11:09 PM

76

A gateway feature. Excellent bike access to surrounding streets.

6/5/2018 10:42 PM

77

safety,

78
79

61

73
74

88

I would like to see a playground and small parking lot.

6/3/2018 9:27 AM

89

Playground for the kids and water fountains

6/2/2018 9:09 PM

90

Bike racks, parking, water fountains, shade, toilet.

6/2/2018 1:30 PM

91

There should be at least some parking.

6/2/2018 10:55 AM

92

First priority should be a spacious and creatively designed bus stop. Next, plenty of bike parking.

6/1/2018 10:19 PM

93

Nothing stands out

6/1/2018 6:00 PM

94

play equipment

6/1/2018 4:15 PM

95

parking

6/1/2018 3:37 PM

96

Lighting, secure parking, playground for kids, a trail head bulletin board for public event notices
and trail information.

6/1/2018 2:30 PM

97

Given the urban nature of this area, please do not provide a large amount of parking - ideally,
people will be biking and walking to this facility, not driving.

6/1/2018 2:27 PM

98

Play and light exercise equipment or instructional signs.

6/1/2018 1:29 PM

99

I live very near the Avondale Drive and Markham intersection. It's a scary intersection as a cyclist.
The stop lights don't register cyclists, so you have to wait until a car comes up behind you to
trigger the light's motion sensor. As a pedestrian, there are no cross walks to make you feel
protected, and there are not light signals that you can press if you would like to cross. What I
would like to see most is bike lanes and buttons to press to protect pedestrians and cyclists who
are trying to get to the trail.

6/1/2018 9:53 AM

100

parking

5/31/2018 5:17 PM

101

Parking is always useful - likewise a place to pick up dockless bikes/bike rack. A playground would
be useful to have near to parking to encourage visitors not only coming off the trail.

5/31/2018 4:17 PM

102

Please begin construction immediately...people at this end need connection to downtown.

5/31/2018 2:28 PM

103

Parking, restrooms

5/31/2018 1:46 PM

104

safe connection/intersection for biking and pedestrians

5/31/2018 1:27 PM

105

Definitely parking, restrooms, benches/seating.

5/31/2018 1:16 PM

106

Parking and rest room facilities

5/31/2018 12:44 PM

107

Definitely parking and bathrooms.

5/31/2018 11:40 AM

108

Not sure as your communities long term vision for the trail must dictate this. What will this overall
development become to Durham? IE: a less auto dependent culture? Envision it there and and
see if it is correct 30 years from now.

5/31/2018 10:29 AM

6/5/2018 5:06 PM

109

Ample bike parking and green space area for use to public and held eventsz

5/31/2018 10:24 AM

play equipment and a little bit of parking.

6/5/2018 1:04 PM

110

I would love to see some additional recreational facilities (basketball courts, etc.) built.

5/31/2018 10:19 AM

Play equipment.

6/5/2018 12:52 PM

111

Affordable housing (higher density than currently exists). Play equipment catering to kids/families.

5/31/2018 10:11 AM

80

Well lit parking & rest rooms.

6/5/2018 11:43 AM

112

Low-income housing & parking.

5/31/2018 9:41 AM

81

Community meeting space, art installation, or community garden.

6/5/2018 11:32 AM

113

5/31/2018 9:31 AM

82

public restrooms and water spigot/fountain, bike racks with cover

6/5/2018 10:45 AM

I think that area really needs a great play and splash ground area for kids, probably restrooms, an
easy bike way/bike connection to the surrounding neighborhood, an open, well lit, community
gathering areas.

83

parking, restroom, water fountains, trail maps, bike rack

6/5/2018 9:44 AM

114

Making this a centerpiece investment would be wonderful, and I think the neighborhood itself
should be canvassed for their input. Since I do not live there, but more in the OND/ Duke Park
area, I can not speak on their behalf.

6/4/2018 4:25 PM

Each trail head needs a bathroom, drinking fountains, seating and plenty of parking. It would be
great if these bathrooms were on a locking timer like what exists in Cary on the ATT.

5/31/2018 9:25 AM

84

115

Please don't just make this a parking lot. Maybe a picnic area for families. Or, a cafe like Pullen
Place in Raleigh.

5/31/2018 8:56 AM

Parking

6/4/2018 9:48 AM

116

Parking, affordable housing

5/31/2018 6:38 AM

85
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117

I would like to walk through nice forested or gardened or landscaped areas that are maintained
well. Small playground or skate spots are fine too.

5/30/2018 10:54 PM

118

seems like trail needs to pass under Avondale (a very busy street) and terminate just on the east
side, so those on the east side have safe access. this does not strike me as a trail that will serve
alot of people driving to it, but if parking provided, should definitely have easy bikeshare parking as
well.

5/30/2018 9:40 PM

119

Gathering spaces, grills, restroom facilities, open green space

120

Durham Belt Line Survey - Draft Master Plan

SurveyMonkey

146

Having a (tamed) natural park/garden for kids and adults to walk/play through in the downtown
area would be wonderful. The landscaping doesn't need to be overly complex and should be
something the City can commit to maintaining well. While I would also love to see some
playground equipment or skate-able spaces, having a natural environment to walk-through would
be good for everyone.

5/29/2018 5:44 PM

147

Parking and playground.

5/29/2018 4:38 PM

5/30/2018 7:38 PM

148

shade, benches, safety, map, info kiosk

5/29/2018 3:07 PM

Parking, restrooms, security, food options, A/C and heated areas based on temperatures over
summer and winter.

5/30/2018 7:34 PM

149

Parking and a good visual for the start of the beltline is very important here. Perhaps look into
parking opportunities in the Beauty World shopping center?

5/29/2018 12:09 PM

121

Bike parking, connection to other trails, restrooms, playground

5/30/2018 7:08 PM

150

Find a private developer to create a great modern retail destination.

5/29/2018 11:41 AM

122

I do not live in the Avondale community, so my only concern is parking. I think local residents
should decide which amenities would be best for them.

5/30/2018 6:31 PM

151

Parking and some informational graphics about the Belt Line would be nice. And of course lots of
trees!

5/29/2018 11:15 AM

123

Community garden. As an urban farmer and the owner of the parcel at the intersection of trail and
Avondale, I am happy to offer up maintenance hours. Bicycle repair station

5/30/2018 4:26 PM

152

Parking, water fountains, bathrooms, park space.

5/29/2018 11:09 AM

153

parking, play equipment, bus connection

5/30/2018 3:59 PM

Avondale Dr has a shopping center with plenty of party for a trailhead. There does not need to be
recreational activities at a trailhead. Get on the trail!

5/29/2018 9:24 AM

124
125

disc golf or dog park

5/30/2018 3:54 PM

154

My main preference is a parking area with restrooms and a bike tool station.

5/29/2018 9:14 AM

126

Must have: parking, bathrooms Nice to have: playground, bike share storage, other exercise
equipment

5/30/2018 3:14 PM

155

Play equipment

5/29/2018 7:21 AM

156

There is an opportunity for a pocket park at Avondale with a fenced area for children to play.

5/28/2018 9:28 AM

127

Green natural space would be nice.

5/30/2018 2:18 PM

157

playground and parking. Trees.

5/28/2018 12:36 AM

128

Parking, restrooms

5/30/2018 1:25 PM

158

Bathroom, parking

5/30/2018 1:16 PM

Parking, restrooms, shady spots to sit, access to drinking water and maybe wading water such as
a water play area.

5/26/2018 7:18 PM

129
130

It doesn't matter to me. I would be starting from the other end (downtown).

5/30/2018 1:03 PM

159

can we not extend beyond avondale?

5/26/2018 6:47 PM

131

Connections to trails, public restrooms, play/open green space areas

5/30/2018 12:15 PM

160

Parking

5/26/2018 11:53 AM

132

I think that's something for the residents of that neighborhood to weigh in on- are they getting
paper surveys? What about incentivizing survey completion online through entering into a raffle?
We need their opinions.

5/30/2018 12:00 PM

161

Restroom, trash, map of the belt line with information, seating areas, parking, lots of inviting art or
other displays to get people excited to travel the belt line

5/26/2018 11:19 AM

162

Parking

5/26/2018 9:52 AM

133

Child and adult play facilities. And parking. I am not happy about the proposed parking off of
roxboro by Shawnee.

5/30/2018 11:56 AM

163

Restrooms and parking. Betterment of the community around it! Mature trees. Places for children
to play

5/25/2018 10:06 PM

134

Restroom facilities, shaded areas, benches/seating

5/30/2018 11:24 AM

164

Parking at the trailhead would promote more use and accessibility. A small play area or spray
ground would be great!

5/30/2018 11:19 AM

Play equipment would be great for our child, ht worry about saftey crossing to the trail; wish there
was slower traffic in that area, and hope to keep the trailhead private from existing houses for the
sake of the home owners.

5/25/2018 8:57 PM

135
136

more parking

5/30/2018 11:08 AM

165

Play equipment would be nice. Or interactive sculpture.

5/25/2018 8:53 PM

137

Safe pedestrian access.

5/30/2018 10:34 AM

166

Parking, drinking water, restroom

5/25/2018 4:21 PM

138

Safety! Avondale can get quite busy. Definitely parking, play equipment, and some art. As much
green space as possible.

5/30/2018 10:03 AM

167

Very small parking. Connection to future trail that takes to Beaver Pond.

5/25/2018 3:27 PM

168

Parking, gateway historical markers and restrooms.

5/30/2018 9:59 AM

Urban bouldering or adult recreation areas such as tennis or basketball, water fountains,
restrooms with blue lights at night to ihibit substance use.

5/25/2018 3:13 PM

139
140

Safety - it should be open and visible from all sides. Well lit at night. Yes, some parking would be
good.

5/30/2018 9:55 AM

169

5/25/2018 2:53 PM

141

parking, year-round water, space for food trucks for events and a play structure for kids.

5/30/2018 9:46 AM

Connectivity to Avondale is important (as are the Mangum/Roxboro safe crossings). I would
discourage heavy investment on the Roxboro Avondale leg, and instead invest more towards
Washington Chapel Hill Rd.

142

I would like to see few facilities (such as restrooms) which often attract loiterers.

5/30/2018 9:18 AM

170

Parking would be important. That area could use a fun park--a destination for kids.

5/25/2018 2:48 PM

143

Dog park, nature park, street art

5/29/2018 9:24 PM

171

bike pump + repair station, water fountain, good lighting.

5/25/2018 2:18 PM

144

Again, unsure, would people park here to walk/ride downtown? Seems too short of distance

5/29/2018 8:09 PM

172

5/25/2018 1:40 PM

145

Build it!

5/29/2018 5:47 PM

Please do something with this area! There is so much opportunity to turn that into something very
cool. NOT parking. Play equipment or other rec facilities are fine, but what about something that
attracts people at all hours - restaurants, bars, other entertainment venues?

173

Parking will be crucial

5/25/2018 1:18 PM

174

Mixed recreational use.

5/25/2018 12:36 PM

175

Parking/rest rooms.

5/25/2018 12:30 PM
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176

restrooms, informational/historic signage, parking (small), small area for play equipment

5/25/2018 12:29 PM

177

Parking, bathrooms, water fountains

5/25/2018 12:24 PM

178

There has to be something GOOD there. Otherwise it will be unused. It is not acceptable to the
neighborhoods adjacent just to use it as a parking lot for bicyclists going downtown. Why doesn't
this "plan" address the possibilities for Avondale Dr.?

5/25/2018 11:38 AM

179

Parking would be great to help keep cars out of downtown and make cycling into town more
approachable.

5/24/2018 6:47 PM

180

Parking

5/24/2018 1:44 PM

181

Incorporate better sidewalks near bridge and shopping center.

5/24/2018 11:44 AM

182

I would very much like to see a park in this area with a community event space. Adequate lighting
and working crosswalks as well as both of those are currently lacking.

5/20/2018 8:45 PM

183

I think this is extremely important and this area has a lot of potential. Right now, accessibility is a
huge issue. There are crosswalks in the area, but pedestrians don't have a light and have to wait
for a car to come to get the light to change. People often dangerously jay walk in this area to get to
the other side, where the bus stops are. It would be so great for this part of the community to have
access to the outdoors and the Avondale area would make an excellent trailhead.

5/20/2018 8:41 PM

Durham Belt Line Survey - Draft Master Plan

SurveyMonkey

Q8 The draft plan identifies the need for equity. What strategies,
partnerships, or policies should the City consider implementing to support
communities along the trail? Select up to three (3) from the list below.For
more information on draft housing and equitable development
recommendations see pages 142-143 in the Master Plan. Supporting
information on the Environmental Justice & Social Equity Analysis is
included in the Appendices on pages C55-C60.
Answered: 317

Skipped: 0

Encourage new
neighborhood...
Develop
neighborhood...
Ensure safe
trail access...
Increase
access to op...
Incorporate
art, history...
Enhance access
to transit n...
Perform
additional...
Unsure / No
Opinon
Other (please
specify)
0%
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Encourage new neighborhood scale affordable housing

47.00%

149

Develop neighborhood stabilization programs to preserve existing affordable rental housing near the trail

45.74%

145

Ensure safe trail access points, sidewalk connections and street crossings

62.46%

198

Increase access to open space, recreational programming and facilities

20.19%

64

Incorporate art, history and the identity of neighborhoods into the design of public spaces along the trail

27.76%

88

Enhance access to transit near the corridor (i.e. frequency of service, shelters, benches, etc.)

28.39%

90

Perform additional outreach to determine neighborhood needs/preferences and address concerns

33.75%

107
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Unsure / No Opinon

2.52%

8

Other (please specify)

9.78%

31

Durham Belt Line Survey - Draft Master Plan
20

Total Respondents: 317

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Treat equitable development as part of the park. Create a comprehensive equity plan. Talk to more
community based organizations that would support the equitable development of the park.
Consider mobility justice issues.

6/25/2018 11:59 PM

2

Property tax freezes for low-income home-owners near the trail. Long-term subsidized property tax
assistance for eligible home-owners.

6/25/2018 3:52 PM

3

Maintaining affordable housing along the beltline needs to be #1 priority. This is an area where
ATL has really messed up.

6/25/2018 11:32 AM

4

The need for equity in this project is overblown. Despite what we pretend, gentrification has good
impacts too. The trail will increase neighborhood home values along it's extent and that will be
good for homeowners living in those areas.

6/25/2018 7:39 AM

5

All the other choices are important and valid too, but having additional outreach will real help
determine neighborhood needs/preferences as stated above. Continue to hold community
meetings, go door to door, have these meetings at times that are accessible to most.

6/18/2018 11:43 AM

6

Measure and program everything with an eye to racial equity. Also provide all signs in Spanish
and English.

6/15/2018 5:58 PM

7

Work closely with a representative sample of neighborhood residents and let them tell you what
they want and need.

6/14/2018 11:13 AM

8

I'm curious as to what outreach has been done with low-income residents and/or renters who
could potentially get displaced by this project. Again, I'd like to see more solid commitments from
the city to neighborhood stabilization and/or affordable housing before this project gets built.

6/12/2018 7:48 AM

9

Encourage dense affordable housing

6/10/2018 11:48 AM

10

Frequent FREE programs for kids and ADULTS TOO

6/8/2018 9:11 AM

11

This is simply a trail. Bringing other conversations into play just blurs the possibility of delivering
this amenity at a fair price to taxpayers!

6/7/2018 8:20 PM

12

As stated above, access to community gardens, fragrance and/or art-filled gardens, would benefit
all.

6/7/2018 2:14 PM

13

Please consider how this may negatively impact quality of life for residents along the trail.

6/7/2018 8:22 AM

14

"ensure safe trail access points" is a must, esp where I live on the Avondale side. If you want the
less wealthy residents over there to use it, they are not going to have cars to drive to the trail and
park in a lot. They will walk (or bus) to the trailhead at Avondale. And sidewalks can be dicey over
there.

6/7/2018 7:59 AM

15

1-3 year sunsetted BID-like tax and infrastructure for preserving affordable housing and to ensure
cleanliness, program funding, safety and employment. Make sure to have trash cans that are
emptied and maintained. This is missing elsewhere.

6/6/2018 5:29 PM

16

There SHOULD be some parity / equity in investments made in areas of the trail that don't
CURRENTLY pass through high-end neighborhoods. Not sure what we can do to counteract the
inevitable increase in values that will accompany proximity to a trail like this. Not sure how likely
neigh. stabilization programs are to be successful vis-a-vis pretty inexorable market forces.

6/6/2018 2:38 PM

17

How are you going to get the Durham residents who do not live next to the trail to support its
development and feel invested in using the trail.

6/6/2018 10:29 AM

18

The city must change the zoning codes near the trail to allow for creative uses near the trail, such
as eliminating parking minimums, reducing setbacks, permitting construction of larger ADUs, and
encouraging the development of multi-unit buildings on smaller lots. Many of these neighborhoods
are currently zoned for single-family uses, but we need to promote increased density in order to
promote affordability and increased access for all people to the trail.

6/1/2018 2:27 PM

19

Implementation of traffic calming measures near cross-streets.

5/31/2018 2:28 PM
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SurveyMonkey

Sadly, affordable housing is a separate issue and in our current political climate it can't be
addressed through this development. Jake Petrosky hit this nail on its head in his quote published
in INDY Week today. Yes I am in Tacoma, Wa. right now, but I completely understand the issues
you are dealing with

5/31/2018 10:29 AM

21

Traffic calming on N. Roxboro street will be needed.

5/30/2018 10:54 PM

22

pave existing city streets as part of the project (but perhaps as "lanes" or very narrow streets) for
the short streets that could provide housing infil opportunities, like Macon, Acadia, etc.

5/30/2018 9:40 PM

23

Affordable housing means build more density residential housing. Increase the housing supply to
address affordability.

5/30/2018 7:08 PM

24

Safety and policing!

5/30/2018 3:59 PM

25

Durham does not need more "open space!" We need thoughtful density where residents can walk
to work, shop, and entertainment.

5/30/2018 9:59 AM

26

Focus should be on improving the amenities as much as possible for all city residents.

5/30/2018 9:18 AM

27

I don't think there has been a demonstrable model for "encouraging" new neighborhood scale
affordable housing" Better to not let the affordable housing that already exist not disappear.

5/29/2018 9:24 AM

28

Make sure that the development of the trail doesn't have a negative impact on the neighborhoods
close by.

5/26/2018 7:18 PM

29

Keep Bull City Connector - keep connectivity comprehensive

5/25/2018 2:43 PM

30

Encourage walk to school and bike to school routes, especially in E Durham.

5/25/2018 2:18 PM

31

This list is just a set of wishes. There is absolutely no suggestion in the "plan" as to how most of
them can be achieved.

5/25/2018 11:38 AM
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Durham Belt Line Survey - Draft Master Plan
24

Concept plan drawings are useful but need more axon and sectional conceptual drawings to better
understand vertical scale of proposed space improvements— suggest collage or hybrid drawings
that combine existing with new features so it’s clear this extends what is already a characterful
place

6/12/2018 12:15 AM

25

appreciate the separation between bike and pedestrian; emphasis on native habitat/planting; If
done correctly could be game changer for Durham

6/11/2018 8:15 PM

26

This is a great opportunity for Durham to repurpose existing space while celebrating its history with
art and other types of installations. I am really excited!

6/11/2018 6:32 PM

27

It looks like a great way to revitalize downtown and allow others to get around.

6/11/2018 4:48 PM

28

I love that it connects so much of Durham together. Please extend the trail as far as you can!

6/11/2018 2:35 PM

29

I like the stormwater features and ways that it connects users to nature and water.

6/11/2018 12:22 PM

30

This is outstanding! Better than I could have imagined! Can't wait to see this become a reality!

6/11/2018 12:13 PM

Q9 What do you like about the plan? Do you have any positive feedback
to give? Please enter your comments below.
Answered: 144

Skipped: 173

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The plan is super exciting and I'm really grateful that it's happening. I think if the concerns of all the
potential users of the Belt Line are considered it can become the envy of the entire region.

6/25/2018 11:40 PM

2

I like that it privileges walking and biking, which are more healthy and sustainable means of
transportation.

6/25/2018 10:58 PM

SurveyMonkey

3

Making the city more accessible by foot and bike.

6/25/2018 9:19 PM

31

Love the prospect of downtown green space between main and Morgan—much needed!

6/11/2018 11:30 AM

4

It creates a greener and safer way to travel around Durham, it makes the city more accessible.

6/25/2018 3:57 PM

32

Very well done. I like the variety of opportunities provided along the trail.

6/10/2018 8:55 AM

5

I like the width of the trail and that it provides some programming opportunities along its path.

6/25/2018 3:52 PM

33

I like the incorportation of natural space as well as the seperate bike/ped “lanes.”

6/9/2018 3:03 PM

6

Love that it has bike and walkers separate. The ATL beltline doesn't have this and it's really hectic
and can be dangerous at time.

6/25/2018 11:32 AM

34

I love how expansive it is, especially the linear park.

6/8/2018 2:30 PM

35

Places for people to interact naturally, with nature

6/8/2018 1:56 PM

7

This is a very comprehensive plan that clearly shows positive future for Durham.

6/25/2018 7:39 AM

36

I like the big park downtown. I like the parklets. I know the separate bike lanes

6/24/2018 6:26 PM

I love it. I live on Glendale already and want to see everyone benefit from what is going on
downtown. I will feel much more confident biking with these improvements and trails.

6/8/2018 1:45 PM

8
9

I really like the separation of cyclists and pedestrians. I look forward to using the belt line; thanks
for developing it!

6/24/2018 7:01 AM

37

I am excited that after 10 years of hard work a useless eyesore is being reincorporated into the
growing and vibrant city.

6/8/2018 12:28 PM

10

well done

6/22/2018 1:15 PM

38

6/8/2018 12:06 PM

11

I like the play areas, esp. rock climbing.

6/20/2018 6:55 PM

12

I am very excited about this plan and appreciate the thought and effort that has gone into creating
it. I look forward to using the trail in the very near future. I think it will be a crown jewel for the
Durham community.

6/19/2018 8:49 AM

I like that there is a plan. Trails are best used when they are comprehensive - then people can get
where they need to go. I'm a recreational cyclist, but love seeing people able to get to jobs without
a car. For lower income residents, lighting at night may be very important to make it safe to
commute for jobs that have night hours.

13

I like it. The plan seems really well thought out.

6/18/2018 11:43 AM

14

Please do this right— this could be Durham’s highline. Very exited about a safe bike connection to
downtown

6/17/2018 7:28 PM

15

It's great!

6/16/2018 10:28 AM

16

The graphics in the plan are excellent. I like the range of topics that were addressed, not just
focused on the trail but adjacent neighborhoods and opportunities to enhance the trail.

6/15/2018 5:27 PM

17

I really like the integration and separation of the walking and bike trails. I walk on the South Ellerbe
Creek Trail frequently and am always concerned about inadvertently getting into some cyclist's
path.

6/15/2018 8:05 AM

18

I love the way you have included lots of natural areas, and play areas in the design. I love the way
you are focusing on neighborhoods and their connectivity and how the plan can expedite
affordable housing opportunities in East Durham and closer to Downtown. I love the way you have
had many community meetings to get feedback on this plan and promoted it in these communities
as well. Keep up the good work

6/14/2018 9:41 AM

19

It is a great plan and would be an asset to the city. Looking forward to seeing this happen....great
job!

6/13/2018 9:48 AM

20

multi-modal, well-lit, close to good housing for all levels

6/12/2018 9:29 PM

21

The attempt to be comprehensive and to understand and meet the needs of the adjacent
communities it connects.

6/12/2018 4:26 PM

22

Safe access for bikes and walkers into downtown corridor.

6/12/2018 2:12 PM

23

I like the examples of similar projects as well as the commitment to ecological restoration.

6/12/2018 7:48 AM
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39

I like the commitment to safety and equity.

6/8/2018 9:59 AM

40

well thought out and well considered with lots of input. it gives me trust in the local government
staff

6/8/2018 9:11 AM

41

about damn time.

6/8/2018 8:36 AM

42

A new trail would be great to deliver economically.

6/7/2018 8:20 PM

43

I like the clear thought process that's going into the plan. I do envision this to be a tourist attraction
that also focuses on healthy living and healthy spaces within an urban environment. I like the open
spaces for numerous activities.

6/7/2018 4:24 PM

44

conceptually it is fine and has the potential to significantly enhance quality of life for many of
Durham's citizens

6/7/2018 2:15 PM

45

The background research is good, the attention to neighborhoods, transit patterns (including
walking and bicycling) all good.

6/7/2018 2:14 PM

46

In general, I think this is good thing for Durham and will enhance access between various parts of
the city via bicycle and walking, both of which can feel dangerous given the narrow streets and
entitled/reckless/poor drivers in Durham.

6/7/2018 8:22 AM

47

I simply cannot wait until this is constructed, I am so excited. I hope it doesn't take a decade, and
that the northeastern part isn't left for last. If you start downtown 5 years earlier, it's really going to
look like you are prioritizing the rich people of Durham for trail construction instead of the poor
folks in the northeast who would be getting something really wonderful with the Avondale entrance
to a safe and pretty walking trail and city park/art space. I think everything you all are considering
sounds really cool. I would pay more taxes to get this built.

6/7/2018 7:59 AM

48

I’m very impressed by how thorough the planning is. I’m really excited about the prospect of a full
loop bike path in and around Durham.

6/7/2018 6:52 AM
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74

I am thrilled with this plan. It will make a huge improvement to central Durham.

6/1/2018 3:37 PM

75

I'm so excited about the plan!

6/1/2018 2:27 PM

76

I hope for the trail to be a walk through the diversity of Durham. History, art, gathering space to
feed community, quiet nature, rowdy play, connecting us in new ways. I hope we can encourage
neighborhoods to create their own expressions of art/creative spirit/history.

6/1/2018 1:36 PM

6/6/2018 5:04 PM

77

It’s a great opportunity for the future if Durham.

6/1/2018 1:29 PM

This plan will be a bellwether for downtown

6/6/2018 4:50 PM

78

6/1/2018 11:31 AM

52

I like the comprehensive approach and the intent to make this more than just a trail.

6/6/2018 1:19 PM

53

Looks great. Been hearing about it for years and hope it actually gets built!

6/6/2018 10:37 AM

54

There is a plan that seems well thought out to use a current eyesore and turn it into an asset for
the city.

6/6/2018 10:29 AM

I like the idea of an easily accessible greenspace and public art display close to our city center.
The thing is, this area already is a greenspace in that much of it is overgrown by nature. So here
we are, making a greenspace from a greenspace. But if this area is to be developed anyway with
condominiums or something like that, then I'd rather see this plan implemented as developed
greenspace. Also, I like the idea of people along the Belt Line using it, seeing each other daily,
moving through neighborhoods they don't normally visit.

79

I like the emphasis on preserving native NC species, and preserving the tree canopy.

6/1/2018 9:53 AM

55

Very positive in general!

6/6/2018 10:04 AM

80

I like the idea of creating green space that connects neighborhoods and areas that otherwise
wouldn't be utilized as green space for residents.

6/6/2018 9:41 AM

57

I love the concept and think Durham is ready to build and maintain something that brings some life
and color to the sea of brick and concrete of downtown.

6/6/2018 7:05 AM

I agree that diversity of trail activities - not only bicycling and walking-jogging - is a useful way to
incorporate wider use and security. I appreciate that it is going forward, having had no idea
previously of its being in thought! Let this be part of a dream to extend the trail along rails right of
way further north!

5/31/2018 5:17 PM

56

81

I think it is a great way to re-purpose the old rail line.

6/6/2018 4:15 AM

59

The separated bike facilities. The nature areas. The attempt to represent Durham's history and
character (i.e. it's not just a plain strip of asphalt like the ATT).

6/5/2018 10:42 PM

Increased access to open space is so important and I'm so excited about the connectivity that this
line would bring to the neighborhoods! Without a subway or light rail, parts of the city can easily
feel siloed without an obvious connector. I think this trail could really increase the flow of people
throughout the city & encourage non-car transit for short trips.

5/31/2018 4:17 PM

58

82

I like the connectivity of currently isolated blocks to downtown and between neighborhoods.

5/31/2018 2:28 PM

60

expansion of trails

6/5/2018 5:06 PM

83

All of the extra facilities look nice, but please do your best not to inhibit the two-way cycling lanes.
Our city desperately needs a protected bike path, and this is the sort of thing that Durhamites 200
years from now will thank us for.

6/5/2018 12:52 PM

I think the plan looks fabulous. I don't live downtown, so I do hope there are places to park for
suburban residents who want to drive to enjoy it.

5/31/2018 1:46 PM

61

84

ambitious project but would really add to Durham

5/31/2018 1:27 PM

62

Great to see this coming. So many use the ATT to commute, hopefully we will see the same here.

6/5/2018 11:43 AM

85

I like that the trail provides safe travel opportunities for pedestrians and bikes. I like the increased
art and park space for residents.

5/31/2018 1:16 PM

63

Increased accessibility to green space, emphasis on natural space and native plants.

6/5/2018 11:32 AM

86

I like any increase to our usable and connected greenspaces -- it massively adds to our overall
value and attractiveness as a desireable city.

6/4/2018 4:25 PM

65

I think the plan works, i like the path/design and its optimistic hope.

6/4/2018 9:48 AM

Generally, I like the plan overall. The improved connectivity of neighborhoods to downtown by nonautomotive means will greatly enhance the quality of life in the central parts of the city. It adds
value to neighborhoods along existing trails as well (e.g., the Ellerbee Creek trail) by effectively
extending it into Downtown.

5/31/2018 11:18 AM

64

66

Overall very easy to read; integration to existing plans and initiatives for development (Innovation
District, light rail etc.), including physical connections, amenities, and aesthetic compatibility, very
thoroughly laid out.

6/3/2018 4:50 PM

87

Allowing the land to lay in fallow or as an unusable green space would be a shame.

5/31/2018 10:29 AM

88

The incorporation of the different neighborhoods in Durham.

5/31/2018 10:24 AM

89

Can't wait for this to become a reality! It will help shape the identity of Durham.

5/31/2018 10:11 AM

67

Love the trees and native plants, bioswales, meadows and wetlands! Like the gathering places,
please keep shade and cooling in mind so people can enjoy it in the heat we have for many
months. Love providing space for art and sculpture, including some that could change at times.

6/3/2018 11:39 AM

90

I like the plan. I really like getting rid of all the invasive plant species.

5/31/2018 9:41 AM

91

I think it looks great! I love the increased neighborhood connections, waterway restoration etc.

5/31/2018 9:31 AM

68

I am really excited by this proposal. I live and work near both ends of this trail and I will use it
regularly (most work days) when it is available.

6/3/2018 9:27 AM

92

5/31/2018 8:56 AM

69

These kinds of trails have proven to be great economic engines / drivers for communities in other
cities. By providing a world-class trail, we can make Durham an attractive place to live and invest
in while raising the quality of life for our citizens.

6/2/2018 9:09 PM

I am very excited about this project. I live very close to the tracks and have visited some of similar
projects in other cities. I recently walked the portion between the train station and the bridge at
Trinity Ave and am pleased to see some of the features like the grove of trees being retained.

93

The plan is very well done, as a document and as a process.

5/31/2018 8:48 AM

94

This is a great plan, I just can't wait for it to happen. I can't wait to use this trail as an easier and
more pleasant way to get around by bike.

6/2/2018 1:30 PM

I like that it connects to other trails, has many resting points and viewing areas. Love that it goes
through downtown!

5/31/2018 6:38 AM

70

95

I like the plan. Start construction yesterday. If I need to pay more taxes, I will.

5/30/2018 10:54 PM

71

I like the path location and feel it will add to the community feel of Durham even as we’re building
hi rises.

6/2/2018 10:55 AM

96

well thought out and good ideas

5/30/2018 9:40 PM

72

I am most enthusiastic about connecting parts of neighborhoods that now are isolated and cut up
by the existing street plan. So much of the area impacted by the project now consists of little
pockets of land on dead-end streets. I've lived in Trinity Park, used to walk to work at City Hall, and
yet much of the areas adjacent to where I lived were practically inaccessible on foot or bicycle.

6/1/2018 10:19 PM

97

5/30/2018 7:34 PM

73

Just say No to call buttons on the Belt Line! The City transportation folks set them to ridiculous
times on existing trails at local crossings

6/1/2018 6:00 PM

I like that Durham is starting to think of open spaces. Spaces where you can walk your dog, take a
break from work and enjoy the outdoors. I travel a lot to OC because they have what seems more
friendly hiking and outdoor options. Durham only has the Eno. While nice the trails are pretty
primitive and can be difficult for some who aren’t ready to take a hike. Make exercise fun, you can
stroll and get your exercise in. I am glad hay Durham is looking to make this more accessible! I
would like to not have to travel far to enjoy the outdoors. My backyard would be better!

49

Love it! We need many more projects like this. It would be great to connect East Durham with
downtown as a step 2 of this project. In addition the area for bicycles and pedestrians at the
intersection of Cornwallis and 55 is in dire need of help. It is unsafe to get from Durham to RTP,
and many folks are starting to Bicycle there. (Sorry, that is totally unrelated to this beltline but
hopefully my comment reaches someone). Thanks for all the time and effort you have put into this.
I can't wait to see it!

6/7/2018 6:20 AM

50

Seems well thought out and detailed! Great ideas!

51
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98

I like the idea of increasing access to green space. I also like that we are taking advantage of an
unused space that already exists, as opposed to demolishing homes and disrupting communities
that are established.

5/30/2018 6:31 PM

99

I appreciate this idea and hope it happens. Durham really needs to be more connected through
non-car transit! Please just ensure low income people are helped too!

5/30/2018 6:25 PM

100

Increasing the distance that the hike/bike trails go to get into the main part of the city! This will
definitely enhance the beauty and interest in our city.

5/30/2018 6:16 PM

101

Parking somewhere is always a good thing, especially if you just want to walk a portion.

5/30/2018 2:51 PM

102

I appreciate the understanding that the trail is transportation, not just recreation.

5/30/2018 1:05 PM

103

n/a

5/30/2018 1:03 PM

104

Making Durham more bikeable and walkable will reduce traffic and parking issues

5/30/2018 12:20 PM

105

Love that we're doing this! Truly wonderful. Thank you all. My only concern is that it doesn't really
facilitate actual transportation per se. Would like to see more improvement of trail north along
Boylin trail.

5/30/2018 12:17 PM

106

There are a lot of great ideas here and I'm very excited for this project. I love the idea of a
bouldering/rock climbing area, especially since indoor bouldering can be so expensive! Promoting
community gardens that serve the local neighborhood is also a great idea and would be an asset
to the surrounding areas.

5/30/2018 12:15 PM

I know this isn't the feedback you're looking for, but I would like to see some of the associated
funds go to Durham's Eviction Diversion Program:
https://www.google.com/amp/amp.heraldsun.com/opinion/article211617869.html I am on DOST,
but there's no sense in anything we do if we keep losing residents at this rate. The wonderful thing
about municipal parks and trails is that that have no admissions fee- they can be enjoyed by
anyone, so long as that person can travel there. If people are forced to leave Durham though due
to rising housing costs, we will have fewer people enjoying our trails and open spaces, which is
the opposite of what we strive for.

5/30/2018 12:00 PM

108

I think the more walkable and bikable a city is, there is more of a chance for interesting urban
development.

109

Durham Belt Line Survey - Draft Master Plan

SurveyMonkey

120

I like the plan. I want a commitment to funding a definite timeline ASAP. If possible build the trail to
connect these neighborhoods to downtown immediately, and add the amenities later if that saves
time. Time is important here. This has been talked about since at least 2006. The human lifespan
only has so many decades in it.

5/29/2018 5:44 PM

121

It is making great use of relatively unused space. The Belt Line will become a new landmark in
Durham. It provides a safer way for pedestrians and bikes to cross a large section of Durham.

5/29/2018 4:38 PM

122

preserved greenspace, ecological transportation corridor, neighborhood connectivity, all ages and
adult fitness opportunities

5/29/2018 3:07 PM

123

Love it. Build it!

5/29/2018 1:34 PM

124

The research behind the plan is exceptional. Understanding the micro environment is essential.

5/29/2018 11:41 AM

125

The Durham Belt Line could be transformative for downtown Durham, if designed and
implemented properly. It would provide not only a strip of important green space to downtown
Durham, but also a site for recreational exercising (walking, running, biking) and a logical
connection for non-motorized transportation in the downtown area and beyond.

5/29/2018 11:15 AM

126

I like that this trail will allow people to travel from Avondale dr to downtown by foot or bike without
getting on the street. That is huge positive. I like that there is a plan for an urban park downtown.
We need to maintain the little green space that downtown has.

5/29/2018 9:24 AM

127

Lots of open green space - love the amount of park space being developed, especially downtown
between Chapel Hill St and Morgan St. I'm very excited for this area as a downtown resident.

5/29/2018 9:14 AM

128

I believe it increases the walkability and bike-ability of our neighborhoods.

5/28/2018 9:28 AM

129

I love the plan! If everything goes as planned then I can't wait.

5/28/2018 12:36 AM

130

i have some concerns as i live right next to this 1.7 mi greenway on hollywood. i am concerned
about the extra access and crime in the area as well as impact on wildlife

5/26/2018 6:47 PM

131

It's a great plan that connects north and south trails and adds a connection east. It's beautiful and
hope it becomes a reality.

5/25/2018 3:27 PM

5/30/2018 11:56 AM

132

I think safety for train connections is really important alongside insuring safety for people who own
or rent property that is agecent to the greenway.

5/25/2018 3:13 PM

Connection to traditionally underprivileged areas (e.g. east durham) is very important to me and
love the inclusion and the connectors to main streets and public transportation options

5/30/2018 11:24 AM

133

5/25/2018 2:53 PM

110

I like the accessibility it introduces for those who would like to seek alternative transportation (ie:
not driving a car). It would nicely connect our neighborhoods to others in an exciting way!

5/30/2018 11:19 AM

This team is really thinking BIG and thinking outside of the North Carolina box, thank you! I am an
NC native, and while I am proud of so many aspects of our culture and where we live, we are
severely lacking in destination greenways and parks. Thank you for looking at designs in major
metros in the Northeast and beyond. These outcomes are attainable here for all to enjoy.

111

I think this is amazing. I fully stand behind these great ideas in order to boost health, physical
activity, and a community.

5/30/2018 10:57 AM

134

It is visionary--very exciting for our neighborhood to be part of this plan.

5/25/2018 2:48 PM

135

I love it, I just worry about underprivileged families - access, balance and crime

5/25/2018 2:43 PM

112

I am very excited about ease of access to this downtown gem.

5/30/2018 10:34 AM

136

I like the vegetation plan a lot and the focus on reducing pollution in Ellerbee Creek

5/25/2018 2:18 PM

113

I like the idea of using the old railways (is there a way to keep some of that aesthetic and history?).
I like that you are trying to be equitable (how, though?). I love the idea of adding green space to
already developed places and making the city itself more pedestrian-bike friendly. This is a great
step on the way to making the city majority public transportation use.

5/30/2018 10:03 AM

137

Very exciting! I love the fact that it will be right outside my door!

5/25/2018 1:40 PM

138

Great work!

5/25/2018 1:11 PM

139
5/30/2018 9:55 AM

The focus on equity, improving or expanding the tree canopy, and emphasize native plants and
species.

5/25/2018 12:42 PM

I am happy to see this being developed. I grew up in Durham near Duke Park and used to play
around the tracks where they crossed Glendale Ave. I never could have envisioned something like
this back then (1960's).

140

Very excited about this. It will make Durham more attractive to visitors and newcomers and
improve property values.

5/25/2018 12:24 PM

115

I like the variety of options.

5/30/2018 9:46 AM

141

I think adding more green space is great. Especially in and around downtown which is increasingly
losing tree cover.

5/30/2018 9:18 AM

This seems well thought out, and I'm impressed with the variety of suggestions for the
programmable spaces. Also, basing this plan on an existing path through the town is brilliant.

5/24/2018 6:47 PM

116

142

Using the abandoned rail roads

5/21/2018 9:50 AM

117

Like it!!!!

5/29/2018 9:24 PM

143

I really like the use of open spaces between Washington Street and downtown.

5/29/2018 8:09 PM

I like that it will finally give us good access to downtown from our house. We currently have to walk
in the street and areas lacking sidewalks and deal with non working crosswalks

5/20/2018 8:45 PM

118
119

Access to greenspace, whats not to like?!

5/29/2018 5:47 PM

144

I think it's great! I don't have any constructive criticism. The research and passion is clearly here
for the Durham Belt Line. Honestly, I think anything remotely close to the plan would be absolutely
wonderful.

5/20/2018 8:41 PM

107

114
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Q10 Is there anything you don't like about the plan or think the plan is
lacking? Please enter your comments below.
Answered: 118

RESPONSES

DATE

1

My concern is with the "Infill Housing" on the Concept Map. What is the nature of this housing and
why is it included? I don't see any explanation in the documents though I can't access the full plan
due to an "invalid link." The map in the Draft Plan shows Acadia St. crossing Markham Ave to the
Beltline where it actually currently comes to a T—has the city approved an extension of the road?
That area is very wild and natural—living near there, we experience a lot of wildlife activity. It would
be a shame to see that habitat lost in the name of a "greenway." My understanding is those lots
are unbuildable due to the creek back there, so I hope the city isn't ignoring those concerns in
support of development. I think a good approach would be for you to reach out to the
neighborhood associations & email lists (Duke Park & Old North Durham) to see their thoughts on
this part of the plan. If a new road is going to be built, the neighborhood ought to have input—I
doubt many are expecting this unless they are looking closely at the Plan here. I think more
transparency and communication is in order. Thank you for listening to my concerns.

6/25/2018 10:58 PM

2

I'd like to see trails throughout the city.

6/25/2018 9:19 PM

3

N/A

6/25/2018 3:57 PM

4

This is a good opportunity to build in security kiosks. Also, I'd would like to see solar powered
lighting utilized. Finally, that same rail line continues north through parts of the city that would
surely benefit from such a trail. If the trail is developed further north it could join or cross the MTS
trail.

6/25/2018 3:52 PM

I think this trail should be well-lit to prevent it from becoming a haven for criminal activity. This
could be feasible with solar street lights or similar along the trail.

6/25/2018 3:41 PM

IMPORTANT: Needs to have signalized and raised crossing at Roxboro St. I guarantee that there
will be fatalities here. Every effort needs to be made to separate and protect trail users from
vehicle traffic on Roxboro St.

6/25/2018 10:15 AM

7

I am concerned about the underdeveloped connection between the ATT and the new trail. One of
the most serious issues bike and ped trails suffer from is "fragmentarization". This trail should be
tied into the amazing Durham bike/ped asset of ATT and connect residents to the central bus
stations - right now what connection is not fully addressed.

6/25/2018 7:39 AM

8

Equity. Consult with the community members least likely to know about this. Do they want this?
How will this impact them? Will further gentrification continue to push them out? How can this be
addressed?

6/24/2018 9:28 PM

9

It seems very “busy” (so to speak) with a lot of development. Scaling back on the “this will be here
and that will be there” and more simple belt line would be good, in my opinion.

6/24/2018 7:01 AM

10

not yet

6/22/2018 1:15 PM

11

Please consider trail access to/from local schools so that there is a safe way for school children to
access and enjoy the trail, as individuals as well as entire classes.

6/19/2018 8:49 AM

12

Not sure.

6/18/2018 11:43 AM

13

Need to respect and educate users on unique history of neighborhoods the trail crosses

6/17/2018 7:28 PM

14

I see that there's a tunnel to the Durham Light Rail Station near the trail head. Eventually there
needs to be direct access to the Durham Bus Station from both this trail head and the Amtrack
station.

6/16/2018 10:28 AM

15

No

6/15/2018 5:27 PM

16

I would personally like to see more adult exercise equipment along the route, although I don't have
a clear idea of what that might be.

6/15/2018 8:05 AM

6
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17

Use art throughout the entire trail, rather than "art opportunities. Get the artist involved in the early
stages, before the final design has been done, in order to benefit from more holistic design
thoughts.

6/12/2018 9:29 PM

18

It has not yet been seriously integrated into the existing and future regional greenway system
(examples: lack of connection(s) to existing North-South trail, poorly thought out connection to
ATT, lack of identification of existing and future trip generators/destinations like South Ellerbe
Wetland, Durham Central Park, etc.)

6/12/2018 4:26 PM

19

I think housing and equity should be included in the "Highlights" if it is truly a priority.

6/12/2018 7:48 AM

20

I have not read through the whole plan, but my main concern as a single mom using the greenway,
would be safety, in that there are clear sightlines, sufficient lighting, and not too secluded. I don't
know if there are any plans for any security? given that it is a green area going through urban
areas.

6/12/2018 7:41 AM

21

Concern about displacement and gentrification

6/12/2018 12:15 AM

22

Would like to see some information/education about the history of the district neighborhoods the
belt line crosses.

6/11/2018 8:15 PM

23

I'm curious about timeline or if there are other factors that could prevent this plan from becoming a
reality.

6/11/2018 6:32 PM

24

N/A

6/11/2018 4:48 PM

25

I like the idea of having little parks and playgrounds, but I am concerned about the maintenance of
these over time. It seems like they could be neglected eyesores.

6/11/2018 2:35 PM

26

It may be implied but I don’t see any direct reference not only to maintaining but developing
existing natural resources e.g. tree canopy, bird habitats

6/11/2018 11:30 AM

27

Would love to make the downtown loop two way!!

6/11/2018 10:54 AM

28

I would like an additional connection at the Acadia ROW since it shortens the distance to Duke
Park and is a safer exit than the mid-block connection at Glendale.

6/9/2018 3:03 PM

29

Reach to more neighborhoods west and east of the plan that don’t have safe biking and walking
access.

6/8/2018 2:30 PM

30

I have some concerns about safety on the trail. We've had some incidents on the Ellerbe Creek
Trail and I want to make sure that the maintenance and access to call boxes maintains a wonderful
open space that people feel safe using. I also have concerns about affordable housing. My
neighborhood is being rapidly changed with unaffordable housing being introduced (see the
Pleiades Modern Houses on Glendale as a great example of houses that do not fit our
neighborhood, or the new townhouses that will be built on Geer).

6/8/2018 1:45 PM

31

I'm ambivalent, to be honest. On the one, new mixed-use greenspaces are always nice. On the
other hand, I'm concerned that it will divert resources from affordable housing (increased property
values in neighborhoods such as Trinity Park and Old North seem to be counterproductive to
affordable housing). I'm also concerned that there will be a push to encourage bicyclists to use
greenways rather than existing roadways, which, in the long run, is counterproductive both to
reducing the city's reliance on automobile-based transportation and to making bicyclists accepted
users of roadways.

6/8/2018 10:42 AM

32

Please pay close attention to traffic issues and how they impact the trail's safety.

6/8/2018 9:59 AM

33

build it quicker!

6/8/2018 9:11 AM

34

I don't like Durham's approach to landscaping. There is a tendancy to mow, spray with round up,
or ignore. Being intentional about the planting all along the trail, reintroducing native plants, and
getting invasives out would be great. Even around stream protection areas, you can do better.
Right now, most open spaces with water in them look like the city forgot they exist.

6/8/2018 8:36 AM

35

Trails go through high crime areas. Not equitable.

6/7/2018 9:05 PM

Skipped: 199

#

5

Durham Belt Line Survey - Draft Master Plan

36

I think it's an overblown and bloated project.

6/7/2018 8:20 PM

37

So far, I have not seen anything negative about the plan.

6/7/2018 4:24 PM
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In order to realize the full intent of the plan, especially equity, there must be more opportunity for
community engagement and input from African American and other citizens of color as well as
other residents who stand to become more disconnected by the project. Again, failures in urban
areas such as Atlanta as well as possible successes in areas such as D.C. should more fully,
intentionally, and strategically factored into the Durham plan so that there is every chance of
creating a safe, green space but also a better quality of life for all of the community. It is better to
take more time and ensure that everyone has had an opportunity to engage in and trust in the plan
than to under-appreciate or overlook the impact that failed or false promises have had on the
historically black community.

6/7/2018 2:15 PM

39

I own a home right next the trail and right next to a proposed entrance (Greenleaf St). My
neighborhood is quiet and the street is only used by residents and their guests. My worry is how
this will change the character of my neighborhood/home for the worse, increase foot traffic on my
dead end street, provide easier access to our homes for crime, use of residential streets as
parking for the trail. It has crossed my mind that if these issues aren't adequately address I would
consider selling my home and moving if quality of life impacts of the trail are too negative. I'm
concerned these factors have not been adequately considered by the plan.

40

Durham Belt Line Survey - Draft Master Plan

SurveyMonkey

54

I'd love to better understand the connection points for the beltline -- I would love to see it achieve a
true loop somehow/ someway, but I don't know how feasible that would be beyond the current
plan.

6/4/2018 4:25 PM

55

As mentioned earlier we need more effort and research in the category of equity.

6/4/2018 9:48 AM

56

Outline of specific comments or wishes from residents and stakeholders SPECIFICALLY from
inside the study region seem lacking. For example, do people living in property adjacent to the trail
know of this project and have comments about this? I believe the plan document should
specifically address or outline quotes/trends in comments from such stakeholders.

6/3/2018 4:50 PM

6/7/2018 8:22 AM

57

I'd like to see/hear more detail about the connections via W Chapel Hill St. and the neighborhoods
there. Also more about building in safety--lighting, emergency call stations, visibility, safe space for
bicycles and pedestrians--preventing motorized vehicle access, any street crossings, any lessons
learned from ATL, NY, etc? Also, parking, and more detail on shading to allow enjoyment during
warm-hot months which seems present through trees but perhaps more detail on it. Also I think
the transit connections to it are important although I couldn't add it on a previous answer due to the
answer limitations.

6/3/2018 11:39 AM

No

6/7/2018 6:52 AM

58

No.

6/2/2018 1:30 PM

41

Lacking inclusiveness/connections to east Durham neighborhoods on edge of downtown like
Cleveland Holloway and Golden Belt

6/6/2018 5:04 PM

59

Like the plan but want to ensure that environmental impact is a minimal as possible

6/2/2018 12:20 PM

60
No

6/6/2018 4:50 PM

43

I think it would be nice to have a flagship elevated viewpoint or architected bridge or large-scale
public art or something else that is a major draw for this facility, in addition to the base trail and
other accessory features that are planned.

6/6/2018 1:19 PM

Shady spots to rest in small groups, not just in big spots. How can we better connect to east side identify/establish feeder trails there. Will people park for events or to walk the trail - where does it
connect to parking lots?

6/1/2018 1:36 PM

42

61

It looks very comprehensive to me.

6/1/2018 1:29 PM

62

See my comments above

6/1/2018 12:09 PM

There are limited comments about trail safety. The American Tobacco Trail makes the news when
a crime is committed on the trail. This trail will be more open and in a more populated area but
crime often occurs in the off-hours when few people are out.

6/6/2018 10:29 AM
63

6/1/2018 11:31 AM

45

Could the trails envisioned eventually become a part of the "big picture" greenway system
throughout the Triangle? It would be amazing to have safe green spaces like this to connect all of
the green trails throughout the Triangle. This would make safe space for people who commute on
bicycles across city/county lines.

6/6/2018 9:41 AM

Safety on the trail is a concern, as it is with any trail. But getting lots of people out on this trail, I'm
guessing, is the best way to address this. Also, I'm concerned about gentrification and
displacement of current renters and homeowners because of increasing property values. I realize
that gentrification will happen regardless. But I hate to see our population in Durham become
more homogenous because of unrestrained development of any kind, including that of
greenspace.

64
I think the most important thing for this project to do is emphasize and assure Durham residents
that the project is not intended to just cater to wealthy residents and tourists. It should incorporate
as much art and influence from the community so that EVERYONE feels welcome to use it, and to
make it unique from other greenways around the country.

6/6/2018 7:05 AM

I do not like the plans for commercial/retail redevelopment opportunities at the Avondale Terminus.
This area needs to be treated very sensitively given the gentrification that is happening. Further,
bringing in new retail/commercial development will greatly increase the congestion of Avondale,
which is already a heavily clogged thoroughfare.

6/1/2018 9:53 AM

46

65
It's not necessarily that I don't like this plan, but I think some of the other "future" trails should be
higher priority. Many of the neighborhoods serviced by this plan are already serviced by existing
trails and have generally good access to downtown. The Goose Creek Trail and other greenways
are desperately needed to better connect east Durham and improve safety for pedestrians and
cyclists wishing to access downtown from east Durham neighborhoods and even east of Miami
Blvd. It's ridiculous that I live less than 3 miles from my workplace in downtown and cannot safely
bike there.

6/6/2018 4:15 AM

Give attention to the way nearby foliage and trees will continue to extend root systems. Ellerbee
Creek trail, for example, is suffering significant breaks as roots push through the pavement.

5/31/2018 5:17 PM

47

66

Nothing I don't like, but want to emphasize that lighting & safety are so important. Whether that's
with police patrols or community measures, no one will use the trail if it feels unsafe or "sketchy." A
similar trail in DC ran into issues with bike commuters being mugged on their way to/from work - I
would hate for these trails to feel isolated & become areas open to criminal activity.

5/31/2018 4:17 PM

67

No. Please start construction.

5/31/2018 2:28 PM

48

no

6/5/2018 11:09 PM

68

With greenspace so scarce in the Durham's core, I don't see the need to throw some away for a
few houses near Washington street. We're better off focusing on maximizing existing residential
lots for affordability.

6/5/2018 10:42 PM

cannot stress enough the need to plan for ongoing maintenance. this requires budget to match. it
would be a shame to put in a lot of plantings and then turn it over to general services and have
their mowers cut it all down a couple of years later.

5/31/2018 1:27 PM

49

69

Restrooms

6/5/2018 5:06 PM

I think if this isn't handled correctly, it will greatly increase housing prices, displace current
residents (especially on the east end of the trail), and mainly benefit wealthy residents.

5/31/2018 1:16 PM

50
51

Taste in art varies from individual to individual. I don't like the idea of a small group of individuals
dictating what art is seen by everyone. Art will find its way on its own. Concentrate on creating
bike lanes and community spaces.

6/5/2018 12:52 PM

70

I think the proposed parking along Roxboro is not necessary for the trail to function well. I view the
trail as more infrastructure for the surrounding neighborhoods than a destination.

5/31/2018 11:18 AM

71

N/A

5/31/2018 10:24 AM

52

I didn't notice any mention of call boxes or cameras. Safety should be a priority otherwise people
won't use the trail.

6/5/2018 11:43 AM

72

5/31/2018 9:41 AM

53

There is an extremely weak emphasis on affordable and accessible housing; Durham needs far
more of each of these, rather than the upscale market this project is likely to foster. It's a step in
the right direction, but not as comprehensive a plan as is necessary.

6/5/2018 11:32 AM

I'm worried about the impact of this plan on economic inequality. I think housing around the trail
will become much more expensive. I appreciate that these concerns are reflected in the plan, but I
think the remedies to the problems will be limited by the inability of Durham to regulate prices and
affordability placed on the city by the state government.

44
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73

SurveyMonkey

I am a little concerned about who will be doing the "infill housing" development at those points
specified on the plan, given that the access to the trail will probably dramatically increase the value
of the surrounding neighborhoods, and am hopeful that the city can mitigate the resulting
displacement of low income people in those areas. it would also be great if the plan could
somehow tie into the water along the tabacco trail in the south just below the freeway because
that waterway has great potential for a fabulous stream/play area and amenity for the public, but is
currently mostly a trash dump and kudzu nightmare.

5/31/2018 9:31 AM

Much of the plan is focused on design, which is necessary. However, I would like to see this
project put equity and affordability first. I know this has been a long process already, but my
concern is that we rush through the planning phase. This is our opportunity to correct some of the
development mistakes of the recent past, and to protect the adjacent neighborhoods that might not
be well organized.

5/31/2018 8:56 AM

75

I would like the plan to include a safer bicycle connection to Ninth Street along Trinity Avenue.

76
77

Durham Belt Line Survey - Draft Master Plan

SurveyMonkey

91

A definitive plan for protecting our most vulnerable neighbors. Also, how accessible is the plan?
Will you use anti-homelessness architecture (please don't). What about lighting? Will there be
safety call boxes? This is a long space and will have plenty of places where mugging and sexual
assault could occur.

5/30/2018 10:03 AM

92

My problem with all trails is that I feel like a sitting duck for the occasional bad actor. That said, I
have never experienced any problems, only read about others who had.

5/30/2018 9:55 AM

93

Durham has a thriving running community. There needs to be more support for them - security
posts like the ATT and potable water available year round.

5/30/2018 9:46 AM

94

I did not see specific plans to ensure safe and visible street crossings. Additionally, creating
specific, defined trail and park access points may reduce crime as noted in recommendations for
the ATC.

5/30/2018 9:18 AM

5/31/2018 8:48 AM

95

No

5/29/2018 9:24 PM

It's lacking an immediate opening date.

5/30/2018 10:54 PM

96

5/30/2018 9:40 PM

My concern is how this belt line will be different, more used than American Tobacco; I am
especially worried about the wooded areas if the Beltline is not heavily used

5/29/2018 8:09 PM

worry that it is still a little general and therefore might lack urgency/commitment to do specific
things, especially at the 2 end points and in actually creating the good connections where they
have been identified.

97

I have full confidence in the plan developers to make it the best possible in the budget allowed!

5/29/2018 5:47 PM

98
5/30/2018 7:34 PM

I know some people who live in houses on Lynch St (after Shawnee crossing) whose house would
back up right against the trail. They are a little concerned that without some sort of barrier, people
could wander right into their backyard. Perhaps this is already planned.

5/29/2018 5:44 PM

While it is nice. There needs to be increased security for most to feel safe. Petty crimes and the
homeless seem to creep up on people on the current trails mailing it difficult to want to use those
trails for fear of being mugged, harassed or have an imunsafe feeling. Lots of lighting, security
posts and presence would be great!

99

5/29/2018 3:25 PM

79

I would like to see the city provide access to drinking fountains along the trail.

5/30/2018 6:31 PM

80

May be too grandiose. "Perfection is the enemy of the good." Don't let all the enhancements ('bells
& whistles) get in the way of just building a trail so folks can have access to a way to get into town
without using the roads.

5/30/2018 6:16 PM

I'm confused about why neighborhoods to the south are not being consulted. I stumbled on this
website by accident. There has been no outreach at all for us, even though we are within walking
distance of downtown. A walkable Durham is in everyones' interest whether this trail goes directly
through one's neighborhood or not.

100

5/29/2018 1:34 PM

81

Who will actually use the trail and benefit from it? It is an attractive project, but equity and
considering needs for affordable housing should be a major concern.

5/30/2018 3:59 PM

I am not sure what the lighting plans are for the trail but would be unhappy if the lights were visible
at night from the homes in my neighborhood (Glendale Ave) which is pretty close to the trail.
Maybe keep lighting close to the ground (if needed) and not high up on poles visible from a
distance.

82

There's no public bathrooms or water fountains.

5/30/2018 1:05 PM

101

It is not big/bold enough. The "Path of Innovation" should incorporate all future transportation
technologies and become truly urban.

5/29/2018 11:41 AM

83

Needs much better outreach and discussion. There should be a strong emphasis placed on
connecting with surrounding neighborhoods, neighborhood stabilization, and infill with new
affordable housing and workforce housing. Market forces have gotten increasingly out of control
and will only get worse. Not everyone needs a 2,500 sq ft home or luxury housing. How about
micro-housing and efficiency units?

5/30/2018 1:03 PM

102

Please assure that there will be trees.

5/29/2018 11:15 AM

103

I would like to see the trail think about those neighborhoods on the other side of 85.

5/29/2018 10:02 AM

104

5/29/2018 9:24 AM

84

Seems a little bit overly ambitious. Would think we could do something a little less extensive
(width, green space on all sides, etc.). If we can pull this off, great, but if not, I'd think a slightly
scaled back version would be great too.

5/30/2018 12:17 PM

I do not like the term "redevelopment" as in the Washington st area. Redevelopment is often
coded language for gentrification and displacement. We are quite developed here and this area
provides affordable housing close to downtown as well as green space for wildlife. I don't like the
over programming of the neighborhood sections.

105
An adventure playground would be a great addition, as there are only a few currently in the US
but interest is growing. They would allow a place for local children to explore, be creative, and
practice independence. The playground in Berkley or play:groundNYC are great examples.

5/30/2018 12:15 PM

- A clear connection to the American Tobacco Trail sound of the Bull's stadium would be a huge
plus. - If not already planned several bike tool stations would be nice along the route.

5/29/2018 9:14 AM

85

106

Wouldn't it be great if the trail could eventually loop back to the downtown area, going beyond the
Avondale area! Maybe someday, one step at a time.

5/26/2018 7:18 PM

Just please focus on affordable housing!!! I cannot stress this enough. I grew up outside Boston
and I watched it turn from a nice enough city to an absolutely gorgeous one- but now no one
except the ultra rich can afford to live there. It's meant hardship for former residents who now have
much more complicated commutes to get to their job. What good is revitalization if it forces out the
people intended to be the primary beneficiaries?

5/30/2018 12:00 PM
107

see above

5/26/2018 6:47 PM

108

Please make sure everything is well-lit

5/25/2018 8:30 PM

109

5/25/2018 3:27 PM

87

I don’t like the proposed parking on roxboro and Shawnee. I would like to see police on bicycles
doing random patrols to ensure safety.

5/30/2018 11:56 AM

Safety is a concern. We've had incidents on the American Tobacco and Ellerbee Creek trails. My
wife won't use trails alone anymore. It has to be a safe place. Also maintenance. I've seen trails
degrade after sewer and other maintenance vehicles get in there and leave the trails with cracks,
mud and sand.

88

this city needs more security this trail is a waste of money

5/30/2018 11:08 AM

110

I wish it were a little bit longer. I understand it is using the old railway. However, I feel it is a little
too short. If bikers wanted to go on this trail, they would not benefit from it enough since it is less
than 2 miles.

5/30/2018 10:57 AM

90

Please start the project, no more meetings, no more consultant fees, no more politics. Apex -= the
peak of better living - has more trails than Durham does.

5/30/2018 10:11 AM

Accessibility and use of the trail has been very well thought out. I would strongly encourage a
partnership with a major foundation or other organization for us to create a destination art
installation. Generate a reason for people to visit Durham, to live in Durham, and to celebrate
together. Think: something you want a photo with to show all of your friends and family. Please
also emphasize your investment in wayfinding signage. Branding of this project will be critical to
success. Durham has a poor track record of appropriate signage and we need to turn that around
with this project. Last item-- bathrooms. We need to provide viable public facilities to all
Durhamites.

5/25/2018 2:53 PM

89

111

I hope that the funding can be found.

5/25/2018 2:48 PM

74

78

86
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112

More connections from East of Roxboro. Especially E Geer. I saw dotted lines going through
Corporation St, but I'm not sure how that would work in terms of crossing Mangum and Roxboro.
East Durham has the worst bike safety in all of Durham and as a cyclist I'm constantly being
passed at high speeds by motorists who seem to believe that E Geer, Elizabeth, Alston, Roxboro
and Magnum are highways. The focus of the beltline seems to be an area that is already
economically booming (I understand that the plan is based on city-owned land and the old railway)
but I'd love to see more connections from these other areas, especially to Durham Station. Low
income residents need the bus lines more and should have access to them.

5/25/2018 2:18 PM

113

restaurants/other venues

5/25/2018 1:40 PM

114

Would love to see art installations and learning areas focus on railroad and tobacco industry as it is
part of the fabric of Durham history.

5/25/2018 1:11 PM

115

The inability to understand the interim milestones so that the public is made aware of when the
project is on/off track.

5/25/2018 12:24 PM

116

There is no "plan," just a laundry list of possibilities, many of them unobtainable or fiscally
unfeasible. Why didn't the firm present alternatives with a cost analysis?

5/25/2018 11:38 AM

117

As long as the consideration for affordable housing in the vicinity is considered, I'm not going to be
unhappy.

5/24/2018 6:47 PM

118

I think more historical content of Durham could be included.

5/21/2018 9:50 AM
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CPTED ANALYSIS
CRIME PREVENTION THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN

CPTED emerged from multidisciplinary research in the mid 20th century focusing on how environmental
characteristics can deter criminal activity and encourage human behaviors that promote social control
of public spaces. The definition of CPTED analysis factors continues to evolve. For the purposes of this
analysis, CPTED was defined as the following:
1. Natural Surveillance
Natural surveillance increases the perceived risk of attempting deviant actions by
improving visibility of potential offenders to the general public.
2. Access Control
Natural access control limits the opportunity for crime by taking steps to clearly
differentiate between public space and private space.
3. Territoriality
Territorial reinforcement promotes social control through increased definition of space and
improved proprietary concern.
4. Maintenance
Maintenance is an expression of ownership of property. Deterioration indicates less control
by the intended users of a site and indicate a greater tolerance of disorder.
5. Activity
Activity support increases the use of a built environment for safe activities with the intent
of increasing the risk of detection of criminal and undesirable activities.

The Durham Belt Line will occupy a rail line extending from Downtown north and east into adjacent
neighborhoods. Transforming what was once an industrial corridor into a linear park offers a series of
challenges to trail safety. What was once a largely non-visible and rear facing corridor will become a
highly visible community-focused amenity. Some of the biggest short-term safety risks are associated with
the relative inactivity and lack of visibility along adjacent land uses. These inactive areas include surface
parking lots, and the rear yards of adjacent uses. Future redevelopment along the Belt Line will address the
safety risks associated with lack of views and active linear park edges.
Additionally, although there is no previous evidence of patterns of crime along the existing rail corridor,
research suggests that the characteristics of trail-street intersections can impact perceived and actual trail
safety. This appendix communicates CPTED concepts through diagrams describing selected locations
along the future Belt Line.
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CPTED ANALYSIS DIAGRAMS

The diagrams on the following pages identify
potential safety issues as well as solution
strategies for consideration in the Belt Line
design and planning.
Use the legend at right to reference the
CPTED principles in the diagrams.

ACCESS CONTROL
Limit the opportunity for
crime through strategies that
clearly differentiate between
public and private space
TERRITORIALIAL
REINFORCEMENT
Promote social control
through increased defintion
of space and improved
proprietary concern
NATURAL SURVEILLANCE
Increase the perceived risk of
attempting deviant actions by
improving visibility of potential
offenders to the general public
ACTIVITY SUPPORT
Increase the use of a built
environment for safe activities
with the intent of increasing the
risk of detection of criminal and
undesirable activities
MAINTENANCE
Express ownership of property.
Deterioration indicates less
control by the intended users of
a site and greater tolerance of
disorder
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Access Control
No significant issues
Territoriality
Some parts of the Belt Line are adjacent to rear parking,
service areas and residential yards. Clear boundaries between the Durham Belt Line and other uses can encourage
access from planned locations.
Natural Surveillance
There are parking areas without surveillance near the
Durham Belt Line. These unsupervised cars could attract
opportunity crimes like car break-ins. Monitor surface parking areas to determine if additional security is required until
adjacent areas become more active.

Activity
Integrating Durham History Hub programming into Belt Line
use can contribute to overall activity and the perception of
safety. Integration with use and users of Amtrak station can
contribute to perception of safety.
Notes
The proposed redevelopment of the Durham History Hub
as well as east of Great Jones St will impact perception of
area safety. Increased development can be designed to
promote CPTED by enabling natural surveillance and
defining clear boundaries between the Beltline and its
urban edges.

Access Control
No significant issues

Maintenance
No significant issues

Territoriality
Some parts of the Durham Belt Line are adjacent to rear
parking, service areas and residential yards. Clear boundaries between the Durham Belt Line and other uses can
encourage access from planned locations.

Activity
There is a lack of adjacent outdoor activity that could
promote the perception of safety. There are opportunities
to activate the access points of the Durham Belt Line with
temporary and pop-up activities that promote desirable
social activities.

Natural Surveillance
There are parking areas without surveillance near the
Durham Belt Line. These unsupervised cars could attract
opportunity crimes like car break-ins. Monitor surface parking areas to determine if additional security is required until
adjacent areas become more active.

Maintenance
No significant issues
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S ELLERBE RESTORATION
PROJECT

Access Control
No significant issues
Territoriality
Some parts of the Durham Belt Line are adjacent to rear
parking, service areas and residential yards. Clear boundaries between the Durham Belt Line and other uses can
encourage access from planned locations.
Natural Surveillance
There are some obstructed views into the Durham Belt Line
from the street. Maintenance of existing vegetation can
promote natural surveillance, and better visual access by
police vehicles.
Maintenance
Overgrown vegetation north of W. Corporation St. conveys
an image of lack of Durham Belt Line maintenance. Landscape maintenance can improve the perception that the
trail is cared for and deter anti-social activities.
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Activity
No significant issues
Notes
There are parking areas without surveillance near the
Durham Belt Line. These unsupervised cars could attract
opportunity crimes like car break-ins. Monitor surface parking areas to determine if additional security is required until
adjacent areas become more active.

Access Control
There is a clear path to the Ellerbe Creek Trail, but there is
currently a lack of clear pedestrian access to the Durham
Belt Line (elevated). Belt Line trail access can be
integrated into S Ellerbe Creek Restoration Project
planning to clearly identify desired trail access.

Maintenance
Although the Durham Belt Line is elevated in this section,
Overgrown vegetation conveys an image of lack of Durham
Belt Line maintenance. Landscape maintenance can
improve the perception that the trail is cared for and deter
anti-social activities.

Territoriality
Although the Durham Belt Line is elevated in this section,
the embankments meet the rear yards of adjacent residential. The Durham Belt Line design can provide privacy
to residential areas, and more clearly define the boundary
between the trail area and other uses.

Activity
No significant issues

Natural Surveillance
No significant issues

Notes
The proposed S Ellerbe Creek Restoration Project offers a
unique opportunity to activate the street and integrate with
the Ellerbe Creek and Durham Belt Line Trails.
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Access Control
The sidewalk on the west side of N. Roxboro St. is in
disrepair and makes access difficult. The Durham Belt Line
design can be coordinated with sidewalk improvements to
improve access and delineate the Beltline from adjacent
areas.

Maintenance
Overgrown vegetation in the Durham Belt Line areas along
the street conveys an image of lack of Durham Belt line
maintenance. Landscape maintenance can improve the
perception that the trail is cared for and deter anti-social
activities.

Territoriality
There is a lack of clear delineation between the Durham
Belt Line and adjacent residential areas. The Durham Belt
Line design can provide privacy to residential areas, and
more clearly define the boundary between the trail area and
other uses.

Activity
No significant issues

Natural Surveillance
There is a lack of visibility from adjacent uses to the
Durham Belt Line, particularly along the west side of N.
Roxboro St. Maintenance of existing vegetation can
promote natural surveillance, and better visual access by
police vehicles.
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Notes
A vacant parcel close to the Durham Belt Line. It has
potential to facilitate trail access as well as support trail
compatible uses.

Access Control
There is currently a lack of clear pedestrian access to the
Durham Belt Line (below grade in this section) and lack
of a sidewalk on the West side of Avondale Dr. Durham
Belt Line trail access can be integrated into Avondale Dr.
pedestrian improvements that allow access to the below
grade trail, and define the boundary between the Durham
Belt Line and the surrounding area.
Territoriality
The area around the Durham Belt Line has well-defined
boundaries between private and public spaces. However, it
is predominately auto-oriented and not pedestrian friendly.
The Durham Belt Line design can create more pedestrian
comfort while retaining define the boundary between the
trail area and other uses.

Natural Surveillance
There is a lack of visibility from adjacent uses to the
Durham Belt Line, particularly along Avondale Dr. Maintenance of existing vegetation can promote natural surveillance, and better visual access by police vehicles.
Maintenance
Overgrown vegetation in the Durham Belt Line areas along
the street conveys an image of lack of Durham Belt Line
maintenance. Landscape maintenance can improve the
perception that the trail is cared for and deter anti-social
activities.
Activity
No significant issues
Notes
Given the current limit of work (west side of Avondale Dr.),
there is an opportunity to comprehensively plan the
Durham Belt Line and the E.Trinity Ave. intersection as an
important urban trailhead.
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SOLUTION STRATEGIES

»»Extend maintenance from currently well-maintained Belt Line sections to those with overgrown

vegetation. Focus on maintenance that enables natural surveillance; promoting high visibility between
18” height and 8’ height throughout the Belt Line. This process can begin with the existing landscape in
advance of Belt Line construction. Promote natural surveillance from the street, including police vehicles.

»»Clearly define Belt Line access points and make intersections between the Belt Line and streets linking

to adjacent community functions as urban public spaces. Define the borders between the Belt Line and
adjacent areas. Defining the boundaries between public, semi-public, semi-private, and private spaces is
essential for communicating what areas are for public use and activity, and those that are not.

»»Promote safety through activity programming enabling positive social activities and discouraging

negative social activities. Promote a wide range of activities that represent the cultural diversity of the
city.

»»Locate public art, wayfinding, seating, and other placemaking elements to reinforce places where public
activity is encouraged.
»»Consider lighting that promotes trail safety but does not invite use when adjacent neighborhoods are not
able to naturally surveil the trail.
»»In the short term, the abundance of unsupervised surface parking lots adjacent to the Belt Line presents
the same challenge of potential crimes of opportunity, and car break-ins. Strategies should be pursued to
surveil and activate Belt Line edges in advance of development (pop-up and tactical urban approaches,
etc.)
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ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE &
SOCIAL EQUITY

Environmental Justice is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national
origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations,
and policies. Further, environmental decision-making is informed by the need to not increase environmental burdens on
disproportionately impacted (EJ) communities.
Social Equity in design and planning aspires to help people who live in disadvantaged neighborhoods access essential
services, including housing, employment, economic opportunity, and many other factors.
For this anlaysis, Environmental Justice and Social Equity were considered in the context of the existing issues facing
residents of the Durham Belt Line study area as well as anticipated impacts from Belt Line development. Vulnerable
populations were identified based on national trends and analysis of local context.

VULERNABLE POPULATION FACTORS

»»Residential segregation
»»Econcomic segregation by race
»»Proximity risks experienced by vulnerable populations
POTENTIALLY DISPROPORTIONATE IMPACTS
OF ENVIRONMENTAL BURDENS

»»Exposure and public health risks:

Toxics: Water Pollution, Soil Contamination

ANALYSIS FINDINGS

POTENTIALLY DISPROPORTIONATE IMPACTS
OF ECONOMIC TRENDS

»»Risks of Displacement

POTENTIALLY DISPROPORTIONATE IMPACTS
OF ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

»»Equitable access to affordable housing
»»Equitable access to transportation
»»Equitable access to open space

»»Toxics—No nationally documented sites in the project area, several adjacent
»»Demographics—Belt Line is a part of the historic west/east split between rich and poor, white and black Durham
»»Economic Trends—development south of Trinity is already driving land speculation and rising property values in the
area
»»Housing—almost 70% of current residents east of the Belt Line are renters and 60% spend 30% of their annual
household income on housing. These are both indicators of risk of displacement
»»Open Space—there are several parks within walking distance of much of the Belt Line already. However, residents
near Avondale Dr have less park access than the area overall
»»Safety+Policing—Aside from a small spike in property crimes near the Avondale Dr intersection, the highest crime

rates are downtown and south of the Belt Line. However, as with the ATT, unsupervised parking areas for users of the
Belt Line are a risk of car break ins and theft. Community protests against police brutality, racial profiling, and cityexpenditures for a new police station (instead of other priorities like affordable housing) indicate equitable policing
strategies need to emerge with development of the Durham Belt Line.

»»In summary, ½ mile study area surrounding the Belt Line already has all of the characteristics of vulnerable

communities at risk of being displaced by increased property values. This constitutes the biggest threat presented
by the development of the Durham Belt Line. Addressing this risk through layered community strategies can help
maximize the potential benefits of the Belt Line to Durham residents.
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OPPORTUNITIES

Many social equity issues operate at the site scale but are driven by forces operating at city and regional scales.
Aligning Belt Line planning with systems that could impact social equity issues could produce effective strategies.
Consider three equities:

»»Transportatin Equity
»»Open Space Equity
»»Housing Equity

TRANSPORTATION EQUITY
How can the Durham Belt Line be positioned to leverage
transportation equity?

»»The Durham Belt Line could become a non-

motorized corridor enabling improved access to Go
Triangle Transit and downtown mobility options.
Additionally, positioning the Belt Line to intercept
automobile users north of I-85 and facilitate nonmotorized transportation to downtown Durham.

»»Pursue complete streets improvements connecting

the Belt Line strongly to the area street network.
This includes bike lanes and sharrows, aligning bus
routes and stops to facilitate intermodal exchanges,
and identifying potential partnerships to share and
monitor existing off street parking in proximity of
the Belt Line.

OPEN SPACE EQUITY

How can the Durham Belt Line be positioned to leverage
open space equity?

»»The current Durham Belt Line study area intersects

different communities but is most closely tied with
more affluent and fast growing parts of the city to the
south and the west.

»»The eastern end of the project area, at Avondale Dr,
is the most underserved part of the study area with
regards to open space access.

»»A small area plan the treats this end of the Belt

Line as an urban trail head with supporting and
complementary uses could positively impact open space
equity.

»»Additionally, complete street strategies to increase

Belt Line access and increase its potential as a nonmotorized transportation corridor connecting
to GoTriangle LRT could positively impact area
transportation equity.

»»Partnerships with local land-owners with large offstreet parking areas could stimulate infrastructure
improvements in the area.

»»In the longer term, considering this current project

as a first phase in the development of a complete
Loop (proposed as The Great Loop by the Durham
Parks Foundation) would make the Belt Line better
connected with large parts of the city in need of
improved housing, transportation, and open space
equity.

»»With a few strategic connections between existing
and under construction trails projects, the loop is a
geographically feasibly alternative.

»»However, as revealed by Atlanta Beltline efforts, even

proposing the Great Loop concept in advance of
community stabilization strategies could put real estate
speculation ahead of the policies needed to adapt to
increases in private property adjacent to the potential
Loop.

»»Coordinating community stabilization efforts in
advance of Loop development is needed.
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HOUSING EQUITY
How can the Durham Belt Line be positioned to leverage housing equity?

»»Current property ownership patterns and vulnerability indicators suggest that it may be too late to assemble and

control existing affordable housing resources in the study area. There is not enough publically owned land, or large
enough quantities of single owner land to negotiate deals such as community land trusts, etc.

»»There is one site that is City-owned (Roxboro Street), is buildable, and may offer a suitable site for housing
development compatible with the surrounding neighborhood.

GO TRIANGLE STUDY

»»Durham has already committed to making 15% of new housing units near LRT station areas 80% AMI.
»»However, LRT station areas do not overlap with the Durham Belt Line outside of Durham Station.
»»0% of AMI is still above the financial capacity of the most vulnerable in the study area.
»»By leveraging the Durham Belt Line as a component of regional transportation infrastructure a higher priority
on providing affordable housing in association with the Durham Station could be an opportunity

CITY OF RALEIGH DOWNTOWN LAND STUDY

»»National downtown revitalization strategies leverage city owned parcels, and target large single owner

parcels for redevelopment. In particular, mid-20th century development parcels with large surface parking
lots, single use areas, and inflexible building types.

proactively to include equitable measures as a component of future development. This includes equitable
access to housing, transportation, and open space.

»»The City of Raleigh Land Study highlights current city owned property and offers alternative scenarios for
future ownership and use.
»»The City of Durham should engage in a similar study with a specific focus on equitable development
opportunities.
»»Retaining city owned land and offering incentives to offset equitable development goals (ex. Reduce parking
requirements, remove height restrictions, reward mixed use, etc).
»»Swapping city owned land with private property in strategic locations may also offer opportunities.

»» With significant support from LISC and collaboration with numerous non-profits and philanthropic groups,

11th Street Bridge Park initiated a multi-year strategy for community stabilization in advance of construction
of the park.

»»The park project acknowledged that it would have sweeping impacts on local property values and stoke
displacement.
»»The study area of their equitable development plan is much broader than the specific context of the park.
»»Their equitable development plan focuses on housing, jobs, education, and transportation equity. These are

designed to identify the most vulnerable populations to displacement and help them get as stable as possible in
order for them be able to have a better chance at remaining in place once the park is complete.

»»The plan is being monitored and evaluated by ULI.
»»Because it is engaging in community stabilization 6 years ahead of park construction, 11th Street Bridge Park is
being recognized as a new model for acknowledging and mitigating the economic forces unleashed with large
scale public infrastructure projects in a timeframe allowing critical community building work to occur.

ANALYSIS INPUTS

DEVELOPMENT

»»Although there are not any such parcels in the immediate study area, there are many immediately north of
I-85 and east of the study area.
»»Anticipating that these parcels will be targeted for redevelopment, Durham has an opportunity to work

11TH STREET BRIDGE PARK EQUITABLE DEVELOPMENT PLAN

ATLANTA BELTLINE

»»Prior to the Atlanta Beltline’s construction, numerous partnerships were negotiated between The City of

Atlanta, local banks, and the philanthropic community to develop affordable housing strategies. Among the
strategies, graduated mortgage rates scaled to compensate for the anticipated property value increases due to
Beltline construction, was the most comprehensive.

»»However, the strategies still resulted in gentrification and displacement in areas touched by the Beltline. This
was due to, in part, the reliance on revenues from adjacent private property development to fund Beltline
construction.

»»The timing of community stabilization strategies, including affordable housing, was concurrent or too

close to the timing of Beltline construction and market forces worked against the Beltline’s goal of reducing
gentrification and displacement.
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HOUSING COSTS

TOXICS

CRIME DENSITY

REDLINE MAP
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CASE STUDIES / PEER PROJECTS COMPARISON

EQUITY STRATEGIES

PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

OPEN SPACE EQUITY

TRANSPORTATION
EQUITY

HOUSING EQUITY

HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL EQUITY

»» Baseline Health Impact Assessment
11th Street Bridge
Park /
Equitable Development
Plan

The 606 /
Bloomingdale Trail

925 foot superstructure constructed
on piers of existing bridge spanning SW
Washington DC and Anacostia

2.7 mile trail through Chicago
neighborhoods, public-private partnership
between Friends of BloomingdaleTrail and
City of Chicago (who will maintain it)

»» Increase access to Anacostia
Riverfront on both sides
»» Recommended programming that
aligns with local community values

»» 3 new high-quality parks created
in socio-economically diverse
neighborhoods
»» Improved connectivity between
communities
»» Stormwater management through
green-infrastructure

»» Increased non-motorized
connectivity: expected to
induce more pedestrian
and bicycle traffic
connecting both sides of
the river

»» Act as clearinghouse for housing opportunities
in the impact area
»» Partner to preserve existing affordable housing
»» Spur creation of new affordable housing units

»» Increased non-motorized
connectivity: expected to
induce more pedestrian
and bicycle traffic

»» $1 million rehabilitation fund for homeowners
along trail providing up to $25,000 per
applicant for repairs
»» $30 million citywide Chicago Opportunity
Investment Fund to create more affordable
apartments (pending council vote)
»» Pilot to preserve affordable housing to reduce
number of property demolitions in trail area
using a demolition fee per affordable unit lost.
Fees support an affordable housing trust fund
(in committee)

»» Recommended health outcomes (decrease
in chronic diseases through use of changes
in built environment) embedded in design,
implementation, and monitoring
»» Induce increased physical activity: presumes
increased physical activity through walking,
biking, and other park uses
»» Post-Construction Surveys: Show repeated
use by trail users. Implies increased health
due to increased walking and biking
»» Perceived and Real Crime declined: Surveys
and archival research demonstrated
decreases in all violent and property crimes
within 1/4 mile of the completed trail
»» Brownfield remediation to reduce hazards
in former train use zones

JOBS \ ECONOMIC EQUITY

»» Workforce Development: Prioritize local
people for const. and post-const. jobs
»» Small Business Enterprise: Local business
support post-construction, Leverage
project to build local businesses, improve
connections between businesses and park
»» Hiring requirements and programmatic
recommendations encourage recruitment
of district residents and local businesses.

»» No strategies documented

22 mile loop through Atlanta
neighborhoods, public-private partnership
between City of Atlanta, Atlanta Beltline
Inc. and the Atlanta Beltline Partnership

»» Increased access to parks and trails

»» Increased access to transit
and less automobile
dependence

»» Inclusionary Zoning via Atlanta Beltline
Overlay District
»» Clearinghouse for tax exemptions for
homeowners through ABI and Invest Atlanta
»» Support programs and increased
organizational capacity: Homeowner Education
Workshops, ABL Downpayment Assistance,
Homeowner Rehabilitation Assistance, Atlanta
Land Trust Collaborative, ABL Affordable
Housing Trust

New ERA (Englewood
Remaking America) Trail

1.7 mile trail atop a disused elevated
railroad line that runs parallel to 59th
Street

»» New open space created: in
socio-economically diverse
neighborhoods
»» Improved connectivity between
communities
»» Stormwater management through
green-infrastructure

»» Increased non-motorized
connectivity: expected to
induce more pedestrian
and bicycle traffic

»» Green Healthy Neighborhoods Plan
»» Reuse existing housing whenever possible
»» Large Lot Program: develop a program for
existing city-owned land
»» Concentrate housing along major corridors
near transit nodes and existing institutions

»» Baseline Health Impact Assessment
»» Brownfield remediation in surrounding area
and former train use zones

»» Attract and develop communitycompatible green businesses to the
corridor

Lafitte Greenway /
Lafitte Corridor
Revitalization Plan

2.6 miles through the Tremé, Lafitte, and
Mid-City. It connects neighborhoods from
the French Quarter to Lakeview.

»» Increased access to open space 5.6 acres per 1,000 area residents

»» Increased transit use,
walking and biking in
corridor

»» Increase density in the corridor
»» Decrease vacancy rates; return to pre-Katrina
occupancy rates

»» Brownfield remediation in surrounding area
»» Metrics for increasing physical activity in
the area

»» Return to pre-Katrina occupancy rates in
the corridor
»» Increase revenue and capture retail
leakage

1.7-mile former railroad right of way
consisting of 17 acres creating an arc that
connects communities from northeast to
downtown Durham

»» Increased access to open space,
including areas with limited park
access
»» Improved connectivity between
communities
»» Stormwater management through
green-infrastructure
»» Perform further study and outreach
in underserved area to determine
recreational preferences

»» Increased access to transit
»» Non-motorized
connectivity
»» Increase access to
community destinations
»» Increase access for
individuals with mobility
impairments

»» Reduce barriers to residential infill and
“Missing Middle” housing types
»» Preserve existing affordable rental housing
near the corridor
»» Support neighborhood scale affordable
housing
»» Develop a partnership with other agencies and
purchase property for affordable housing in
the vicinity of the corridor
»» Conduct a broader land disposition and
equitable development study

»» Health assessment conducted: indicated
higher rates of obesity and other poor
health outcomes (i.e. diabetes, high
blood pressure and mental health) in
neighborhoods east and south of the Belt
Line Trail

Atlanta Beltline

Durham Belt Line
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»»
»»
»»
»»

Baseline Health Impact Assessment
Final Health Impact Assessment
Increased access to healthy housing units
Increased access to healthy food through
attraction of food stores
»» Increased safety through programming and
policing

»» 25-year Equitable Development Plan
»» $20 billion in Economic Development
that can attract and encourage additional
development for affected communities
»» Workforce Development: 48,000
construction jobs and 30,000 new
permanent jobs over 25 years

»» Induce increased physical activity: presumes
increased physical activity through walking,
biking, and other park uses

»» Increase access to transit serving local
and regional job centers, including
transportation-disadvantaged populations

»» Increase tree canopy and restoration of
native plant communities
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Who is Urban3?

Urban3 is a real estate economics firm based in Asheville, North Carolina. We are leaders in visualizing economic
productivity using 3-D modeling software, as well as designers of infographics that communicate the financial
impact of public policy and land use. Urban3’s pioneering economic visualization work has earned international
recognition.

Why 3D modeling?

Urban3’s visualizations are composed using local data resulting in a snapshot of the fiscal health of a
community. We think of it as our clients’ Economic MRI. The visuals not only reflect the relative fiscal potency
of development patterns, but aide decision makers in delivering a clear and agnostic understanding of the
economics of place. Our 3D images are a new way of seeing the world in which fiscal efficiency is immediately
apparent.

Why is visualizing a community’s fiscal health important?

Mapping and analyzing the financial health of a community helps policymakers and practitioners prioritize
capital improvements and community design decisions. Our method simplifies complex information to include
everyone in real conversations about community growth. Through our visualizations, communities have the
resources to make informed decisions about future development.

What We Found:

The relationship between land use and tax production in Durham County was consistent with other
communities we have analyzed. The more development is concentrated on a site the greater its capacity to
generate property taxes. The effect is further amplified by high quality well thought out design. Good placemaking yields substantial and lasting financial benefits to the community.
The Belt Line presents a tremendous opportunity for Durham to capitalize on a public investment. From a
public finance standpoint, Durham should think about the Belt Line as both a public amenity and transportation
infrastructure. A well designed project has the potential to generate significant new revenue for both the city and
the county from compact new development.
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Taxable Values
County Taxable Value:

This map of total taxable value by parcel would lead the viewer
to believe most of the County’s property tax revenue comes from
the Southwest corner of the county. This view is distorted by
sheer size of many of the highest value parcels.

Value Per Acre
Why is it important to measure tax production in
terms of value per acre?

APPENDIX D

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
County Value Per Acre:

Using 3D visualizations allow us to find patterns
in the data much more quickly. The two groupings
of tall value peaks represent Downtown Durham
and the area to the north of Duke University and
Hospital. The pattern of tax potency shown here
is consistent with other communities across the
nation. In a healthy city the downtown usually
encompases the highest
value peaks. We have also
found that areas near or
around universities
tend to produce
highly valuable
construction.

This analysis compares property value on a per acre basis to
account for relative differences in land consumption. When
we shop for cars we are typically concerned with the relative
performance of vehicles on a per mile basis because fuel is a finite
and costly resource. For a municipality, land is likewise limited
and costly in terms of providing infrastructure and services. By
thinking about property taxes in terms of value per acre we can
compare property on an apples to apples basis.

City Value Per Acre:

By their nature many of the
most potent developments
are small and hard to spot. By
adjusting for area downtown
properties are suddenly more
prominent.
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County Value Per Acre:

Accounting for land area
provides a much more
clear representation
of the efficiency of
tax production. The
pattern of tax potency
closely follows the
intensity and density
of development in
Durham.

City Value Per Acre:

By isolating the city boundaries the source
of the majority of property tax income
can be better seen. The City of Durham
accounts for 32% of county land but 81%
of total taxable property value.
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0.1%

3%

99.9%

97%

City Area

City Value

Downtown Value Per Acre:

Downtown Durham stands out
above the county in its financial
performance. To put this figure
in perspective consider this
comparison. Downtown covers
only 0.1% or the county’s land
but produces 3% of it’s property
taxes (see figure 1). In other
words, downtown Durham
produces 3% of the County’s taxes
on just a tiny portion of its area.
What’s good for the downtown is
also good for the city and great for
the County.
The property taxes for the 364
acre downtown are higher
than 45,625 acres of land in the
northern part of the county (see
figure 2).

APPENDIX D

Taxable Property Base

Downtown
County

A major factor in analyzing the taxbase of an area is the ratio
of taxable to non-taxable land. There are many reasons land
might be tax exempt. Not for profit hospitals, church lands,
and government property are all examples of tax exempt land.
Non-taxable land doesn’t imply a lack of value. These can be
important parts of the community. Taking land out of the tax
roll, however, makes it all the more important how we use the
remaining space.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

County Taxable:

69% of Durham County
land is taxable, leaving
Chart
Title
31% as
non-taxable.

FIGURE 1

Downtown Land vs. Downtown Value

31%
FIGURE 2

The area shown in red
(downtown) actually
produces more property
taxes annually than the
area shown in blue

Taxable

Chart Title

69%
Non-Taxable

City Taxable:

The City of Durham is 72%
taxable and 28% non-taxable.

28%
72%
Taxable

Non-Taxable

Downtown Taxable:

Durham’s downtown is 55%
taxable. Though this seems
low compared
to the County
and City, it is
a respectable
percentage for a
county
Chart Titleseat.

45% 55%
Taxable
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Non-Taxable
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Understanding Local Finance
Peaks and Valleys

Hotel 21c

Value Per Acre: $ 92,202,096

Viewing the value per acre model
from a profile view is another way to
show the taxable value hotspots. This
image shows Durham County facing
East. The first set of peaks represents
a combination of downtown and the
areas North of Duke. The second set
of peaks shows both the retail areas
bordering on Chapel Hill and Raleigh.

At the heart of understanding the relationship between patterns of development and fiscal health is
understanding how local governments pay for infrastructure and services. The composition of local
revenue sources varies across states and jurisdictions but invariably includes some form of tax on
“real property.”
Real property taxes are the portion of property taxes, which can include personal property like cars,
levied on real estate. The taxing jurisdiction (e.g. City, County, School Board) levies a percentage tax
on the assessed value.
Analyzing the source of government revenues is critical to planning a strong financial future. Like a
business, local governments have revenues as well as expenses. Collecting sales tax from consumer
expenditures and property tax from “real property”, enables municipalities to provide basic public
services like police and fire protection, education, to name a few. Property tax and sales tax collection
are central mechanisms by which municipalities function.
The City of Durham receives about half of its revenue from property taxes. Property taxes are likewise
critical to the County and public school system.

Durham Centre

Value Per Acre: $ 51,716,800

Durham Finances
Other Taxes
Hock Plaza

Value Per Acre: $ 34,771,100

18%
48%

Property Tax

34%

Sales Tax
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This graphic depicts the Walkscore data for Durham County as
though it were elevation. Walkscore is a commonly used metric
of walkability. Downtown and Durham’s historic neighborhoods
are like the peaks of a mountain in this example. This also allows
us to draw comparisons between increasing walkability, as the
Belt Line will do, and tax production.
The areas shown in white represent the areas of highest
walkability.

Durham’s Walkscore
Durham grew rapidly in a period of American history that
was dominated by auto-oriented development. As a result
it lacks important walkability infrastructure like bikelanes
and sidewalks in some places. It will take time, money, and
effort for the City to fill in these gaps. The Belt Line offers
an opportunity to leapfrog this process and connect
downtown to urban neighborhoods.

APPENDIX D
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Belt Line Parcel Value:

The quarter mile walkable
distance from the Belt Line
captures downtown and a
string of important urban
neighborhoods to the north.
The total parcel value, however,
misses the true efficiency of current
development.

Belt Line Parcel Value Per Acre:

By recalculating the above map with respect to value per acre we are given a clearer picture of taxable value
within a quarter mile of the proposed Belt Line. The southern portion of the trail (which runs through
downtown) is still clearly very valuable but we can see that the parcels surrounding the Northern portion of the
trail are of higher value than the above map would suggest. The urban neighborhoods along the current rail line
are already substantially efficient but the Belt Line project could extend some of the tax potency of downtown
further north.

When we overlay the tax production model onto
Walkscore, it becomes clear that increasing
Walkability is also a recipe for financial
productivity. This is consistent
with current evidence regarding
walkability and house values.
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Available and Underutilized Parcels:

APPENDIX D

The map below shows parcels near the Belt Line that could be buit on or
improved. The dark grey parcels are free for new construction. In addition,
the yellow parcels are currently underutilized, meaning that the land value is
actually higher than the building/improvement value. Parcels such as this are
prime for improvement.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Taxable Value Around
the Belt Line:

The image to the right
shows a closer look at the
values of the buildings
within a quarter
mile of the proposed
parkway. This area is
composed of both the
heart of downtown
Durham and residential
neighborhoods. Linking
these two parts of the city
will increase walkability
and create opportunities
for economic
development.

This breakdown of the availibility of parcels is the beltwaw area shows how
much of the study area could be developed.

The Belt Line and the County:

Though the Belt Line only runs through a small portion
of Durham County it can make a significant difference for
the region as a whole. As shown with other rails to trails
projects, property values in nearby areas tend to increase.
This increase in tax base can be used to streangthen
infrastructure across the County.
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Development Types:
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“You can’t rely on bringing people downtown, you have to put them there.”
- Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Mixed-Use Construction

As Durham continues to grow the strain of housing it’s residents will grow commensurately. While single family
housing is wholly appropriate for small towns and the outer areas of larger cities, it is a poor use of limited space when
located close to a downtown center. Similarly, commercial spaces are certainly necessary for a healthy downtown
but are rarely much more valuable than single purpose residential buildings. The true value of the urban environment
is best achieved by mixed-use construction. As you can see in the chart below, placing
commercial and residential into the same building creates huge increases in value.

Commercial Construction
Average Value Per Acre of examples:

Residential Construction

$35,182,739
Average Value Per Acre of examples:

$5,405,871
Average Value Per Acre of examples:
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21c Hotel

Main Street
Infil

The Durham

Baldwin Lofts

Aloft Hotel

Ballpark
Offices

Temple
Building

Belt Line
Multifamily

American
Tobacco

Townhouses

University
Tower

Bagel Bank

The Lakewood
Rehab

Streets at
Southpoint

Hope
Commons

Walmart

City
Multi-Family

Northgate
Mall

Southpoint
Target

Missing Middle
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City
Single-Family

County
Single-Family

$4,819,132
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AT-GRADE CROSSING ASSESSMENT
W Main St / US BUS 70 W Morgan St / US BUS 70 Fernway Ave

Link St (Proposed)

W Corporation St

W Washington St

W Glendale Ave

N Roxboro St / US BUS 15-501

Avg Annual Daily Traffic
Speed
Roadway Width
Right-of-Way
Lane Configuration

7,800 Vehicles per Day (2015)
25 MPH Posted
35’
54’
10-12’ Westbound
10.5’ Eastbound, Right Turn Only

3,900 Vehicles per Day (2015)
35 MPH Posted
35’
58’
20’ Westbound
15’ Eastbound, Right Turn Only

Low
35 MPH Posted
26’
38’
No Lane Markings

Low
42’
58’
11’ Drive Lanes
4’ Bike Lanes

Low
35 MPH Posted
30’
60’
15’ Westbound / Eastbound

Unknown
35 MPH Posted
34’
60’
12’ Southbound / Northbound
5’ Bike Lanes

Low
25 MPH Posted
25’
60’
No Lane Markings

7,600 Vehicles per Day (2015)
35 MPH Posted, 42 MPH - 85th Percentile
34’
60’
12’ Northbound
12’ Northbound, Left Turn Only

Parking
Sidewalk

None Adjacent
Both sides
Obstruction on North Side

None Adjacent
Both sides

None Adjacent
Sidewalk on North Side
Gap on South Side

8’ Parking Lane, One Side
Sidewalk both sides

South Side
Sidewalk North Side / Gap on South Side

No Parking
Sidewalk gaps between Dacian and
Macon St

Both Sides
None

No Parking
Both Sides

Future Plans /
Improvements

None

Intersection redesign at Great Jones/
Morgan St
Protected bicycle lanes on Morgan St

Within Innovation District

Proposed curb-less pedestrian-priority
street in Durham Innovation District

Anticipated increase in future traffic due to
planned parking structure in Durham Innovation
District
Proposed Bike Boulevard

Proposed Bike Boulevard

Proposed Bike Boulevard

Transit corridor on Roxboro St from Denfield
St to Durham Station. Stop improvements
and shelters. (TD-5286, Future GoTriangle
Rougemont Route)

Transit Connections

Durham Amtrak Station
Bull City Connector
GoDurham Routes 2 & 4

GoDurham Routes 9a, 9b, & 4

Considerations

High pedestrian volumes anticipated
due to proximity to transit station,
cultural attractions, nightlife and
business districts. Nearest signalized
crossing is Great Jones at Main St,
approximately 85 feet west of trail
parcel which limits ability to provide
trail signals at crossing location A. City
owned properties between Great Jones
and trail parcels create opportunity
for 100’ raised crossing at location B.
Great Jones St has existing crossing
which could be enhanced at location
C. Bushes, obstructions, and a
driveway create accessibility issues on
the North side of Main St from Great
Jones St through the trail parcel.

High pedestrian and bicyclist volumes
anticipated due to proximity to transit
station, cultural attractions, nightlife and
business districts and primary bicycle
route on Morgan St. North side of
Morgan St is within Durham Innovation
District. Total volume of bicyclists and
pedestrians will likely warrant a signalized crossing. There are no existing
signalized crossings within 300’of the
trail crossing at location A so may be
feasible for mid-block crossing. The
build-to lines for the Durham Innovation
District parcel that borders Morgan St
may limit what trail cross-section could
be accomplished on the north side of
the roadway.

The diagonal junction of rail
parcels and street creates
longer crossing distance of
Fernway Ave. This creates the
potential to provide trailside
art at these locations and
preserve existing rail tracks
near the intersection.

Link St is proposed as a curb-less
street completing an east-west
connection between the central
part of the innovation district and
neighborhoods to the west. There
is a significant grade change on Link
St between Morris St and Liggett St,
so it is envisioned that Link St will a
series of cascading pads to negotiate
the grade difference. This will help
to calm bicyclist traffic before making
turns onto the trail. Link St may
be closed to vehicular traffic during
special events. Bollards, street
furniture, plantings and subtle surface
treatments are proposed to delineate
pedestrian and vehicle zones.

The primary parking garage entry/exit for
the Durham Innovation District is located on
Corporation St just east of the trail crossing at
W Corporation St. The proposed garage is 7
levels and 1,100 parking spaces. This may create
a challenge with trail users at peak loading and
unloading times. Roadway width is adequate for
refuge island. A diagonal median opening may
be considered here to orient trail users’ field of
view toward approaching traffic and align with
the trail on the east side of the parcel North of
Corporation St to preserve an existing wooded
area.

Crossing of Washington St occurs at
a diagonal. Washington St receives
a higher proportion of bicyclists and
runners in comparison with parallel
streets. Opportunities exist for new
development in this area. High
voltage power lines that run through
this area may restrict trail amenities
and alignment options near the utility
easement.

Glendale Ave has existing traffic
calming treatments. The crossing is
located between two speed humps
and a neighborhood traffic circle to
the North at Markham Ave. There is
no sidewalk on Glendale Ave in the
vicinity of the trail crossing except a
short segment of existing sidewalk on
the east side of Glendale Ave between
Dacian Ave and Bennett Ct. An
opportunity for a small park and/or a
parking area exists due to City owned
land, transmission line easement and
unused road right of way adjacent to
the corridor.

High pedestrian conflict area anticipated
due to Roxboro St being a one-way street
with two northbound lanes. The left lane
becomes a turn-only lane north of the trail
crossing. Sidewalks on Roxboro St have
a buffer between the pedestrian way and
roadway but are in poor condition with
obstructions and accessibility issues. Issues
with vehicles exceeding the speed limit have
been noted at this location. A transit stop
on Roxboro St could be relocated behind the
trail crossing to assist with access to transit
and traffic operations.

Design Options

A – New Mid-block Trail crossing with
high-visibility crosswalk
B – Tabled Crosswalk between city
owned properties
C – Intersection enhancements with
trail crossing at Great Jones St

A – Enhance existing Mid-block crossing,
consider signalization or rectangular
rapid flashing beacons
B – Intersection redesign at Great
Jones St and Morgan St with signalized
crossing enhancement at trail

- Unsignalized mid-block crossing with raised crosswalk
- Minimize crossing distance by
modifying trail approaches to
perpendicular angle at roadway.
- Recommend trailside art
and preservation of tracks
on approach to each side of
intersection
- Complete sidewalk gap on
south side

- Treatments at Link St should
provide clear wayfinding and mitigate
conflicts between bicyclists and pedestrians using the trail and pedestrians
using the plaza
- Use colored paving patterns, surface
treatments and /or signage

- Consider a median island to break up the
roadway crossing into two parts, potentially using
a diagonal median opening
- The desired width of the median island is 10
feet or greater with an absolute minimum width
of 6 feet
- Eliminate parking spaces adjacent to trail
crossing
- Complete sidewalk gap on south side

- Minimize crossing distance by
modifying trial approach to perpendicular angle
- Consider rectangular rapid flashing
beacons at crossing depending on
vehicle volumes and speed
- Consider in-street pedestrian crossing signage
- Complete sidewalk gaps on both
sides of roadway between Macon St
and Dacian Ave
Add crosswalks at all legs of Dacian
and Macon to slow traffic on approach to trail

- Restrict parking near trail crossing,
potential for stormwater planter /
bulb-out
- Include signage and high-visibility
crosswalk
- Complete sidewalk gap between
Lynch St and Markham St on Glendale
Ave to create pedestrian access to
trail
- Option for brick pavers matching
gutter pavers and curb extensions at
crossing

- Consider signalized treatments for trail
crossing of N Roxboro St.
- Ensure clear sight lines between motorists
and trail users at crossing location
- Fix accessibility issues on Roxboro St
sidewalk between Lynch and Markham St.
- Relocate GoDurham Transit Stop #5047

Fix sidewalk obstructions and accessibility issues at driveway on North
Side of Main St
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APPENDIX F

URBAN PARK DESIGN CONCEPTS

URBAN PARK DESIGN CONCEPTS
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

1

A series of space studies were performed for the area between Chapel Hill Street and Morgan St to
envision the programming areas and opportunities that make up this area, it’s surrounding streets
and how it fits into the overall design and function of the Durham Belt Line Trail. The following
three pages show options resulting from this exercise.
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URBAN PARK DESIGN CONCEPTS
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APPENDIX G

BRIDGE INSPECTIONS

BRIDGE INSPECTIONS

LOCATION:
DATE:

BRIDGE INSPECTION REPORT
MUNICIPALITY:

Durham, NC

GPS LATITUDE:

N 36° 00' 19.9"

ROUTE:

Norfolk Southern RR

GPS LONGITUDE:

W 78° 54' 11.2"

ACROSS:

West Trinity Avenue

MUNICIPALITY:

LOCATION:
Durham, NC

300 feet west of Washington Street
GPS LATITUDE:

ROUTE:

SUPERSTRUCTURE:
Norfolk Southern RR

Timber deck on timber floor joists, steel beams and reinforced concrete
GPS LONGITUDE:
W 78° 54' 11.2"

ACROSS:

West Trinity Avenue
SUBSTRUCTURE:

Reinforced concrete abutments and piers

LOCATION:

300 feet west of Washington Street

Durham, NC
8/28/2017

BRIDGE VICINITY MAP

BRIDGE INSPECTION REPORT
N 36° 00' 19.9"

N

SUPERSTRUCTURE:SPANS:Timber deck on timber
3 floor joists, steel beams and reinforced concrete
PRESENT CONDITION:

Good

SUBSTRUCTURE:

Reinforced concrete abutments and piers
INSPECTION DATE:
8/28/2017

SPANS:

ANALYSIS DATE:
3

PRESENT CONDITION:
INSPECTION DATE:

TRINITY ST BRIDGE

ANALYSIS DATE:

G-161

N/A

Good
8/28/2017
N/A

East profile, looking west

SHEET 1 OF 17
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APPENDIX G

BRIDGE INSPECTIONS
CONDITION PICTURES
LOCATION:
DATE:

Durham, NC
8/28/2017

FIELD INSPECTION
REPORT

ROUTE: Norfolk Southern RR
LOCATION: Durham, NC

Team Leader:
Assisted By:

Charles Lewis, PE

Date:

8/28/2017

N/A

CONDITION RATING CODE: 0 - 2 CRITICAL, 3 & 4 POOR, 5 & 6 FAIR, 7 - 9 GOOD
Item
Timber Deck

TRINITY ST BRIDGE

Cable Railing

G-163

Condition Rating
Description
The timber decking supporting the rail bed is in fair condition throughout;
5

however, to reduce long-term maintenance costs it is our recommendation this
be removed and replaced with an alternate framing system if the bridge is to be
used to support the proposed greenway.

0

The cable railing does not meet current code requirments to be used for the
proposed greenway.

Longitudinal Steel Griders

6

Both steel girders supporting the rail bed have surface rust throughout. Minor
abrasions from vehicular contact are visible on the underside of the girder
flanges, though this damage does not significantly reduce the load-carrying
capacity of these girders. The structural capacity of these girders is sufficient to
support the proposed greenway. To increase the life span of these girders, the
loose paint and surface rust should be removed and the girders should be
repainted. The paint should include a rust-inhibiter.

Reinforced Concrete
Abutments

7

Hairline surface cracking is visible throughout both abutments. This cracking
does not indicate structural dificiencies nor do these cracks need to be repaired.
However, if these abutments are to be used to support the proposed greenway,
they should be inspected on a biennial basis to determine if the existing
conditions are deteriorating.

Reinforced Concrete Piers

7

Hairline surface cracking is visible throughout both interior piers. This cracking
does not indicate structural dificiencies nor do these cracks need to be repaired.
However, if these abutments are to be used to support the proposed greenway,
they should be inspected on a biennial basis to determine if the existing
conditions are deteriorating.

Reinforced Concrete Arch

6

There is a spall on the underside of the southeast arch with exposed reinforcing
steel. To avoid further deterioration, it is our recommendation that the surface
rust be cleaned from the exposed reinforcing steel and the spall patched with
non-shrink grout.

Spall with exposed reinforcing steel

Typical crack at arch

DURHAM BELT LINE Trail Master Plan |
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APPENDIX G

BRIDGE INSPECTIONS

TRINITY ST BRIDGE

CONDITION PICTURES
LOCATION: Durham, NC
DATE: 8/28/2017

G-165

DATA PICTURES
LOCATION: Durham, NC
DATE: 8/28/2017

Surface rust on girders

Looking west

Bridge railing

Looking east
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APPENDIX G

BRIDGE INSPECTIONS

TRINITY ST BRIDGE

DATA PICTURES
LOCATION: Durham, NC
DATE: 8/28/2017

G-167

DATA PICTURES
LOCATION: Durham, NC
DATE: 8/28/2017

Looking north

Span 1, looking west

Looking south

Span 2. looking west
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APPENDIX G

BRIDGE INSPECTIONS

TRINITY ST BRIDGE

DATA PICTURES
LOCATION: Durham, NC
DATE: 8/28/2017

G-169

DATA PICTURES
LOCATION: Durham, NC
DATE: 8/28/2017

Span 3, looking west

Typical interior pier

Typical abutment wing wall

Typical bridge underside
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APPENDIX G

BRIDGE INSPECTIONS
DATA PICTURES
LOCATION: Durham, NC
DATE: 8/28/2017

BRIDGE INSPECTION REPORT
MUNICIPALITY:

Durham, NC

GPS LATITUDE:

N 35° 59' 49.0"

ROUTE:

Norfolk Southern RR

GPS LONGITUDE:

W 78° 54' 20.7"

ACROSS:

West Chapel Hill Street

BRIDGE INSPECTION REPORT
MUNICIPALITY:

LOCATION:
Durham, NC

ROUTE:

SUPERSTRUCTURE:
Norfolk Southern RR

ACROSS:
LOCATION:

Typical maintenance walkway framing

SUPERSTRUCTURE:

Timber deck on timber floor
SPANS:
4 joists and steel beams

SUBSTRUCTURE:

PRESENT CONDITION:
Fair
Reinforced concrete abutments and piers
INSPECTION DATE:
8/28/2017

SPANS:

ANALYSIS DATE:
4

INSPECTION DATE:

G-171

CHAPEL HILL ST BRIDGE

TRINITY ST BRIDGE

ANALYSIS DATE:

N 35° 59' 49.0"

Timber deck on timber floor joists and steel beams
GPS LONGITUDE:
W 78° 54' 20.7"

West Chapel Hill Street
SUBSTRUCTURE:
Reinforced concrete abutments and piers
100 feet west of Ramseur Street

PRESENT CONDITION:

Typical bridge deck

100 feet west of Ramseur Street
GPS LATITUDE:

N/A

Fair
8/28/2017
N/A

East profile, looking west
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APPENDIX G

BRIDGE INSPECTIONS
LOCATION:
DATE:

Durham, NC
8/28/2017
FIELD INSPECTION
REPORT

BRIDGE VICINITY MAP

ROUTE: Norfolk Southern RR
LOCATION: Durham, NC

Team Leader:
Assisted By:

Charles Lewis, PE

Date:

8/28/2017

N/A

CONDITION RATING CODE: 0 - 2 CRITICAL, 3 & 4 POOR, 5 & 6 FAIR, 7 - 9 GOOD
Item
Timber Deck

however, to reduce long-term maintenance costs it is our recommendation this
be removed and replaced with an alternate framing system if the bridge is to be
used to support the proposed greenway.

Timber Railing

0

The timber railing does not meet current code requirments to be used for the
proposed greenway.

Longitudinal Steel Griders

6

Both steel girders supporting the rail bed have surface rust throughout.
Abrasions from vehicular contact are visible on the underside of the girder
flanges, though this damage does not significantly reduce the load-carrying
capacity of these girders. The structural capacity of these girders is sufficient to
support the proposed greenway.

Reinforced Concrete
Abutments

7

Hairline surface cracking is visible throughout both abutments. This cracking
does not indicate structural dificiencies nor do these cracks need to be repaired.
However, if these abutments are to be used to support the proposed greenway,
they should be inspected on a biennial basis to determine if the existing
conditions are deteriorating.

Reinforced Concrete Pier
1 and 2

6

Hairline surface cracking is visible throughout piers 1 and 2 (southernmost and
central piers). This cracking does not indicate structural dificiencies nor do these
cracks need to be repaired. However, if these abutments are to be used to
support the proposed greenway, they should be inspected on a biennial basis to
determine if the existing conditions are deteriorating.

Reinforced Concrete Pier
3

3

The columns for pier 3 (northernmost pier) have significant spalls with exposed
reinforcing steel. The exposed reinforcing has up to 100% section loss. If the
piers are to be used to support the proposed greenway, these columns will need
to repaired and the repairs will need to be monitored on a beinnial basis to
determine if the existing conditions are deteriorating.

CHAPEL HILL ST BRIDGE

N

Condition Rating
Description
The timber decking supporting the rail bed is in fair condition throughout;
5

G-173
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APPENDIX G

BRIDGE INSPECTIONS
CONDITION PICTURES
LOCATION: Durham, NC
DATE: 8/28/2017

CONDITION PICTURES
LOCATION:

CHAPEL HILL ST BRIDGE

DATE:

G-175

Durham, NC
8/28/2017

Surface rust, vehicular abrasions

Spall at pier 3 column

Spall at pier 3 column

Spall at pier 3 column
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APPENDIX G

BRIDGE INSPECTIONS

CHAPEL HILL ST BRIDGE

DATA PICTURES
LOCATION: Durham, NC
DATE: 8/28/2017

G-177

DATA PICTURES
LOCATION: Durham, NC
DATE: 8/28/2017

Looking west

Looking north

Looking east

Looking south
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APPENDIX G

BRIDGE INSPECTIONS

CHAPEL HILL ST BRIDGE

DATA PICTURES
LOCATION: Durham, NC
DATE: 8/28/2017

G-179

DATA PICTURES
LOCATION: Durham, NC
DATE: 8/28/2017

Span 1, looking west

Span 3, looking west

Span 2. looking west

Span 4, looking west
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APPENDIX G

BRIDGE INSPECTIONS

CHAPEL HILL ST BRIDGE

DATA PICTURES
LOCATION: Durham, NC
DATE: 8/28/2017

G-181

DATA PICTURES
LOCATION: Durham, NC
DATE: 8/28/2017

Pier 2, looking north, pier 1 and 3 similar

Typical maintenance walkway framing

Typical bridge underside

Typical guardrail framing
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